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2
JUDGE MATIAS: All right, gentlemen, take

3
your seats, please. Gentlemen, let us come to order,

4
please.

5
I want to welcome you all to our second

6
public statement hearing on the application by New York

7
State Electric & Gas, as well as the Long Island

'' Lighting Com)any, to construct a nuclear facility in the

9 ~Town of New Haven (Oswego County) --

10
VOICE: We can't hear you.

11
JUDGE MATIAS: -- or in the alternative,

12
in the Town of Stuyvesant (Columbia County). These

13
hearings are being conducted jointly by the State Siting

14
Board and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission through its

I
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board.

16,

Can you all hear?

17 VOICE: No, speak into the mike.

IO JUDGE MATIAS: Is that better?

IO '
VOICE: Yes.

E JUDGE MATIAS: All right. I am Thomas

21 Matias. I am an Administrative Law Judge with the

22 Department of Public Service. I will be Presiding

(h 23 Examiner for the State Siting Board.

328 00!!
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1
To my right is Dr. Sidney Schwartz, an

_

Administrative Law Judge with the Department of

Environmental Conservation. He will be the Associate

4 Examiner for the State Siting Board.

5 To my left are the Chairman and members

0
of the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board for the NRC.

7 Immediately to my left is Judge Seymour Wenner, Chairman

8 of the Board.,

9 To Judge.Wenner's left is Dr. Walter -

10 Jordan, and to Dr. Jordan's left, D: vscar Paris. .

11 Now, I am going to take some appearances

12 from some of the parties that have appeared before us.

13 Who appears for the Applicant?

14 MR. SPINDEL: For the Applicant, the law

15 firm of Huber, Magill, Lawrence & Farrell; Norman W.

" 16 Spindel, of Counsel.

17 JUDGE MATIAS: Sir, do you have any of

18 your associates with you today to answer questions?

19 MR. SPINDEL: Yes, Judge Matias. The '

20 group from NYSEG on the --

21 JUDGE MATIAS: Would you raise your hands .

22 please?

(g 23 All right, that group raising their hands

_

ph5 -
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1

over to my right are representatives of the Applicant.
.

~

2
I will take some more appearances; from

3
the PSC Staff?

4
MR. GREY: Your Honor, for the Staff of

~^ 5
the Public Service Commission, Ra'bert Grey, and with me

6
today, Craig Indyke.

7
JUDGE MATIAS: All right. Mr. Grey, do

i you have any Staff members who can answer questions
9 today? --

10
MR. GREY: Yes, your Honor, they will

a

II
stand up.

12
JUDGE MATIAS: All right. Do you all see

13 who they are now?

14
All right, and from the NRC Staf

15 MR. LEWIS: Judge Macias, my name is

' ' 16
Steve Lewis representing the NRC Staff. I will have to

17 serve as both Counsel and technical expert today. I do

18 not have any technical stuff with me

I8 *JUDGE MATIAS: All right, just Mr. Lewis

20 from the NRC Staff.

21 What about the Department of Environmenta L

22 Conservation?

23 MR. DWORKIN: For the Department of

b .0 '
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1
Environmental Conservation, I am Carl G. Dworkin. With

_

2
me today is our project coordinator, John Cianci, who is

sitting near the back of the room.

4 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. What we are

5
going to do is we are going to start right now with

6
public statements, and I am going to take you strictly

7 on a first come, first served basis, with one exception.
'

8
t I am going to give a preference to the people who live

9 within a ten-mile radius.of the alternate site in the -

10 Town of Stuyvesant, so that will take in areas of
-

11 Columbia County, naturally, arcas of Greene County,
12 Albany County and Rensselaer County.

13 If you want to be heard and you have not

14 filled out one of these cards, please do so because you
15 will not be heard unless you do and, again, I will take

'
16 then first come, first merved.

I'7 We are going to take public statements

18 from now until four o' clock, and at four o' clock we will
.

19 recess, and if any of you have any questions, I ask that *

%) you hold the questions, and then at four o' clock -- or

21 you can do it quietly while we are taking statements --

22 approach any of those people who were introduced or
|

||| 23 raised their hands or stood up. They should be able to

4'
320 ''
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1 -

answer any questions you have, so from about four

2
until five we will let you ask questions of these people

3
We let them go around five o' clock so they can get some

4
dinner and come back for the seven o' clock hearing.

5
With that, again, in the rear of the room

6
is where you make out the cards. If you have not done

7
so, please do it.

/ 8'

All right. The first one I have is from

Loretta Simon, Greene Co'unty Planning Board, Cairo.
~

10 Would you come forward, Madam, and you can occupy the
11

chair right there and I think the microphone will be on.

12
MS. SIMON: My name is Loretta Simon. I

13
am employed by Greene County in the position of

14 Environmental Planner. My business address is the

Greene County Planning Department, Box 517, Cairo, New

16
York 12413.

A7
The Greene County Legislature, reflectingt

|
18 the concern of its citizens, has been on record since |

i

19 ! e

1973 as opposed to the use of nuclear power plants to !

generate electricity. Greene County is a party to the

21
proceedings before the Nuclear Regulatory C nmission, ;

I
22 Docket 50-549, and opposes the siting of nuclear plants !
23 at Cementon and Athens in Greene County.

,nn .

};20 ' ' '
,

I
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1

Stuyvesant, the altsrnate si'a for the .

2
NYSEG facilities, lies across the Hudson Ri.mt from Greene

3
County. The hamlet of New Baltimore is less than 1.5

4
miles from the reactor site. The discharge pipe will be

5
located in Greene County. The towns of Coxsackie,

6
Athens, Greenville, Cairo and Catskill are within 20

7
miles of the site. These are the largest population

( 6
centers in the County.

'

. All of Greena County lies within the 50-
-

10
mile planning zone for the ingestion exppsure pathway

II
as recommended in December 1978 by the task force on

k 12
emergency planning of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

I3
and the Environmental Protection Agency.

14
On May 16, 1979 the Greene County

15
Legislature once again unanir..ously passed a resolution

s 16
opposing nuclear power, this time at the Stuyvesant site

II
In the first resolution passed in 1973 requesting a

IO
moratorium on nuclear power plants, the Greene County

18 *
Legislature stated the following reasons for opposing

2 nuclear power:

21
1. That recognized experts in nuclear

22 physics have expressed grave concern for continued

||| 23 expansion of nuclear power and for the safety factors

~

.

cN)
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1

involved.
_

- 2. Existing nuclear facilities are not

3
operated at design capabilities because of concern for

4
safety factors.

5 3. Even the proponents of nuclear power

6
want the plant sited in relatively unpopulated areas for

7
safety reasons.

/ 8 4. Such facilities are a serious threat

8 to the environment becau,se of the heat residues and -

10 atomic waste they create.

11
Recent events reported in the media,

12 including accidents and malfunctions in nuclear power
13

plants, have justified the early concerns of Greene

14
County and serve to further strengthen its resolve to

15 e ke all necessary steps required to prevent nuclears

'

16 power plants from being sited in the Mid-Hudson Valley.
17 The County Legislature continues in this opposition
18 because of concern for the health and welfare of County
19 residents and for the protection of the environment for '

20 this and future generations.

21 Gentlemen, I have copies o f the relevant

22 resolutions attached tr, my statement if you would like to

23 have them. ~\.

b\', , ,b. .
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1 JUDGE MATIAS: I have received a copy,
_

2 Miss SL=on.

3 MS. SIMON: Thank you.

4 JUDGE MATIAS: Assemblyman Lane is here.

5 He lives outside the ten-mile radius, but I do not think

6 anyone would mind if I heard him now. He has to return

7 to the Session. Assemblyman Lane?

8 ASSEMBLYMAN LANE: Thank you,

9 Mr. Chairman, for letting me start, and I apologize to
_

10 the others who got here in front of .a d I'm coming
.

11 first. I don't like to step into a line like this, but

12 I appreciate it, since the Assembly is in active session ,

13 The bills are flying up there. I would like to get back

14 to at least be able to vote "No" when I should.
15 I'm really concerned, Chairman Wenner,

16 that we have come to a point where we're again holding

17 hearings on the siting of nuclear power. While the

18 primary purpose of my statement before this joint hearing

19 is adamant opposition to any plans to construct a nuclear e

20 power plant at Stuyvesant, I would first like to voice my
21 displeasure at the location of this meeting.

22 Since the purpose of a public hearing is

23 to encourage participation by citizens most affected, I
\. , .

') \
.

m !

O
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,1 find it totally impractical to have the hearing held in -

Albany rather than in a location within the affccted
,

Columbia County area, such as the Columbia-Greene

I
Community College. This would have been more easily

5
accessible to those persons desiring -- (applause) --

O
to those persons desiring to testify.

7
Again, I wish to thank you, however, for

8 at least letting those persons within a ten-mile limit

9 testify first. I appreciate that. -

10 Addressing the issue itself, I'm appalled

11 that the hearing is taking place at all in view of

12 Governor Carey's alleged comment to place a moratorium

13 on the construction of any nuclear power generating
14 facilities. The public reaction which erupted in the

15 wake of the near tragedy at Three Mile Island in

'

16 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania was said to have strengthened
17 Goverror Carey's position in favor of the moratorium.-

18 I
Since the Three Mile Island episode, ;

! i

19 public opinion.has dramatically shifted strongly in 3

,

20 opposition to nuclear power. Residents of Stuyvesant

21 and surrounding environment, however, have always been
i22 strongly opposed for exactly the same hazardous threats

||| 23 which have loomed over Harrisburg following the potential,ly
O '

a\~
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1

potentially catastrophic nuclear spill. -

2
Furthermore, the citizens have

3
continually pleaded with authorities not to place a

4
nuclear genero*ing power plant in their back yards.

5 Thir threat was placed -- has placed a pall on one of the|
6

loveliest untouched natural open spaces in the entire

7
State of New York.

8<

\ Notwithstanding Governor Carey's

apparently impotent moratorium stance, I have sponsored -

10 legislation which would prohibit any agency from ~

11
arbitrarily constructing nuclear energy facilities in

12
any community without local approval.

13
Considering the potentially disastrous

14 impact inherent in nuclear power generation and the
15

unsafe disposal of the nuclear wastes, bureaucratic

16
control is an uncontestable impingement upon the

I7
personal rights of local residents. Love Canal is a

18 ~ good axample. Since local residents are those to be
18

affected, those who have worked and paid to maintain a

20
healthy, safe and natural environment, they are the

21 very persons who should swing the scale of decision.

22
Any other approhch heralds anarchy.

||| 23 Due to the potential peril placed by

7
.

-
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I
nuclear energy on health and environmental standards, no

_

2
new nuclear power should be constructed until fears

3
surrounding the safety of nuclear generation are

4 dispelled and a foolproof waste disposal method is
5

devised.

6
Then there should be public hearings

7 considering the location; and, again, I would say even -

( 8 despite that proof, that I would be unilaterally opposed
8

to siting nuclear plants anyplace in the State of New -

10
York, anyplace in the United States, and in particular -

11
in the Hudson Valley.

12
I urge you to listen carefully and to

13 heed the impi ssioned pleas of the good people of Columbia
14 County and the surrounding area in the Hudson Valley
15 who have vigorously opposed the construction of any

'
16 nuclear plants at any time in that area.

17 Thank you very much.

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Taank you, Assemblyman
,.

19 Lane. '

20 (Applause.)

21 JUDGE MATIAS: John H. Hess?

22 MR. HESS: Mr. Chairman, gentlemen, my
,

23 name is John Hess. I'm Supervisor of the Town of

"jI)} 0, \
~
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1

Claverack. I came up here with.a prepared statement
2

that I prepared a couple of days aco, and I've handed
"

3
it in. Larc night at the regular meeting of the Board

4
Gf Supervisors, a unanimous vote was taken to request me

5
to represent the County government up here, so that's

6
why I'm here without my prepared statement.

7
When you consider the fact that every

8<

5 single supervisor is an elected official, what I'm

trying to express here and what I'm sure I am, I'm
-

10
. expressing the concerns and the thoughts of the majority

11

of the residents in Columbia County.

The Board of Supervisors have gone on

13
record with resolutions -- and I'm sure you have copies

14
of them -- in the past opposed to the nuclear plants in

15
Colunbia County, and they've asked me to bring you this

16'

message, that we will under every condition oppose and

17
fight legally to discourage plants in Columbia County,

18
not only Stuyvesant, but anywhere in Columbia County.

*

19 '

The message is very clear. The people of

20
Columbia County, the residents, are opposed to a nuclear

21
plant anywheres in Columbia County, and we do not want a

22
Three Mile Island situation in our County. We don't want

to evacuate our pregnant mothers and we don't want to

7}8
~s

.
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evacuate our children and we don't want to live under
_

~

2
the threat of those things.

3
Already, just because of the possibili*;

4 of the nuclear plant and its accompanying transmission
5

lines, our County is suffering economic loss. Our real

6
estate brokers are not selling the property. Our

7 lawyers are not closing on that property, and the reason
[ 8 is that who wants to buy property down in Columbia County

8 now? And our senior cisi:: ens, who have spent their -

10 lifetime building a business or developing a farm and -

11
now it's time for them to retire, they're stuck, and I

12
think it should end right now.

13
I thank you very much.

14 (Applause.)

15 JUDGE MATIAS: Leonard Requa, R-e-q-u-a --
' - 16 I believe I pronounced it correctly -- Schodack Landing?

17 MR. REQUA: Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,
18 my name is Leonard F. Requa, Jr. I'm a resident of the

19 Town of Stuyvesant at the proposed alternate site for the #

20 plant involved in this hearing and a member of the Board

21 of Directors of the Columbia County Historical Society.
22 I urge your denial of the application for construction oj
23 a power plant at this site for the reasoas that " al).cw:

;) l.9') d b$0 .
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1

1. Absence of need. According to -

2

figures of the State's Energy Office, there is 40 percen b

3
excess electric generating capacity in the State at

4
present. This means that there is ample time to develop

5
safe, renewable sources of energy before any shortage of

6
power occurs.

7
(a) There are considerable undevelo ped

' 8
i water power resources within the State including tidal

power in the Long Island area. Tidal plants are
-

10
effectively used in Europe at the present time.

11

(b) Technology is available to

12
generate power from the waste, garbage and trash produce d

13
in our large urban centers.

"
(c) Solar technology can produce

15 25 percent of the nation's total energy needs by the
16'

year 2000 according to a report of the President's

I7 Commission on Environmental Quality released April 12,
18 1978. Already solar energy is practical for providing

I8 hot water and for auxiliary space heating in residences
20

and in many larger applications.

21 2. Nuclee; power unsafe. The April 1978

2
report of the House Government Operations Committee, the

23
Ryan Report, condemns nuclear power as costly and

.
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1 dangerous. The Three Mile Island accident is the most
.

2
dramatic example.of the hazards of nuclear plants, but

8
there have been many lesser accidents and other near

4
catastrophes, as at Brown's Ferry.

(a) Itisph.aintoanylaymant'at5

8
the reactors are so complex in operation and the time fo :

7
finding and rectifying errors or mechanical failures so

8
short that virtual infallibility is required in operating

8 personnel, and the human race has never achieved -

10 infallibility.

11 (b) The presence of nuclear plants

12 invites sabotage and theft of fuel in times of national

13 unrest and international tension. With terrorism on the

14 increase, the possibility of nuclear blackmail must be

15 taken seriously. Complete security against such attempts
'

16 is almost impossible.

17 (c) Low-level radiation emitted by

18 nuclear reactors even in normal operation is an

19 *increasing cumulative hazard to health. The genetic

20 damage of such radiation is a threat to the bodies and

21 minds of our children in generations to come. It is

22 immoral to lay this burden on our posterity.
,

h 23 (d) No safe means of containment of

Gio .

3,/,b3
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1

nuclear waste has yet been devised, and because the

2
radioactivity of much of this waste remains lethal over

3
thousands of years, it is unlikely that truly safe

4
containment will ever be possible, yet with waste

5
accumulating at sites across the country and at times

6
leaking into the environment, the agencies of government

7
charged with protecting the public continue to entertain

'

applications to license more nuclear plants. Such

folly is unprecedented.'
~

10
3. Nuclear power too costly. The ~

II

escalating cost of nuclear fuel, the limited deposits of
12

uranium ores in the free world and the Leightened safety
13 requirements for constructing and operating nuclear
14

pcwer plants have deeply eroded the initial cost

15
e.dvantage of using nuclear fuels. If utilities are

16
required, as they should be, to bear the full cost of

17 waste disposal, decommissioning and demolition of
18 obsolete plants, decontamination or guardina indefinitely
19 ,

discarded sites and full liability for ensuring the
M public against accidents, any competitive advantage
21 disappears.

22
The calls for taxpayers, through Federal

23 help, to bail out the stockholders involved in the Three

iC
-

\1.I h#
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1

Mile Island debacle are a. warning for the future.
-

2

Conclusion. The land on which I live at
3

the Stuyvesant site, only 13 miles from this hearing,
4

has been in my fmnily since 1799. The beautiful
5

irreplaceable home overlooking the Hudson River was
6

built by my grandfather in 1902. I and my neighbors love
7

8

our homes in this area of the Hudson Valley. There is
| 8

much historic significance and present beauty in this
9 -.

environment. This is a place for continued agricultural
10

,

and quiet residential development.
11

Its air and its river should be preserved
12

from radioactive and thermal contamination and from
13

artificial climatic effects of increased vapor from
14

monstrous cooling towers.
15

I respectfully request you to place the
'

16

long-range interests of this ccmmunity and of the
17

greater public above the immediate wishes of the utilities

18

involved. You will then disapprove this application.

19 *

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, Mr. Requa.
20

(Applause.)

21
JUDGE MATIAS: Sylvester Braswell of

22
Valatie? ;

MR. BRASWELL: My name is Sylvester
.

,,a '
s.-
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1

Braswell. I'm a resident of the Village of Valatie,
_

2
which is in close proximity to the Town of Stuyvesant,

3
just easterly of the Town of Stuyvesant. We're located

4
i.n the Town of Kinderhook proper.

I am a member of the Village of Valatie

6
Planning Board. I'm also a licensed professional engineer

7
involved in environmental development.

/ 8

-( I would like to urge the committee to

8
deny the application on,the basis of the following -

10
reasons:

11
In review of the site through both the

12
Village Planning Board activities and review of the

Environmental Report crested by New York State Gas &
14

Electric, I seriously question the economic benefits of

I the project to the ccmmunity, the town and the county
s IS

and the Stata.

I7
I feel the impact, especially in the

18
local area, the Stuyvesant-Kinderhook area, will be

,

I8
large as far as the impact on the school system is '

20
concerned, the impact on fire protection, police

21 protection, and I think it's pratty well been demonstrat ad

22 through past meetings that the benefits derived from the

%I project, economical benefits, would not be as great as

p q\ '
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1
the burdens the Village and the communities in the

_

2 County would be subjected to because of the project.
'

3
In addition, I don't feel tha t there's

4 been a suffucient study made on the basis of environmental
5

impact as far as other potential plants in the Hudson

6 Valley is concerned. Presently, we have i site in

7 Glenmont, the Niagara Mohawk power plant, the power

(( 8 plant that's being proposed for Stuyvesant. There's

9 another power plant acrsss the river at Cementon'that's -

10 being proposed, another one downstreant, south of Hudson.
11

All of these sites use part of the river

12 water for their cooling systems. Consequently, I

13 question the cacability of the Hudson River to support
14 all the power plants, especially in low-flow conditions.
15 Low-flow conditions create problems as

'
16 far as navigation is concerned and may develop problems
17 as far as the power plants to support their activity and
18 to support the power that's being generated.

19 *
In low-flow conditions large amounts of ;

i

20 sediments may be washed up into the surface area.

21 Sediments have been demonstrated in the past in the
22 ) upper Hudson River to contain toxics and other materials

I

h 23 which are. not suitable in- the environment.

(M -
|
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1

A lot of these toxics have been known to -

.

2

become airborne in light of being discharged into cooling
3

areas -- or cooling towers.

4

I question the environmental problems
5

that may develop in the future because of this situation

6
where large quantities of water are being taken into the

7
various power plant facilities and used in the cooling

8
/ (- operation of the power plant and then being discharged(

9
into the atmosphere through the cooling towers. -

10
In the report, as far as I could find,

II

I found very little information regarding this aspect of
h 12 their operation, what effects would be in the immediate

areas, long-term effccts.

I4
A problem that has developed, not only in

New York State in the local areas, is the waste disposal
' 16

problem. At the present time the. technology in this
I7

country, in the world, really has not been developed to
18 be able to stabilize nuclear waste. At the present time

19
nuclear waste that's being generated by these power plan :s

20
and by other activities is being stored. The life of

21 this waste material is quite long, and we may not be
22 faced with problems, but future generations may be faced

||h 23 with a tremendous problem, and I might add the comment
T ')
Q L. N -
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1 that at some time in the future we may be buried in our
_

2 own waste, including nuclear waste. This includes the

3 waste generated by the possible site at Stuyvesant,

4 waste being generated by other nuclear facilities.

5 In light of the recent accident in Three

6 Mile Island, I think it's been demonstrated that there

7 is some que; tion as to today's technology for actually

(( 8 handling nuclear power. I think it's very much in

S question. I believe, mv own personal feeling, my -

10 professional opinion, I feel we have alternate power

11 sources available to us yet to be developed, and I

12 question the need for nuclear de > apment at this time.

13 As indicated earlier in the hearing, I

14 would also like to object to having the hearings here

15 in Albany, and I feel that it's inconvenient. It is a

16 hardship for many people to come to Albany to this

17 particular area to attend the hearing. I know there's

18 a lot of people that are interested in attending the
-

!

19 hearing but are ju_c incapable or do not have the '

20 facilities to co..le to Albany, and I think it would have

21 been more advantageous to all people concerned,

22 especially the areas that are directly involved with

:

23 this project, if the hearing could be held in Columbia |
. :

0?
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1

County or Greene County, cloxer proximity to where the -

2
total impact of this project is involved.

3
I would like to question the entire

4
benefits, both economical and the practical difficulties

5
this project may incur in our particular area, and I

6
strongly resent the threat of this facility to both the

7
environment in the Village of Valatie, the Town of

8
Kinderhook, the County of Columbia and the State as a

whole.
''

10
Thank you, gentlemen.

11
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, Mr. Braswell.

12
(Applause.)

13
JUDGE MATIAS: Muriel Asbornsun? Is that

14
right? Route 9J, Stuyvesant. It looks like

15
A-s-b-o-r-n-s-e-n.

16
MS. ASBORNSEN: Yes, my name is Muriel

17 Asbornsen. I live in the Town of Stuyvesant. I'd just

0 like to make a short statement.
18

In the early 1950s Professor Mueller of

20
Indiana University insisted that all radiation was

21
dangerous becuase it was cumulative. Every increase in

22 information adds support to his hypothesis. Though .e

23
hare to live with natural low-level radiation, we do not

,

~ <) v
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'I
have to add to it by building nuclear power plants.

We also do not need to add r our pressing

3
problem of solid waste disposal. Nuclear power plants

4
result in radioactive waste that is horrendously

5
dangerous. It must be protectively stored for a time

6
period that approaches infinity.

7
To assume that this is possible approachea

'

8
insanity. We must not ruin our children's future by

8
thoughtless action for our present comfort. There -

la-
should be no nuclear plants.

11
Thank you.

12
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank yeu.

13
(Applause.)

14
JUDGE MATIAS: I have a name I'm having

15 some difficulty with, Rena -- is it Dodd? Ridge Road, |
|16 Schodack Landing?

17 I apologize, Madam. I simply can't make

18 out the tast name.

19 *MS. DODD: It's very difficult.

20 JUDGE MATIAS: If you will give - to me8

21
-- state your name and address for the reporcer, please.

22 MS. DODD: My name is Rena Dodd, Ridge

23 Ro ad , Stuyvesant.
_,f

C ). 91
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1

JUDGE MATIAS: Is that D-o-d-d? -

2
MS. DODD: D-o-d-d. My home is on the

3

site of the proposed plant. I've consistently refused
4

the utility company permission to come on the land. I

5

oppose construction of nuclear power plants anywhere on
6

the basis of hazards of waste storage and of accidents

7
at the plant.

/ 8
1 Three Mile Island underlined a basic flaw<

in con".truction of light water reactors, the use of
-

10
zirconium alloy in _a tubes that held the uranium ~

11
pellets, the cladding.

12
The flaw was known, or should have been,

13
by NRC, at least in 1975, and I won't go into the

14
details of the chemistry of that, but it did -- it was

15

the -- it was the result of this weakness that caused
16

that mysterious hydrogen bubble, which was a real

17
formula for disaster.

18
I protest the construction, even the

I9 continued planning of any power plant, when our statewide

reserve stands et 39 percent, almost double the Federal

21
requirements.

U
Increased utility plants in the valley

23 of the Hudson River threaten a valuable natural resource,

0,c.1'
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9
1

spawning area for ocesn fish, recreational stretch of
.

2
water, a source of drinking water for bordering towns

3
and cities.

4
I support -- and I hope you wi?1 --

5
spending more money to develop alternate energy sources,

hydro, solar, wind. These give more and more permanent
7

iobs than all the construction of massive nuclear power
/ 8

plants.

3 '

JUDGE MA%IAS: Thank you, Ms. Dodd. -

10
MS. DODD: Thank you. -

11
(Applause.)

I
JUDGE MATIAS: Gregory Hurt? Is it Hurt

13
or Hart? Kinderhook.

14
MR. HURT: My name is Greg Hurt. I'm a

15
representative for New York State Electric & Gas

16
'

Company at the Stuyvesant Project. Because of my

17
association with 'he project, I don't feel that I'm able

la to speak directly about it, butIdoh$vealetterhere
AU from a substantial landowner in the Town of Stuyvesant. | *

|20 The landowner is Mr. James J. Irish.

21 " Gentlemen: I am a farmer, landowner and

22
owner at a 1,100-acre farm located in northt.n Columbia

23 County several miles southeast of the proposed pcwer plant

( . <> pdo '
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1

site. I do not ' share the view of the so-called
2

Concerned Citizens for Safe Energy because they are just
,

3

as strongly against a coal-fired plant as they are against
4

the nuclear power plant. They are against power plants

5

of any kind in Columbia County or in the Hudson Valley
6

or anywhere, apparently.

7
"I am not against a power plant in

8
Columbia County, and I would prefer a nucleer plant to a

coal plant for the foll6 wing reasons:
-

10
"1. Columbia County will benefit

11
directly from the increased number of jobs such a plant

12
would provide both during construction and during

13
operation.

14
"2. Columbia County will benefit even

15 more from the payroll and other funds that will be spent

in the County.

I7
"3. Nuclear and coal are the only

I8
logical alternatives to oil for the next several decades.

I8
"4. Since virtually every living person,

20 every job, every industry in the United States depends
21

upon electricity every day of the year, there is not an

alternative to new power plants.

23
"5. While the increase in electrical use

e. ') '-)U'32B
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1

may have slowed down, it is bound to continue increasing
2

and thanks to the above Concerned Citizens and many othe:r
3

similar groups, i now takes ten years or more to get a

4
new power plant built and producing electricity. We

5
can't wait. Power plants have to be located someplace,

6
and if one is to be located in Columbia County, my taxes

7
should go down.

f 8'
"In company with every other thinking

9
citizen, I prefer electricity for me and the United

-

10
States to candles.

11
"Thank you. Very truly, James M. Irish."

12
VOICES: Boo.

13
JUDGE MATIAS: All right, let the

14
gentleman have his r,ay, please. I want everyone to

15
have his say.

.

16
VOICE: Boy, oh boy.

JUDGE MATIAS: Mrs. Chris Braley, Village

I0
of Chatham, Star Route, Chatham?

MS. BRALEY: I am Chris Braley from

Columbia County Farm Bureau. I'm president of the-

21
County Farm Bureau.

22
'

We appreciate the opportunity ro present

U
_I,Lai7ChpiiO

testimony today on the Stuyvesant plant.
-

3
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I Braley, a dairy farmer's wife, from Chatham, New York, -

2 and President of the Columbia County Farm Br' eau.

Columbia County Fam Bureau represents
4

the County's largest industry, agriculture. Our County

5
organization is one of the 52 agricultural counties in

8 the State that form New York Farm Bureau. New York Farm

7
Bureau's policy is derived from the input of each of

'' 8 its member counties. The ideas from the member counties-

8 that win support during'the discussion and voting at the
~

10 annual meeting become Farm Bureau policy.
11 New York Farm Bureau has had a policy on
12 energy for the pact several years. We realize the energv

13 problem facing this nation and State requires dedication
14 to a balanced program of conservation of present supplie s

15 and development of alternate new sources.
'

16 The energy deficient Northeastern United

17 States must realistically face the problems relative to

18 siting of new power plants and transmission lines. In
3

19 such determinations the value of farm land and its
20 preservation as farm land must be given priority. The

21 agricultural industry's co 'ed ability to produce"

22 essential food supplies must receive priority

23 consideration.

(.? \
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1

Our policy recommends that power
2

generation plants, regardless of fuel used, should not
3

be placed on productive farmland. We also recommend
4

that transmission line routes should avoid productive

5
farmland and, where possible, be placed on public land.

6
Line erection costs and environmental consideration must

7
not take precedence.

< 8
s We support conrinued research into the

9
problems relative to the safety aspects of nuclear power -

O
generation and disposal of waste. Siting in New York

11
State of nuclear power plants should not occur until the

12
problems such as waste disposal, environmental and hea'.t 1

13
7 ha rds and safety procedures are resolved.

I'
Thank you.

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.
'

16
(Applause. )

JUDGE MATIAS: Robert Stone, Schodack

18 Landing?

IO '
MR. STONE: Yeah, I'm Dr. Robert Stone.

20 7,m a resident of Schodack Landing. We're about three

21
miles from the proposed site.

22 I know that the New York State Health
23 Department was able to detect a cloud of radicap.tive

UJ"
. b -{
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1
xenon from the Three Mile Island release as it passed

.

2
over the Capital District, so it appears as though the

3
residents of Stuyvesant are going to be vulnerable to th 3

4
nuclear reactor industry whether they live three miles

5
from the site or 300 miles.

6
As a research biologist, I'm acurely

7
aware of the toxicity and the potential for genetic

8-( damage that nuclear waste holds. I think it's insane

8
to continue to build nuclear plants in light of the -

IJ
fact that the nuclear wastes cannot be disposed of.

11 There is no manmade or natural storage facilities which

12 are stable enough over a geological time scale to

13 prevent the wastes from getting out in the enviror;.te.nt.

14 I'd also like to go on record as being

15 opposed to the continued operation of the current
s

16 nuclear power plants for the same reason.

17 Thank you very much.

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank vou, Dr. Stone.

19 (Applaus e. ) '

20 JUDGE MATIAS: Lillian Anderson, Athens?

21 MS. ANDERSON: My name is Lillian

22 Anderson, Athens, New York, and I just want to say that

23 I am opposed co any nuclear power plant in any part of
-

'
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l

New York State. ~

2

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank yJu, Mrs. Anderson.
3

(Applause.)

4

JUDGE MATIAS: I have another resident
5

7f Athens, Mary Berner7 Is that correct? R. D. 1.
6

MS. BERNER: My name is Mary Berner. I

7
am a resident of Athens, New York, and I am opposed to a

t' I 8
power plant for the following reasons, whether it is in

Stuyvesant or in New York State or anywheres.
~

10
- First, it is not needed.

11

Secondly, it is dangerous.

12

Healthwise, it is the worst way of making
13

electricity.

14
Fourth, the radiation problems show up

15
years after. People must not be exposed to them.

It is the most expensive one. It is a

I7
lie that it is the cheapest way to make electricity.

I8
Six, the making of radioactive waste

18 ,

must be stopped if we want a liveable world. We have no
20

place for the existing waste. We cannow make any more
21

of this.

22
The life of the plant is 30 years. Then

23 it has to be entombed. We cannot have a worYd full of
a

*
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O
1

radioactive mausoleums. -

2

Eight. They are water wasters. 10,000
3

100,000 tons of river water goes through the reactor
4

day in and day out. One great part evaporates and the
5

rest of it is somewhat radioactive, returns to the river
.

6
centaminating the river.

7

Then there is the conrtant threat of a
'I major accident, like we had at Three Mile Island.

9

There is 'also no insurance for the people
_

10

in case of accidents, and there are no ways to escape
11

from an accident. The radiation is a~ lingering death.
12

There must be no reactors built anywheres
13

anymore in the United States.

14
(Applause.)

15
JUDGE MATIAS: Judith Fiebke, Kinderhook,

'

16
F-i-e-b-k-e.

17
MS. BERNER: I would also like to hand

18

another statement in from the Greene County Arts & Crafts

Guild, which is signed by 21 people.
20

JUDGB MATIAS: All right, could you give
21

it to the reporter, Madam, and she can give it to me
22

during the rect-e?

23
MS. FIEBKE: Gentlemen, my name is Judith

ns;
}) /,u I
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1
,

D. Fiebke. I'm a homemaker, realtor, mother and wife of -

2
the Reverend Edward John Fiebke, Rector of St. Paul's

3
Church, Kinderhook.

4

I am here, for one thing, at the request
5

of my family and my children, but I mn mainly here
6

because I vigorously oppose the proposed Stuyvesant
7

nuclear power plant and all other proposed and existing
8-

nuclear power plants in the State and in the country.-

9
I do not'want my children and my children 's ~

10
children to suffer because of uncontrollable waste just -

11
for the sake of our gencration's cenvenience.

12
Is there any modern convenience, electrical

13
appliance or even cozily warm home worth the risk? I

14
say no.

15
Will we be so blind and greedy that the

'

- obvious warnings given us by the Three Mile sland

incident will go unheeded? If so, I say, " Shame on us

18
for being so complacent, and shame on us for the legacy

10
we will be foisting on generations to come."

20
This is not just for my children, but for

91-
us, too. Respectfully submitted, Judith D. Fiebke.

U
Thank you.

23 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, Mrs. Fiebke.

.m /
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1

(Applause.) -

2
JUDGE MATIAS: Kenneth Purdy, Schodack

3
Landing.

4
MR. PURDY: I live immediately across

5

the road, Ridge Road, from the power site of the propose i

6
plant. I think that just about all of the pros and cons

7
will have been discussed before the sessions are over,

( so there's only one little thought that I'd like to brin g

to your attention. * ~

10
Of course, I am opposed to the power

11
plant. It would ruin the environment. There were three

12
weather observance towers built in Columbia County in

13
preparation for the siting, and I want to leave this

I4
one small thought.

15
These three observance towers could very

16
well have been adapted to windmills. It may sound a

17 little silly, but I'm sure that those three towers being
I8 applied in this way could have produced a very large
18 '

part of the energy "ecessary for an area such as

20 Columbia County.

21
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, sir.

22 (Applaus e. )

23 JUDGE MATIAS: Barbara Block, Schodack
-

07)
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1

1 Landing.

2
MS. BLOCK: Gentlemen, my name is Barbara

3 Block. I have written a little poem that will express

4 itself. The title is " Power to the People".

5 God crected the heaven and earth but not
6 to be destroyed. God created human beings but not to be

7 unemployed. These creations are the greatest of all,

!( 8 so down with all the power plants; my God, I hope they
9 fall. ' -

10 The Ten Commandments and the Beatitudes

11 are forgotten much today by the NRC and the PSC and the

12 public polity. People have bitterly changed their

13 attitudes toward all of the nation's leaders, 'cu

14 people have no say no more. We're supposed to play

15 follow the leader.
'

16 The cooling towers and the smokestacks

17 pollute the good fresh air. The waste has no place to

18 go so build these useless power plants and we'll,all end

a

19 up down below.

20 Sure, put the waste in the rivers. Ruin

21 the fish, the oceans and streams. Wreck the whole

22 United States. Safe energy is just a dream. Prosper

23 off all the paupers, and bleed them ' til they die. Make

, , a'
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1

our great nation suffer, and thrive on the people's cry. -

2

Keep lying to the public about the safety
3

of these plants. Radiation is very harmless. That's a
4

crock cad a kick in the ash.

5

The oversights are many; the undersights
6

are few. Our country's made a big mistake, and the

7
common have to pay; that's true.

'( Bow our heads in shame and do not pity
S

the poor. Take away everything and God will end your ~

10
score. Build a vast empire of power plants; that's all

11

that there will be, because in the end with those, there
12 will be no humanity.
13

Thank you.

14
(Applause.)

I
JUDGE MATIAS: Christine Lynch, North

16
'

Chatham?

17
MS. LYNCH: My name is Christine Lynch

18 and I live in North Chatham. My husband and I just bought
18 a home with ten acrea of land there last March, and we
20 don't scand to lose our home, but we stand to lose some
21

of the property to the 765 kV lines, and I think it's

22
terrible that the people and the farmers that live in

d!h 23 the immediate area of where the site is will lose not
e,QQ
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@
I

only their homes but their livelihoods, too.
_

2
I don't think this whole situation is

3
necessary. They don't need any power plants here or

4
anywhere else.

5
Thank you.

6
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

7
(Applaust.)

0
JUDGE MATIAS: Robert Bacon, Old Chatham?

8
While Mr.- Bacon is coming forward, I have -

10
only five cards from people living in a ten-mile radius

11
of the alternate site in the Town of Stuyvesant. If you

O
12

live in northern Columbia County, if you live in

13 southwestern Rensselaer, southeastern Albany or north-
14 eastern Greene and you wish to be heard, please gc to
15 the rear of the room and make out one of these cards, and
16 we'll get to you right away.

17 Mr. Bacon?

18 MR. BACON: Robert Bacon, from Old

19 Chatham. I don't think that I can add much to what's *

20 already been said. I can just reiterate my concern

21 about the environment, particulcrly, and about the

22 economic problems.

hh 23 The terrific cost of the additional

n
( 'svv
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1 installation, the comparative short life of the plant

and the disposal cost at the time of completed life, I

3 think, are elements that are perhaps even unknown.
4

I'm very concerned about the concentrated

5
power in the. hands of a few utilities ' executives.

6
7,m also concerned tbout the moral

7 question which has been touched on. I think there's no

8
question but that man has to consider whether he has the.

8 right and the -- the moral right to build such plants -

10 with such an effect on the total environment, and I
11 think along with this is the question of whether we as a
12 society are moving towards a dictatorial leadership,
13 whereas if we could use this same economic expense
14 towards working out small individual energy-saving
15 devices for family use, the whole trend would be entirely

i
16 reversed, and we could enter a new era.

17 It seems to me the new era thing is
18 something we've got to face, not only with our energy,
19 but also with our atomic weapons, which are. getting '

20 beyond control.

l21
Thank you.

22
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, sir.

23 (Applause.)

ee\,
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I
JUDGE MATIAS: Richard Dunham from Malden -

2
Bridge? Richard Dunham from Malden Bridge? Is he here?

3
(No response.)

4
JUDGE MATIAS: I don't see anyone coming

5.

forward. Maybe he's left.

6
Jeffrey Haber, Castleton.

7 MR. HABER: As I look around, I see very

| 8 few policicians, so this must be an unpopular place to
9 b e. . ' ~

10 As Supervisor of the Town of Schodack, '

11 I must admit that when I f::.rst heard of the proposal to
@

12 conduct a nuclear power plant at Stuyvesant, my reaction
13 was, "Why? Ey not Schodack?"

14
Realizing that the taxes paid by a plant

15 of this si::e would mean a great deal to our Town

16 residents in terms of easing the real property tax
'

17 burden, I viewed it as a tremendous benefit to the Town
18 of Stuyvesant.

.

P
19 Since that time my attitude towards this

20 project has been reevaluated because of various factors.

21 The views that are expressed here are considered from

22 the perspective of the office of Supervisor of the Town

23 of Schodack and what effect this project will have upon

ea,
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1

the residents of the Town of Schodack. -

2
First, let us consider the employment

3
opportunities. There is no question that a project of

4
this size would be a tremendous boon to the construction

5
industry in this area. How many actual Schodack

6
residents would be employed at the site during

7
construction is hard to determine at this point, but one

f 8' can certainly anticipate a benefit in terms of

employment. In view of'today's economic condition, one
~

10
surely cannot overlook this benefit.

11
The employment opportunity seems to be

12
the only advantage to the residents of Schodack that will

13
emanate fror. this project. There will be little or no

14
real property tax money paid to the Tcwn by the project,

15
yet a major portion of the work force will gain access ta

\ IS the site by using roads passing through Schodack. This

17
would occur because the site is immediately to the south

10
of our Town, and anyone traveling from the north will

10
pass through Schodack to get to Stuyvesant.

D
Let me tell you that as Supervisor of

21
Schodack, one of my most serious problems is road

22 maintenance. Unfortunately, most of Schodack has clay

23 soils, especially in the area of the project site, and
,

1
hb)
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1

in the spring it is like driving on jelly. It is not
-

2
difficult to picture the damage that will occur from

3
the daily traffic gent cated by employees and heavy

4
equipment using these roads.

O
As o f now, no revenue will be forthcoming

8
from this project to repair these roads, and the burden

7
will fall upon the taxpayers of Schodack.

'

8
As I understand it, the justification'for

9 the construction af.this' plant is to add more power to
-

10 the New York State grid system. The major portion of

11
this additional power will be needed to serve the New

12
York City - Long Island area, yet it cannot be built

13 in the area it serves because of population density
14 criteria.

15
7.m strongly resentful of this implication.

'

16 Apparently there are reservations regarding the safety
17 of these projects, and they cannot be operated near the
18 people they are to serve, but my constituents are

,

19 considered to be expendable so that others may receive
20 the additional electricity.

21 I submit that if the plant is not safe

22 enough to construct near ten million people, it is not

23 safe enough to construct near 15,000. For those of us

~

04-os ''
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1
fortunate enough -- (applause) -- For those of us -

2
fortunate enough to have been born in dhe Hudson Valley,

8
af ten called the most beautiful river valley in the

4
country, rich in heritage, it is a wonderful home. You

5 can stand in Schodack and see the Catskills and the
6

Helderbergs across the valley, and the thought of twin

7
cooling towers over 400 feet high spewing millions of

i 8
gallons of water vapor per day is appalling to say the

8 -

least. '

10
We have laws which protect existing lands

11 and tidewater areas, coastal zones and SEQR imposed upon
12 local government that inhibit the economic growth of an
13

area, yet here we have a scenic area, every bit as

14 beautiful as the Adirondacks, and we contemplate
15 erecting towers that will ruin every view in the valley.
16'

I'm certain that if a private developer

17 and not a utility were to propose anything that would so

18 ruin an area, he would not get to first base.

B

19 My friends will tell you that I am far

20 from a radical or a liberal in my philosophy. I've

21 never before found myself ca the same side of an issue

22 as Jane Fonda or Joan Baez, but in light of recent event ;

23 such as Three Mile Island, I have serious reservations
-

,, Q
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1

about the current state of technology in the nuclear -

2
industry and am having such fear for my constituents.

:
3

Two years ago, before Three Mile Island,

4
we polled the residents of Schodack regarding the

5
proposed nuclear plant. Fifty percent were opposed,

6
36 were in favor and 13 percent were undecided. I would

7
assume the negative factor is now higher.

'
8'

Nuclear technology may be necessary for

the future, but certain' improvements must be made before
10

we build one in the Town of Schodack's back yard.
11

Should the wishes of the people be overlooked and the
12

project be approved for Stuyvesant, I think the very
13

least that should occur is a tax distribution by region
N

so that all of us who must suffer from the effects of
15

this project receive some tax benefit from it.
'

16
When the plant breaks down and emits

17 radiation, those of us in Schodack will suffer as much,
I0 if not more, than those in the Town of Stuyvesant.

.I8
Thank you.

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, sir.

21
(Applause.)

22
JUDGE MATIAS: Robert Lyons, Stuyvesant.

U
MR. LYONS: Gentlemen, back in 1970 we

i; I; b
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1

purchased a dairy farm at the proposed site. Since _

2
then we've had a new barn constructed, and just about.a

3
year ago I found out that I have a heart problem, and

4
I'm going to sell the farm. In the meantime, we sold

5
the house and the machinery, but I can' t sell the f arm.

6
We have 14 real estate people working on it. They've

7
just given up.

8'

In the meantime I've got to meet the

9
mortgage. I've got to meet it and anything that can be -

10
done will be appreciated.

11

I've tried to sell it to the Power
12

Company in the meantime to see if they could help out,
13 and they have refused to do anytning, so I'm a man stuck
I4 here with a farm that I just can't sell and yet I've got
15

to pay that mortgage every month.

A 16
Thank you.

17
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, sir.

18
Is it Carol Young, Valatie?

19 '

MS. YOUNG: Gentlemen, thank you. My

20
name is Carol Young. I'm a resident of the Town of

21 Kinderhook, and I've lived there for almost 15 years.
22 My children know no other home. I have two children and

||h 23 I speak also for them.

0..t
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1

My children have the right to grow up in ~

2
a clean, healthy, safe environment. The ground we walk

3
on, the food that we eat and the water that we drink are

4 threatened by new and more deadly pollution almost daily .

5
I refuse to accept this.

61. 7,m very nervous; I hope you will excuse

7
me.

I O
My son is a bright ll-year-old boy. He

0
loves to read. He watches the news and he reads the

10
newspapers, but he's got a habit that disturbs me. When -

11
ever he speaks of his future, he does not say "when I

12 grow up". He says "if I grow up", and I swear to you

13
this is true. He says "if I grow up" and I cannot

14 accept that.

15
I adamantly refuse to accept a future for

'
16 my children and my grandchildren that is shadewed by_
17 the reactor -- by the domes of a nuclear reactor.

18
I don't feel that I make my statement

>

19 blinded by misinformation and fear. I've almost totally

20 devoted the past three years of my life to researching
21 and learning as much as I possibly could on the subject
22 of nuclear energy, the so-called peaceful atom, and

23 trying to prevent what I feel is its malignant spread.

os
hog .

u
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1

I don' t hold any degrees on the subject -

2

nor do I feel one is necessary to make an intelligent
3

decision. On the contrary, I think sometimes the people
4

who do hold the degrees are blinded by their technical

5
knowledge. The machine is the ultimate creation, the

6
ultimate beauty, not mankind. They sometimes can't see

7
the forest for the trees. In that respect I and the

8
others here like me have the advantage. We know what we

'

have to lose and we have the ability to perceive what
-

10
will happen to our homes and to our valley if this or

11

any other f acility of its size or nature is permitted

12
to invade.

13
As a regulatory body, I do not trust the

14
NRC. I do not feel our safety is uppermost in their

15 minds. I feel that they are governed by those who hold

16
'

the power, the lobbies, the wealth, as is almost

17
everything today, not the farmer or the housewife or the

18 child, but I do thank God that I live in a country that
I0 permits me to stand here before you and say this.
20

Nuclear power is unsafe. The risks we

21
are asked to accept are ton great. Fallible man cannot

22
and will not ever develop an infallible machine.

23 Nuclear power is an unforgiving technology

C,b)\,
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1 and leaves no room for error. For these reasons and -

many others that time will not permit me to go into, I

En unalterably opposed to nuclear power in Stuyvesant,
4 in New Haven, in New York, anywhere else.
5

My statement is emotional. I've waited

6 three years to tell people how I feel, not to quote you
7 facts and figures of the hazard. You've heard all that

I 8 numerous times. This is how I feel and how I have felt
8 for three years, and shduld the Siting Board decide to ~

10 locate this or any other facility like this in Stuyvesan ~

:

11 (Columbia County) or in the Hudson Valley, I promise you
12 I cannot be sitting sipping coffee as bulldozers prepare
13 to rape and permanently poison our valley.
14 I will not be driven from my home.
15 I thank you.

'
16 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

17 (Applause.)

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Has Richard Dunham come
.

IS back? I called his name out before and he didn' t respond.
20 Richard Dunhim, Malden Bridge?

21 (No response. )

22 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. I'll call him

23 again later.

~
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1

Linda Golden, Schodack Landing? -

2
MS. GOLDEN: I have come here today on

3
behalf of myself, my husband Kenneth J., my son Kevin,

4

my daughter Christina, to express our strong opposition
5

to the construction of the nuclear-coal facility in the
6

Town of Stuyvesant. If the people who have said to me

7
over the last three years, "I agree with you that if the

8*
'

government wants it, you can' t stop them," had the courage
O -

to come here with me today, I'm sure this hearing would
''O

take a week. Unfortunately, some people are intimidated

11 by men in three-piece suits who are in the position of
12

making decisions that can change our entire way of life.
13

I have many reasons for not wanting this
I4 unneeded facility, but one of my main concerns is the
15

siting of a power plant in such a beautiful area en such
' 16

prime agricultural land. The land cited for this proposed
17

power plant now supports dairy cattle and food farms which

I8
help to satisfy man's most basic need, the need for food

.19
The prime fields of our dairy farm will

20
be used for the railroad spur and transmission line route.

21 As farm.ers we must constantly face long, hard work days,
22 changes in the weather, the high cost of machinerv and
23 seed. The last thing we need is to b attle a utility in

, O'
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.

order to keep the land that is rightfully ours. If you
-

2
continue to take the farmers' land, what good will your

3
refrigerators be when they are running empty?

4
Thank you.

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

6
(Applause.)

JUDGE MATIIS: Mrs. Herman Kessler? Is
'

8
that right? East Chatham. Is she coming forward?

'

MS. KESSLER: Yes.

10
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

II
MS. KESSLER: Gentlemen, I didn't come

12
here with a prepared speech, but I would like to read

13
at least part of a letter which appeared in The New York

14 Times. It was written by the former chairmanship --
15 Chairman of the A omic Energy Commission, and he writes:

'

16
"To the Editor: Ever since I left the

17 chairmanship of the Atomic Energy Commission and even
18 before, I have been speaking out about the unresolved,

P

19 but resolveable, hazards of nuclear energy for electricity,
20 but I find no satisfaction whatever in observing that
21 the malfunctioning or the Three Mile Island reactor tends

i

22 to confirm these warnings."

23 And I would like to add only this, tha t

.

b, n '
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1

as long as the atomic ccientists don' t know what they're -

2
doing exactly, there should be no further atomic energy

3
plants built until they know how to control those they

4
already have.

5
Thank you.

6
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

1
(Applause.)

: 8
JUDGE MATIAS: Irene Stone, Ghent. Irene

'

Stone, Ghent? Is she cdming forward?
-

10
MS. STONE: Thank you. I'm Irene Stone.

11
I live in Ghent, not too far from the Stuyvesant site.

12 I didn' t come prepared to speak to you today either. I

13 happen to be here because I work in Albany, but I want
14 you to know that I represent hundreds of other people
15 who live in Ghent who also can't come to a hearing in

'
16

Albany.

17
I think if you had had the hearing in

18 Columbia County, you would see a sea of "no" signs.
19 E

When we had hearings down there and public hearings,
23 there was standing room only, 10 and 20 deep. I wish

21
that you would consider having public meetings held so

22 that the residents in Columbia County could get to them
23 easily and to voice our opposition to the nuclear plant.

Oh,n o
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1
Thank you.

_

~

2 ' JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

3
(Applause)

4 JUDGE MATIAS: Carol Hegeman, Chatham

E Center.

6
MS. HEGEMAN: Yes, I'm Carol Hegeman, and

7
I speak for myself, my family and a great number of

: 8 people in Columbia County who haven' t had the experience
8 of coming to something like this, and I kind of feel that --

10 because I'm not afraid, I speak for a great many other
11 people who just didn't have the nerve to come up here,
12 all right?

13 My statement is very short. It's in two

14 parts. The first is parents, people -- as a parent.

15 People more scientifically trained than

16 me will argue before you. You'll listen to them on the
.

17 scientific arguments. I can't go into it as well as

18 they can, but as long as they ca.. debate before you and
19 as long as there is any question in their mind -- the *

20 estimates go back and forth -- you' re condemning those

21 of us who have children in that area if you build that

22 plant with great lasting fear. Our fear for our

23 children are no different because we live in a low

EIO t
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1

dersity area. Marv of us chose that area because we -

2
thought it would be safe. If you yourself don' t want

3

to live within five or six miles of that plant, if you
4

have any doubts about it yourself, think about how we
5

feel.

6

We're no different because we live up
7

there. We have exactly the same feelings someone else
/ 8

has.s

9
~

My next dbjection is economic and it

10
concerns the site. The Hudson River Valley, I think, is

11
going to become much more important to New York as the

12
gas shortage increases. We have rail transport going

13
right up the Hudson from New York City to Albany, to

"
Quebec, where it can turn and go to Boston. If the gas

15
shortage comes, this will be a beautiful tourist approac' 1.

,

'

We have historic sites there. We have
I7 Clermont, Olana, many others I don't know well now.
18

We-have a boat system which could be

19 e

reinstituted, taking tourists up the Hudson River on the

20
daylines as it once did to Poughkeepsie and Albany.

21
It's a beautiful way to access the future in a land

22
that's short on gas.

23
The idea of putting a power plant

S I -L >)a3
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1
overlooking this Hudson River seems shortsighted in -

2
view of that. Yoa say we're shortsighted not thinking

3 nuclear power, but there are other considerations beside s

*
just energy in the country you must deal with.

5 And I thank you for your attention.

6 JUDGE MATIAS: I can't make out the name

7 except that the last name appears to be Thomas from

'
8 Kinderhook.

9 Madam, wbuld you give your full name to
-

10 the reporter, please?

11 MS. THOMAS: Mary, Mary Glyn Thomas.

12 JULGE MATIAS: G-1-y-n?

13 MS. THOMAS: Right, and I'm from

14 Kinderhook.

15 This is very short. It's written in the

16 form of a letter.

17 Dear Sirs: I'm very much opposed to |
|18 nuclear power, plants anywhere, and the prospect of having
I .

19 one in Stuyvesant appalls me. I am years old, and

i
20 I'm not afraid for myself, as I do not expect to be i

21 around after it is, God forbid, built, but I have eight

22 grandchildren all living in our lovely Columbia County.

23 I feel very sad that their choice may be to move away

ri O )
'
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I
or face living in the shadow of a Three Mile Island -

2
disaster or worse.

3
I vote no. Sincerely, Mary Glyn Thomas .

4
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

5
(Applause.)

6
JUDGE MATIAS: Mrs. Walter Armstrong,

7 Schodack Landing?
e 8

MS. ARMSTRONG: I am Mrs. Walter

8 Armstrong from Schodack' Landing and I am speaking for
~

10 my husband and myself. We are opposed to having a

11 n' clear plant in Stuyvesant or anywhere because of allu

12 the inherent dangers that will accompany this move.
13

I think all of the people here know the

14 technical reasons that such a plant will not be feasible

15 until it, can be proven that they are safe and that the
16'

disposal of the waste would not create a hazard. Thank

17 you.

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, Mrs. Armstrong.
u

18 (Applause.)

23 JUDGE MATIAS: John Field from Philmont-
21 Claverack?

22 MAJOR FIELD: Gou sfternoon, gentlemen.

k 23 My name is John Field. I am a resident with a home

7,u e57
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I between Philmont and Claverack with my wife and two
~

2
children. It's approximately 13 miles from the proposed

site.

4 I am also a member of the United States
5 Army Reserve holding a commission as a Major in the
6

Field Artillery with 15 years of service in the active

7
Army, with the National Guard, with the United States

8
Army Reserve, including five years of active duty service

0
_

in a nuclear custodial unit.
10

I speak for myself, however. These

11 opinions are my own. They do not represent in any way
12 those of the United States Army, the Department of
13 Defense or the United States Government.
14 I have a number of objections to the

15 proposed power plant. The first one is a question of
(

16 safety. Not being a technical expert in any way on
17 nuclear fission nor reactors, I can only depend upon the
18 expert testimony, much of which we have been reading

a

19 lately in the newspapers and seeing on the mass media.
20 I am afraid of the possibility of a

21 malfunction. Most experts are agreed that a malfunction

22 is possible no matter how mathematically small, and the

23 question is only that of the risk that we are willing to

7on n :~ 0
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1 .

undertake with the release of radioactive materials. -

2
I personally do not wish to accept that risk, living 13

3
miles downwind from the proposed site.

4

I'm also concerned about two other
5

matters, and that is the question of security of the

6
nuclear fissionable materials in this power plant,

7
proposed power plant, as well as all the others in this

8
'

nation and throughout the world.

The only'way to secure such materials is
~

0 '

with a large body of personnel. Mechanical safeguards,

11
as we all know,.are not sufficient. If we properly

12
secure these materials, we are probably going to not be

13
very cost effective in the generation of power. The

14
cost of not properly securing them -- and we have alread r

15
agreed that we have lost amounts already in transport

16'

between generation sites and reactors, unaccountable

losses.
18

We also know from public -- information

10 in the public domain that high school students and
20

college students can design a bomb from these materials.

21 We are well aware of the rise of terrorism. There are

22 groups which are probably -- probably -- capable and
23 willing if they had a means of such violent destruction,

D/o p G l}o
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1

are probably willing to use it to hold a city or a --

2
nation or nations hostage.

.

3
With the proliferation of nuclear power

4
plants, the inherent difficulties in the control of such

5
materials and their transport and their security are

6
extremely large. For this reason and the hazards of

7
such terrorist acts, I oppose the proliferation of tne

8
( plants, and I oppose very definitely one being built in

8 '

my neighborhodd.

10
Thank you very much.

II
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

12
(Applause.)

13
JUDGE MATIAS: Christoph Meier, Ghent.

14 MR. MEIER: My name is Christoph Meier and

15 I am a dairy farmer in Ghent, and at the same time a

16 coworker at the Rudolph Steiner Educational & Farming
17 Association. It's an educational association with the
18 number of 40 coworkers, and in their name I also wish to

e

19 speak.

2 We are opposed to the building of nuclear

21 plants. The use of nuclear power -- the main reason is

22 that as long as the waste products of the nuclear plants

23 or the use of nuclear energy are not disposed in a safe

37.8 0::0
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I
way and we have to face the generations to come, at leas :

2
our children, in a way that we can look in their eyes

3
without being looked at or regarded as criminals, we

4
feel it's a criminal act to use energy as long as we

5 know -- or we don't know how to really dispose of those
6

materials, where we only know that for the next

7
thousand of years we cannot make them -- we cannot make

8 them disposed or safe use of them.

9 ~

Thank you.

10
JUDGE MATIAS : Thank you, sir.

11
(Applause.)

12 JUDGE MATIAS : Anmarie Condon, Harlemville?

13 MS. CONDON: Gentlemen, I'm speaking on

14 behalf of a group of people from Harlemville (Columbia

15 County), who wish to state that they strongly oppose the
16 siting of a nuclear power plant in Stuyvesant. They

17 feel that the potential risks to the current population,
18 to future generations and to the environment outweigh

,

19 questionable ec)nomic benefits attributed to nuclear

20 plants

21 For those same reasons they oppose the

22 operation or construction of all nuclear power plants in

23 New York State.
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1

Since they're unable to attend, they have
2

asked that their views be expressed and recognized by
3

the authorities conducting these hearings, and they feel
4

themselves safe in the company of such groups a s the
5

Committee for Nuclear Responsibility, one of the nation' s

6
.eading groups, and the Forum of Industrial Scientists,

7
who have said that there is no. safe nuclear power and

8.

it cannot ever'be made ethically acceptable, to quote,-

"in terms of public health and the genetic integrity of -

10
the human species".

11

(Ms. Condon read a list of names.)
12

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

13
(Applause.)

I4
JUDGE MATIAS: Is Mr. Dunham of Malden

II
Bridge in the room? Richard Dunham?

16
(No response.)

17
JUDGE MATIAS: I gather not. That

18
completes all of the local cards I have. What we're

19
going to do at this point is we'll give our reporter a

3 little br6ak, about ten minutes' worth, and during that
21 break you can do one of two things.
22

The people sitting at the tables before

23
me represent the Applicant, NRC Staff, PSC Staff, DEC

328 Cn2
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1
staff. To my right here scated are a number of gentleme : -

2 from the Applicant. They can answer questions that you
O have, and as I told you at the outset, they will be here
4

at four o' clock. We will take public statements until

5 four o' clock and they will be here for approximately an
6 hour. You can ask questions of them then.

7
In ten minutes we will come back, and if

8
( there are more local people to be heard, fill out a card

9 during the recess and you can be heard L= mediately. -

10 Those of you from outside the ten-mile radius who have

11 been wait _ing very patiently, we will do our best by you
12 and we'll try to get you immediately after the recess,
13 so we will stand in recess for ten minutes.
14 (A recess was taken from 2:35 p.m. to

15 2:51 p.m.)

16 JUDGE MATIAS: Before we begin,

l'7 Dr. Schwartz has a short statement he wishes to make.
18 Dr. Schwart:?

7
19 JUDGE SCHWARTZ: Yes, I'd like to address

20 myself to e persistent complaint we had about having the
21 meeting here at the Convention Center rather than at the

22 Columbia-Greene Community College.

23 We first considered the Columbia-Greene
320 Cb)
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1

Community College as a site. The only space that was
~

2

made available to us was a small room for less than 100.
3

Furthermore, this site here in the Convention Center is

4
six miles closer to the Stuyvesant site. Right now you

5
are six miles closer than you would be -- on a round-trip

6
basis, than you would be if we were meeting at Columbia-

7
Greene Community College; and, finally, although every-

.

'

8
body has been eager to volunteer Columbia-Greene Communi<:y

' College, the college was' quite reluctant to have this
0 ~

hearing.

11
I thought I'd set the record straight on

12
this point. Thank you.

13
JUDGE MATIAS: All right. I have Harriet

14
Fryer, Altamont.

MS. FRYER: Harriet Fryer, Altamont.

16
I represent Albany County Farm Bureau. You've heard

I7 about the Farm Bureau from Mrs. Eraley this afternoon,
18

what they stand for. Albany County's one distinction is
e

I0
that they are the f astest growing County Fram Bureau in

0
the State of New York. We have members all the time tha :

21 want to join, even though they're not farmers, and we

22 have to turn them away.

23 I have talked to my farmer members and

X9R Obr
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asked them what they wanted resolved at this hearing

2
today, and I'm trying to represent them in what their

3 thinking is and what they want to find out about this

4 plant. This is my written prepared speech and I will

5 give it to the reporter afterwards:

6
Albany County Farm Pureau with 225

7
members, located in close proximity to the proposed

8
nuclear plant at Stuyvesant, wish to go on record as

_

9 being opposed to the construction of the plant.

10 We feel there are many questions about

11 the construction of any nuclear plant which cannot be

12 answered and that the plants constitute a danger to
13 farmers, their livestock, their land, their assets and

14 their future. Farm Bureau members in Albany County

15 continue to ask that a moratorium be in effect on nuclear
I16 plants and the immense sums of money being spent on these

17 plants diverted to a study of the use of other forms of

18 energy, wind, solar, liquid coal and so forth.
,

19 We feel, too, that there should be a ;

20 voluntary cutback on energy use and that every effort

21 should be made to find a source of energy which will not

22 be damaging to the environment.

23
In regard to the proposed plant at, f' ')

-
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1

Stuyvesant, Albany Coun ty farmers would like answers to
-

2
the followihg questions: We -- and I want to point out

3
t' hat many of our farmers are within the radius of where

4
radiation would fall in the event of disaster.

S

Question number one -- none of this has

6
been discussed today -- we want to know what is the

7
underlying nature of the soil in the area. Can a China

( 8e
*

Syndrome occur, contaminating underground water and river?'

If you live in the vicinity of the Helderbergs, you know

10
that the land underneath is not a solid mass around here .

"
g Two, we want to know what kind of uranium

12
or plutonium or both will be used in the core. Where

13
will this come from? What will it cost? How will it be

14
safely transported? What will the coolant be, light

15
water, heavy water or liquid sodium?

' 16
We want to know, what is the direction of

17
the prevailing wind and how can we be sure that it will

18
not shift during an emergency, as it did when one plant

.

I8
overheated in England and the wind shifted and blew the

20
radioactive waste over the countryside for an area 300

21
miles. Farmers had to dump their milk. Why cannot an

22
inversion occur to hold radioactive wastes in our

23 vicinity? What effect will releasing heat into the air

mno DNo
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1
have on agriculture and long-range weather conditions? -

2
How much insurance will be allocated to

-
'

3
each person for hospital bills, property and medical

4
bills? Who foots the bills for the insurance, the

5
taxpayers? What safeguards will there be against

6
injuries which lie dormant up to 50 years?

7
What safeguards are there against earth-

(f 8
quakes, loud noises -- you know a loud noise will set off

8 -

these plants when they're in the process of heating up -
~

-

10 sabotage, air crashes? We're in the vicinity of an

11 airport around here, Albany County, diat's trying to get
12 control of 50 miles of air space around this area, and

13 there's no provision made against air crashes.

14
These towers are going to be a regular

15 darn nuisance. Terrorists, war, fuel transr. ort
'

16 accidents or barges, however these nuclear things are
17 assembled, if it comes up on barges.

18 OK, Albany County Farm Bureau feels that
i

18 one single hearing, three hours in the afternoon and

20 four in the evening, of a single day are not sufficient

21 to answer all the questions asked by the public and to

22 inform them properly of the dangers involved.

23 We thank you very much.

7)'/ 8 bb
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1

(Applause.) -

2

JUDGE MATIAS: Mrs. Fryer, we'll be holding
3

months of hearings. We're not holding only one hearing.
4

MS . FRYER: I was told -- since we're jus:
5

farmers and not nuclear physicists or anything, would it

6
be proper to ask that we could have some of these

7
questions answered in writ *en form to take back to our

/ 8
members by someone?

9
JUDGE MATIAS: We're going to be exploring

-

10
questions such as you have raised, plus a great many

11
more, in very detailed hearings that will be going on fo :

12
months, and I suggest that anyone who is interested, if

I3
they can follow the hearing -- the transcript of the

14
hearings is being placed ir the library in Hudson and

15
the library up in Oswego, New York and feel free to talk

16
to Mr. Grey of our Staff on the progress of the hearing,

1' and these are the kind of questions we'll be going into
18

in the greatest of details, greatest of detail, and

18 *
they'll be going on for months.

20 MS. FRYER: Well, we are just simple

21
farmers. We need it put in the language of the everydsy

22 person. We think that these hearings should be open

|hh M and our time is very limited.

z,a 068
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1 In the summer it is our harvest season -

2 way late into the f all, perhaps up to December, and those

3 of us with1 herds. and animals cannot get away all the time

4 and we feel that you really should bring these out to the

5 people. They don' t know what they're up against, and

6 this nuclear facility, these nuclear power plants, have

7 had history after history of eruption and closures and

I 8 deaths and destruction of communities, in Canada, in

9 Idaho, in Detroit -- I can mention a million of them --
_

10 and they all come from the same thing, actually, that

11 you don't know what you're loing yet, and I think that

12 you. should have more hearings open to the public them-

13 selves and get right down to it and explain every one

14 of these questions.

15 JUDGE MATIAS: Every single hearing is

'

16 open to the public.

17 MS. FRYER: Thank you.

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you,

o

?9 (Applause.)

20 JUDGE MATIAS: Louise Heller, Westerlo?

21 Miss Heller, you're being recorded. Do you object to

22 that?

23 MS. HELLER: No. I'm Louise Heller. I'm

2 , o. 069
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I
a biochemical assayist, and I operate a small horse farm -

2
in the Town of Westerlo, Albany County.

3
Firstly, we are not deceived by the

4
promised jobs which of necessity must be performed by

5
experienced professionals and will, no doubt, be handled

6
by union workers. The number of local residents employe l

7
in construction will probably be negligible.

( 0
Until absolute responsibilities are

0
established with severe' criminal sanctions spelled out

10
for persons employer. at each level of production for ~

11
nuclear power who are remiss in the execution of their

12 jobs, and until nuclear waste is eliminated and the area s

13
immediate to the plants are the beneficiaries of

1-4 guaranteed safa power produced so that we do not suffer
15 the rape and destruction of our countryside to accommoda :e
16-'

the insatiable power appetites of New York City, I am
17 totally opposed to nuclear power sources anywhere.
18

Thank you.

eIO
(Applause.)

20
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, Mrs. Heller.

21
I have a card from soneone in Schodack

22 Landing, and I apologize; I can't make out the name.
23 Carolyn -- it looks like Chiovini? Madam, would you

-.n n'n
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1
stata your name for the reporter? -

2
MS. CHIOVINI: Yes, Carolyn Chiovini,

3
C-h-i-o-v-i-n-i.

4
I don't. have a prepared statement, but

5 I would feel it would be a waste of my day, as long as I
6 came up here, to not at least state that I live within

7 two miles of the proposed plant and I speak for my
8 h usband, my four daughters and three grandchildren who
9 _

live within a six-mile radius, and I just -- I just can' t
to say enough.

11 Beside all the things that people have
@

12 said about it, which it's old, about the disposal and
13 everything else, it's probably farfetched, but the way
14 this country is -- usually it has a war every 20 years.
15 The next one surely will be nuclear, and I feel that all

-

16 of the plants that are built and will be built will be

17 prime targets, and that's something that I think about,

18 all the time, and it really worries us.

B

19 Thank you.

20 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

21 (Applause.)
,

22 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. I have a
3

23 number of cards -from people who are not within the

O 't I
~

'i
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1 .

immediate vicinity of the alternate site, and I will -

2
call you on the basis that I received your cards. Please

3 -

try to be as brief as possible. We would like to get
4

everyone if we possibly can.

Robert Bernardi, Gansevoort? Robert

6
Bernardi, Gansevoort?

7
(No response. )

( 8
JUDGE MATIAS: All right. Edward

8 ~

VanAcker, Rensselaer? ft's Edward VanAcker?
10

MR. VAN ACKER: VanAcker.

JUDGE MATIAS: VanAcker?
12

MR. VAN ACKER: Mr. Chairman, my name is

13 Edward A. VanAcker, and I reside in the Town of East
14

Greenbush, Rensselaer, and I'm a business manager of
15

Plumbers' & Steamfitters' Local No. 7 I'd just like
\ 16

to make this comment on the site of the hearing.
17

I believe this is a good site for the

18 hearing right here, sir, inasmuch as a great majority of,.

18 P

the residents in Columbia and Greene County work in this
20

area every day. I'm sure if they can travel here every
21 day to work, they .can travel here for a hearing.
22

|Now, I'd like to just say I support the

23
application for the construction of a nuclear or coal

T, '/ 8 07?_
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generating plant at Stuyvesant, New York. The
~

2
construction of this plant would be of great help to our

3
membership, which I represent, which is now faced with

4
, an unemployment rate of over 25 percent.

5
Construction of this plant would not only

6 help our membership but all of the construction trades

7 in a 50-mile radius of the plant who all have frcm

8 approximately 25 to 50 percent unemployment at the prese it

' _

8 time.

10 .

The impact -- I would also like to say

11 the impact of those workers coming into that area would
12 be minimal. They'd all be driving home at night.
13 Although we had a previous witness say they'd ruin the
14 roads, I'm sure all the workers in other areas that are

15 coming into Albany ruin roads, too, and other services,
16 so I think it all trades off and balances out.
17

Another reason that the plant should be

18 built, equally as important as its help to the local
I e

i19 construction industry, is that the plant would produce j
20 tax revenue to the local communities surrounding the

21 plant and, most importantly, the business and industry
22 that is historically attracted to the area will enhance

23 the general economy and vitality of the Capital _ District

- o b)
Sj l )
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1

area. -

2
I urge speedy approval of the application

3
for this facility so that its many economic advantages

4
to this area and the State may be utilized fully.

5
And just as a comment, sirs, if the

S

attitude of some of those that are against this plant
7

were used when people -- our forefathers came to Plymouth
8'

Rock or when Peter Stuyvesant came up the beautiful
8

Hudson River, I don't tRink any of us would be here
-

10 today, any of us or our country.
11

Thank you.

12
VOICES: Boo.

13
(Applause.)

14
VOICES: Boo.

15
JUDGE MATIAS: Henry Landau of Albany?

I

' 16
MR. LANDAU: Mr. Chairman, I take

17
exception -- I take exception to the fact that there are

18
people sitting here in the audience that don' t understand

19
,

the fact that we sat here and listened to them and will
20

not afford us the same privilege, all right? We come

21 here to speak.

U VOICE: We don't like what you're saying;

23 that's all.

. 328 U74
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1
MR. LANDAU: That's all right. -

2
JUDGE MATIAS: Please, let the man have

3 his say. We want everyone to have his say. He should

4 be able to speak.

5.

Go ahead.

6 MR. LANDAU: My name is Henry Landau.

7 I represent the Sheet Metal Workers' Union. I have
'

8 quite a number of members in Greene and Columbia County.
9

I support this Stuyvesant project -- this
-

10 project so that we, the people of New York State, are

11 entitled to reliable, reasonably priced and secure

12 energy resources;

13 That we, the people of New York State, be

14 increasingly free from the risk of foreign domination
15 which imported oil dependency has forced upon us;

'

16 That the State and its several agencies
'

17 of the government which bear the responsibility of
18 serving the people eliminate or minimize obstructions to

.
19 the development of the energy facilities planned within

20 the State that .will guarantee suf ficient energy to
21 promote the general welfare for us and our posterity;
22 That the healthy economy of New York State

23 be restored; and that to this end, our elected leadership

790 O '[ b
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1

establish policies fostering the growth of industry and -

2

commerce, assured in part by the guarantee of adequate
3

energy resources, especially electrical power, upon which

4
our modern enterprise is founded;

5
That the democratic principle of

6
representative government by discussion upon which the

7
State and the nation are founded be not perverted through

excessive and unreasonable dissent, denying to all the-

9 -.

peoples the opportunities for employment and satisfactio n

of their needs and aspirations which can only be made '

11
possible through a healthy, growing economy secure. in

12 .

Its energy resources;

13
That we act now for ourselves and our

14
posterity to secure the energy resources needed, choosing

15
from those proven options which are at hand and putting

16
'

aside for the future those which confuse and delay the
17

urgent decisions at hand;

18
That we pursue energy efficiently and

8I8
the elimination of wasteful practices, while at the same

3 time recognizing that such savings will not in themselve s

21 substitute for new sources of energy;
22 That we pursue with vigor the commitment
23 and comnitment the development of those promising new--

/-,
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I
energy sources which have yet to prove themselves but -

2 which may provide our posterity the comfort of abundant
3 choices of secure energy;
4

That inasmuch as our State, the Empire
5

State, has achieved in its. history an intentional

6 leadership and reputation based upon offering to all an
7

opportunity for an improved quality of life, that we now

I 8 do not deny those opportunities to those aspiring still
8 to attain betterment of 'their condition, the pursuit of

10 which would surely be threatened through insufficient -

11 and unreasonably priced energy resources.
12 For that, gentlemen, I thank you.
13

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

14 (Applause.)

13 VOICES: Boo.
'

16 JUDGE MATIAS: Michael Moran, Albany.
17 I assume that none of you mind being recorded?
18 MR. MORAN: No.

I19 JUDGE MATIAS: All right.

20 MR. MORAN: My Chairman, my name is
21 Michael Moran, as you stated. I speak this afternoon on

22 behalf of approximately 2000 members of the International

h 23 Union of Operating Engineers, Local 106.

y;3 077
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The majority of our members, including

2
myself, live in~ the Albany area and are those concerned

3
citizens. The members of Local 106 are in favor of the

4
proposed electric generating station at Stuyvesant,

5
New York for two basic reasons.

6
Number one, the building trados have been

7
in a depressed state since the winding down of the

f 8
construction of this beautiful Plaza where we gather

' _

9
today. I would venture to guass that there are several

10
thousand area construction workers currently unemployed

ggg as we approach the peak of the 1979 construction season.

12
The situation, I'm afraid, is going to get worse before

13
it gets bettar.

14
A healthy construction industry has a

15 multiplier effect on the local and State economy.
16

'

Construction and operation of the proposed plant would

17 yield additional tax revenue, employment opportunities
18

and retail businesses for the Stuyvesant area.
,

19
Those of you who travel Route 7, which

20
runs parallel to the construction of I-88, will see that

21 local, businesses are booming as a result of the project.
ao"

Two, as consumers of electricity, my

23 members stand to benefit not only by the additional

($,,
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I
generating capacity supplied by a nuclear power plant at

2
Stuyvesant, but also:in the form of lower utility bills.

3
For these reasons I place Local 106, the

4 International Union of Operating Engineers, on record in
5

support of the construction of the proposed nuclear powe
6

plant at Stuyvesant, New York.

7
Thank you.

8
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

8 ~

(Applause.)

10
JUDGE MATIAS: Alfonso Scarpa, Pres ton

11 Hollow, New York? The gentleman from Preston Hollow?

12 Is he here?

13
MR. SCARPA: My name is Al Scarpa.

14 There's not much I can add to what has already been said
15 with one exception, that I speak with experience. I'm a

'

16 retired coal, oil and gas power plant engineer with 27
l'7 years' experience, and I don't think that anybody that's
18 working for the nuclear industry can say that at this

,

19 time, that they got 27 years' experience in a nucicar

20 power plant and ain't dead already.

21 I also represent the Tri-County Power Line
22 Association.

23 To me this meeting is another kangaroo

-;Q
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1

court, which I've attended many of them. There must be

2 -

a better way to make a living. I wish that I had some

3
people who didn' t hear me before would hear be now. It

4
is usually the same people that are always at these

5
meetings.

6
Our Representative, Mr. Stratton, said

7
that people get killed every day in auto accidents,

' 8
coal mines, et cetera, and he's not the only one. There s'

quite a few of them that' said the same thing that are
-

10
supposed to be representing the people.

11
While this is true, it's a choice, but

12
when the Power Company takes the people's land by emminent

13 domain and due process of the law and builds a nuclear

I4
plant in their back yard, this is not a choice.

15
As to employment opportunities, that's a

' 16
farce. This is a money-intensive industry. It's not a

17 job-intensive industry.

18 This is for these gentlemen.that are

18 talking for jobs: If you guys can't get a job outside

20 of nuclear, you ain't worth having a job because I --

21 (applause) -- I for one had the opportunity given to me

2 in the fif ties to go to Indian Point, and this I got on

U the record, to go and break in in Indian Point, and I

'\\ ,
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1
refused the job in 1950s when they were starting to build-

2
the plant, and I knew then that nuclear wasn'*, for people.

3
After the Three Mile accident in

4
Harrisburg, there has been too much cover-up and

5 misinformation. I believe if the public was aware of

6 honest information, you wouldn't have a chance to build

7 another nuclear plant.

( 8 I also believe we don't need any more

9 plants in New York Statd, nuclear or coal. We have
~

10 37 percent more energy than we're using right now.

11 People are conserving. As the price of energy goes

12 higher, there will be conservation taking' place and we
13 will need less energy, causing more stand-by power,

14 which a lot of people don' t understand here, which we,

15 the ratepayers, will have to pay for energy we don't use .

'

16 This might be a new experience for a lot

17 of people here. From my experience in a coal, gas and

19 oil plant for 27 years, I see a complete meltdown coming
.

19 in the future. If you keep this nuclear industry going,

20 we won't really need a meltdown. The radioactive waste

21 and the low-level radiation from these nuclear plants

22 will destory our water, our air and our soil.

%1 It will only be a matter of time when

3za CB1
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I
this world will be destroyed by nuclear.

2

Man has learned how to destroy mankind.
3

Uranium never hurt anybody or anything in the ground,
4

*

like nature intended. Is this the kind of legacy you
5

want to leave your children and grandchildren? There
6

must be a better way to make a living.
7

Nuclear, the most dangerous and the most
'

8
expensive way to boil water -- just listen to that, the

9
most expensive way o boil water. What happened to the -

10
cheap energy? It was going to be too cheap to meter.

11

Energy haa gone up 32 percent, and it's still going
12

higher.

13
Thank you, gentlemen.

14
(Applause.)

JUDGE MATIAS: The name looks like Hakola ,

Route 295, Canaan, New York? Is that right? Hakola?

MR. HAKOLA: Yeah.
IO

JUDGE MATIAS: The first name I can't

19 make out. '

0
MR. HAKOLA: Onni.

21
JUDGE MATIAS: 0 -r.-n -i , sir?

MR. HAKOLA: Right. Mr. Onni Hakola from

23 Canaan, New York. I just have a very brief message to

q
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I
the Commissars of the Power Authority and the Commissars

_

2 of the unions, o- which we've already heard two this

3 evening.

4 I think that the American people are

5 getting very, very tired of being pushed around, and I

6 don't think we need a power plant in New York State or

7 in the United States.

| 8 Thank you very much.

9 (Applause.) -

10 JUDGE MATIAS: And I gather it's your

11 wife, Mr. Hakola, Marie Hakola, Canaan, New York?

O 12 MS. HAKOLA: I am Marie Hakola from

13 Canaan, New York (Columbia County). I'm opposed to the

14 building of a nuclear power plant at 9tuyvesant. I can't

15 believe that any responsUale body would give permission
'

16 for a nuclear power plant to be built in our midst

17 knowing the dangers it would bring to us and the

18 frightening problem of the disposal of nuclear wastes.

19 '
Please do not approve this application.

%) JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

21 Jane Badeau, East Chatham?

22 I think, Miss dadeau, you're probably

23 within ten miles.

n
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1

MS. BADEAU: What? -

2
JUDGE MATIAS: You ' re possibly, within

3
ten miles of the alternate site; are you not?

4
MS. BADEAU: I don't know what you mean.

5
JUDGE MATIAS : I could have called you

6
earlier.

7
MS. BADEAU: Oh, that's all right. I

^/ 8
really live in Red Rock. My mailing address is East

Chatham, NEW York.
~'

10
JUDGE MATIAS: All right.

"
MS. BADEAU: But .I think everything has

12 been said that I approve of. I'm opposed to the power
13

plants anyplace, especially in Stuyvesant. All over --

I4 We should not have any in New York State or any state
15

of the union. They're dangerous anu I'm opposed to it.
16

'

That's all I want to say. Thank you very

17 much.

I8
(Applauce i

e18
JUDGE MATIAS: William Donovan, Buskirk.

20
MR. DONOVAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

21 My name is William Donovan, and I believe that energy
22

production is essential for fulfilling basic humar. needs

23 or food, shelter, employment. The possibilities are

.
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improving the quality of life. Energy supply is -

2
essential for maintaining a society with stable political .,

3
economic and social structures.

4
It is in the best interest for the

5
national security and world economic and social stability

6
to reduce the dependence of the United States on

7
unreliable foreign oil suppliers.

<
'

'

There's an urgent need to take action now

8 -

to assure adequate and u'ninterrupted energy supplies in
10

the decades again. Increasiningly costly supplies of

11 oil and natural gas have essential roles in transportation,
12 food production and petro-chemical needs. Coal is in

13 abundant supply and can be used today to produce
14 electricity in an environmentally acceptable manner.
15

Nuclear power is a proven, mature method
'

16
of economically producing electricity.

17 For these reasons I am in favor of this
18 project.

P
18 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

20 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

21 (Applause.)

22 JUDGE MATIAS: Steve Schryver, Hillsdale?

23 MR. SCHRYVER: Mr. Chairman, gentlhmed, my.

-og v'
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1

name is Stephen Schryver. I live currently in Hillsdale , _

2
New York.

3
I, too, would like to register my

4
strenuous opposition to the construction of a nuclear

5
facility in Columbia County, Greene County or for that

6
matter, anywhere else on the face of our planet.

7'
We have heard many people here today

i 8
voice their opposition to nuclear generation, but whats

9 is also present is a feeling of distrust, anger, -

10
frustration with our government, our elected officials

'l*

and the public utilities for not being responsive to the

12
needs and wishes of the same people they are supposed to

13
serve.,

I4
Perhaps the fact that this hearing is

15 being held today in Albany rather than in Columbia or
IO Greene County underscores that point.
17 One necdn't list the advantages of using
18 nuclear power for generation of electricity. You

18 gentlemen are probably as aware of them as we are. '

20 What you are hearing are the impassioned
21

pleas of folks who live in a beautiful part of New York

22 State and the United States. They plead for themselves,

23 their families, their farms, homes, for the land and our

b bbb
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beautiful river which has already been so terribly abused-

2 by power, arrogance and money.
3

I urge you to listen attentively to what

4
we say, to hear our fears and to deny further construction

5 of the technology.which is proven to be dangerous,
6 uneconomic and unnecessary.

7
Thank you.

I 8
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

8
(Applause.)

~

10
JUDGE MATIAS: Mildred Moore, Albany?

11 Mildred Moore, Albany? Is she here?

12 (No response. )

13
JUDGE MATIAS: I gather not.

14 Brian Shea, Albany? Is he here, Brian

15 Shea, Albany?
'

16 (No response. )

17 JUDGE MATIAS: I gather he is not here.

18 Mary 0' Donne 11, Schoharie?

19 ,

MS. O'DONNELL: My name is Mary O'Donnell;

20 I live in Schoharie. I'm a concerned citizen and a
21 member of VECA, in Schoharie County, which is the

22 environmental organization there.

23 I'm strongly opposed to any nuclear power

Pansony REPcRTINo service. INC.
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1 plant. The danger of this type of power was demonstrated.
2

by the recent accident at Three Mile Island in

3 Pennsylvania. We have a tremendous amount of testimony
4 from doctors, scientists, engineers, physicists,
5 researchers warning of the deadly effects of radiation,
6 high level, low level, immediate and long range.
7 There are many and powerful arguments

'
8 against nuclear power but there is a single one which
9 by itself should be sufficient to preclude the use of -

10 these nuclear plants, their construction and planning.
11 There's no place on earth, on land or in the sea or even
12 in space in which the nuclear radioactive waste could be
13 safely disposed of, this waste which can remain dangerous
14 for millions of years.

15 I think that the tax money which has been
16 subsidizing the nuclear industry should be diverted to
17 research into safe, alternate forms of energy, and for
18 people who are interested in jobs, studies show that

19 these alternate forms of energy provide more jobs than *

20 the nuclear -- than the capital-intensive nuclear power.
21 Thank you.

22 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

g 23 (Applause.)

T ,/. o onan
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1

JUDGE MATTTS: James Bradt, B-r-a-d-t,
,

2
Albany?

3
MR. BRADT: My name is James G. Bradt.

4
I'm a safety and training director of Eastern New York

5
Construction Employers, which represents approximately

6
200 commercial construction and construction-related

7
firms in this area. Our office is located at 6 Airline

8'

Drive, Albany, New York 12205,

9
We wish to go on record in support of the -

10
ef ficient processing of the required approvals for the

11
construction of a power plant at Stuyvesant, New York.

1
The fuel source, coal or nuclear, should be determined

13
by the various regulatory agencies participating in thes c

14
hearings based on the testimony and data subt cted, so

15
we have no position on this issue.

16
Our current energy crisis is a reality,

17
and the strength and stability of an already weak New

18 York economy is dependent on an adequate supply of energy
18 'at a reasonable cost. Domestic oil and natural gas

20
production is declining at an alarming rate. Studies

21 show that by the year 2000, just 21 years from now, about

U half our energy needs must either be supplied by other

23 fuel sources or be eliminated.

179 bb
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1

Unfortunately, the energy dilemma is not

2
a problem with a simple solution. The production of

3
energy -- electric energy from all fuel sources is

4
environmentally degrading and presents some degree of

5
risk to the public. The real question regarding power

6
projects is if the risks, impacts and benefits are

7
greater or less than those of the alternatives.

'
8

The development of new energy sources,

9
such as wind and solar, 'at best estimate can account for -

10
no more than ten percent of our region's energy by the

11
year 2000. The do-nothing, zero-growth alternative

12 neglects the impact on human beings, the most important
13 members of the environmental-ecological system and
14

denies the power required to develop for all these

15 members an adequate system of shelter, food production
'

16
and livelihood.

17
We must accept the fact that nuclear and

IO
coal power will have to provide a major portion of our

I8
energy supply over the next 25 years. No one type of

20
energy will or should supply the majority of our needs.

21
The local contractors which our

22 organization represents support the selection of the

(g) 23 Stuyvesant site because of the readily available local

7 '/_ O b' ', (') |'it)
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I
manpower requirements to build the plant and the idle

_

2
contractor capacity capable of performing a great deal

3
of work at the site.

4

Obviously, when trades are not working,
5

contractors are not working, so unemployment rates also

6
reflect the contractors ' volume of work.

7
Other considerations suppos; ting the

( 8
Stuyvesant site over the planned site include more readily

0
available building supplies and materials, lower labor -

10
costs, lower property taxes and energy source closer to

II
the final energy user.

12
Escalation in construction' costs and fuel

13
prices over the past several years will result in

I4
substantial increases in electric costs from all sources

15 in the f ature since no technology can promise cheap
16

energy.

17
Unreasonable delay in starting

18
construction of this proposed power plant will

10 significantly increase construction costs and aggravate '

M dependence on the high cost foreign petroleum.
21

Our organization and its members welcome

22 this project and will make available whatever assistance

23 is possible or needed by the New York State Electric &

7/8 0 ',' l
3
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I Gas Corporation, the Long Island Lighting Company and

2 the various regulatory approval agencies involved to

3 make the Stuyvesant site a reality.

4 Thank you.

3 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

6 (Applause.)

7 JUDGE MATIAS: Mark Rucker, Saratoga

f

8 springs?

5 9 MR. RUCKER: My name is Mark Rucker. I -

10 represent Saratoga Safe Environment Council.
-

11 Our taxes and bank investments should not
12 be poured down the drain into dangerous pcwer projects
13 designed primarily for the profit of. big industry. New

14 York Electric & Gas does not care if the public is in
15 danger. It merely desires public money ~in as large
16 quantities as possible.

17 Our money essentially pays for the entire

18 plant to be built, operated and then taken apart and

19 buried. Citizens are robbed at each step alcng the line '
,

/

20 Let me enumerate some facts power

21 companies never discuss. When nuclear power was said to

22 be cheaper than oil, the entire cycle in a nuclear power

23 plant is not considered. The nuclear pow r plant, the

j'zg 092
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I
worst example of throw-away technology, costs alarmingly

2
more each year in every way. The consumer does not

3
share the profits that investors and big money can

4
produce, but consumers' money produces the huge profit.

5 Big money must go in so that big money can be made.
6 Since the more you spend, the more you

7 gain is the rule, power companies shun solar power and

i 8 wind power and other alternatives that require low

0 investment. New York State Gas & Electric wants money, -

10 not clean, safe electric generation.

11 The nuclear cycle grows more costly by

12 leaps and bounds. Uranium has increased in price cir

13 nearly ten times since 1973. Uranium will continue to

14 climb since it is a scarce commodity. Our domestic

15 supply can last from 20 to 30 years, and then we must

'

16 deal with the uranium cartel in South Africa and

17 Australia.

18 Construction costs have gone through the

19 roof. The Shoreham plant, for example, will cost six '

20 times its original price. It seems that power companies

21 intentionally underestimate costs to obtain licenses.

22 The transportation of uranium and

||| 23 deadly plutonium wastes is such a serious problem that

~

i $) hO
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I I'm appalled that New York State Gas & Electric wants
.

2 to produce more of it.
.

3 In 30 years no solution has been found

4 to the nuclear waste problem, and that alone should stop
5 its production. The wastes are a problem of huge

'

6 economic proportions. It has been estimated that up to

7 $25 billion will be required to deal with the waste we

'

8 have now, and we're making more by the hour. Our tax

9 dollars pay for that multimillion dollar cleanup. -

10 When a plant is used up after a scant 20

11 to 30 years, we must pay to decommission or take apart

12 the overly radioactive facility, chop up and bury it.

13 The cost is tens or hundreds of millions of dollars and
14 the taxpayers pay. We pay coming and going. We pay

15 through our power bills for construction of plants. We

16 pay for accidents, shutdowns, slowdowns, investigations,

17 and maybe soon a meltdown, with the rate increases

la imposed because of the industry's negligence.

19 And we pay a lion's share of the insurance '

'20 on these plants through our taxes. The Price-Anderson

21 Act, ripe for repeal, authorizes tax money to insure

22 plants since insurance firms will not take the risk.

23 If nuclear power is so safe, why must the public assume

O()b
-

t
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1

all the risk and the industry none whatever? If there
.

2
was a serious accident, we could expect to receive one

3
or two cents back from every dollar lost. That's not

4
insurance. That's assault and robbery.

5
And jobs, a recent Federal government

6
study stated that if we switched our national emphasis

7 to solar power within five years, six times as many
( 8 people would be employed. Nuclear power is not at all

8
labor intensive. Once constructed, it takes very few -

10
men to operat:: a plant. If we want New York State to

II keep working, nuclear power is not the way.
12

And, finally, a moral question. What

13 are officials thinking when they find a potential death
14 of 48,000 people in an accident an acceptable figure?
15 Power companies and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
16

'

find this acceptable, and New York State has in the past .

17 New York State Electric & Gas and the NRC apparently
18 would not mind if 48,000 of us died, so long as the
19 industry makes its money. '

20 What I would find acceptable is the death

21 of the nuclear industry and the deadly thinking that
22 promotes it.

M Thank you.

700 005JLQ *'"
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I
(Applause.) -

2
JUDGE MATIAS: Rezsin Adams, Albany?

3
MS. ADAMS: My name is Rezsin Adams,

4 R-e-z-s-i-n A-d-a-m-s, and I'm from Albany. I work with

5 a group called Safe Energy Coalition of New York State,
6

but I live in Albany. I live a half a block from here.

-

I live within site of the Stuyvesant plant, so I wanted

( 8 to speak both because of my own personal place where I
8 live,4tich is here, and 'because I work with safe energy

10 groups around the State.

11 The groups that make up the Safe Energy
12 Coalition are all up and down the Hudson Valley. You've
13 heard from representatives of many of them. We also

14 represent groups in Long Island, the North Country,
15 the western part of New York State, the Syracuse-Rochester-
16 Oswego County area. For this reason I would like to
17 speak not only against the nuclear pcwer plant project
18 proposal in Stuyvesant but, of course, also the prime

e

19 site, which is in New Haven, which is an area in Oswego
20 county which is becoming the nuclear capital of New York
21 State as the Hudson Valley was supp; sed to have been the
22 nuclear capital of New York State, and there has been

23 sufficient objection to building + te plants in the Hudson

_ ') Q 0| )z
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valley, and at this time the prime sites for nuclear -

2
plants are now projected for Oswego County.

3
I would like to speak about the economics

4

of nuclear power in the proposed Stuyvesant plant only

because we do have represented in the Safe Energy
6

Coalition many people from Long Island, and as you know,
7

it seems ludi'crous to me that Long Ialand Lighting would
8'

now think of going into another nuclear power plant in
9

view of what has hr.ppened at Shoreham. It has beceme
-

10
the most costly nuclear power plant in the world, a

billion point three, a billion point five dollars. That

12
is a billion and a third, a billion and a half dollars

13 '

invested in Shoreham. It's a scandal and +'
'

14
Service Commission is, in fact, looking inte is

15
such a financial scandal.

18
'

Why has the cost tripled in the last ten

17
years? Why were the projections made? Were they

18
erroneous when they were made? Were they false when ther

18 '

were made? Why have they -- the cost of the plant gone

20
up so much in the course of its construction?

21
The same thing is happening, beginning to

22 happen, in Oswego County where Nine Mile Two is being
23 built. That is a plant which will not be completed unti l

p,0 7
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I
1984 or 1985, but. already there are indications that it, -

2
too, is going to be an excessively costly plant beyond

3
any kind of projections at this time or four years ago

4
when the plant was begun; so these are questions which

5
'ee vauld raise about Stuyvesant.

6
There were questions which were raised

about Cementon. The same kinds of objections which were

0
raised at Cementon can be raised about Stuyvesant,

O ~

namely, tha t , A, it is & scenic area; B, a plant at

10 Cementon and at Stuyvesant would be a detriment, not a
II help, economically to the area; and, C, of course, the
12

costs.

13
At a recent hearing before Senator Volker

14 who is the head of the Energy Committee in the Senate,
15 Frederick Clarke, the former Chairman of PASNY, spoke and
16 he was asked about the cost of Cementon. He testified

17 S177 million -- $177 million -- had already been expended
18 in the plant now canceled at Cementon.

19 .
He was sked who was going to pay for

20 this, and he said, "The ratepayers." That's $177 million

21 and tens of thousands of dollars of private contributions

22 have gone into -- from organizations which have been

23 intervenors and provided information to the Siting Board

328 090
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1

concerning Cementon.
-

2

Is this the kind of thing that we're
'

starting? Are we starting a round for New Haven and

4
for Stuyvesant which is going to involve perhaps

5
hundreds of millions of dollars ind certainly tens of

6
thousands of dollars of private money to develop a

7
record?

8
I would also like to point out jt st from..

9
a larger point c. ? view that the plants at India * Point -

10
that were the subject of a recent hearing before

11
Stanley Fink here in the Legislative Office Building

12 here in this Plaza recently -- when talking about the
13

plants at Indian Point, it was pointed out that those

14
plants would not now be licensed because of their

15
proximity to New York City and other large population

16
areas, and the question was asked whether there is a

I7
different safety standard for a plant which is within

18 25 or 50 miles of the large, larger, largest population
18 '

centers, and the answer was, "Yes, there is a different

20 standard."

21
I would certainly raise this as a questio n

22 since I live 12 miles from Stuyvesant here in the Capita l.

||) I would like to know why there is a different safety
23

x ,[. 9 trt i
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standard. I understand that -- I can appreciate that if .

2
evacuation were a real project, real possibility, one

3 might say, "Well, it's a lot harder to evacuate the

4 City of Albany than it is the Town of Stuyvesant," or

5 "It's a lot harder to evacuate the City of New York than

6 it is to evacuate the City of Albany," but evacuation is

7 not a possibility, and in reference to New York City is

( 8 not even being considered as a possibility.

9 Recent hearings in Westchester County -

10 have brought this out. Therefore, I raise the question

11 of why we have a different safety standard. What's

12 wrong with us here in Albany? Why should we be subjected

13 to a different kind of safety standard than people in

14 New.. York City would be subjected to?

15 It certainly doesn't make anybody very
'

16 happy to hear that the Indian Point plants would not now

17 be licensed if they were .p for consideration.

18 The plants at Indian Point are expensive

'
19 plants. The first plant, which has now been closed, was

20 the most expensive nuclear power plant built at its time

21 and Shoreham today is the most expensive plant being

22 built now. The whole cost of the nuclear industry makes

23 it ludicrous to think that this is cheap power. When

" [i Ooo,
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1

one considers the 17 or $18 million which went into the
2

development of the enrichment plants which were paid for
3 -

by the taxpayers, this in itself, if it were costed out

4

to every nuclear power plant in the United States,would

5
double the cost of nuclear power. That does not even

6
begin to touch the amount of money which has gone into

7
nuclear power.

( 8
I can' t -- I know that you 're in a hurry.

9
I know that I'm not supposed to -- -

10
JUDGE MATIAS: I'm not in a hurry. We

11
have a number of people, and you've taken ten minutes

@ 12
already, and that means there will be people I can't

13
hear.

14
MS. ADAMS: I want to say one more thing.

15
Listening to people -- I live right here; I live in

16
Albany County. Albany County is carrying the bonds for

I
this Empire State Plaza. I can't resist when the

18
industry -- construction industry makes reference to

l9 this plaza. That's a very dangerous reference for '

20
anybody to make, for any industry to make.

21
You may have seen in the paper that we

22
just put in a playground at a cost of a million dollars.

23
It surely must be the most expensive playground in the

" fl I. -o,3
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I
world. You can see it right here in this Plaza. -

2
If this is an example of what the

3
construction industry would like, the kind of

4 expenditure, the kind of investment taxpayers are going
5

to put in, it's a very, very poor example.

6
The building you're sitting in right now

7
is the most costly per foot building in the whole world.

'

8
Is this the' kind of thing we're talking about when we

8 build nuclear power plarits?
~

10
(Applause.)

11 JUDGE MATIAS: Emerson Mead?

12 MR. MEAD: My name is Emerson Mead, Town

13 of Conesville; Post Office address, Gilboa, New York.

14 My understanding of the intent of the

15 law ist.that both of your agencies here, the Nuclear
'

16 Regulatory Commission and the Public Service Commission,

17 are here to represent the public. At this time I wish

18 to thank you for the opportunity to say why I oppose
,

19 construction of the proposed Stuyvesant nuclear power
20 plant.

21 This is not a logical site and it's in a

22 very productive agricultural valley. We don't need

23 radioactive food.

- (J 'T73'[P i -g
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1

The site is too near the State Capital. -

2 s

It is about the same distance from Albany as Three Mile
3

Island is from Harrisburg.

4
New York State has an adequate power

5
reserve. There is no proven need for more power.

6
Industry is leaving New York State. people are

7
conserving their electric use and many are burning wood

8
fuel.

Nuclear pbwer plants are the most
~

10
expensive to build and operate. There is no way to

11
dispose of the nuclear waste. No safe way to decommission

12
a nuclear power plant exists, and the ecst of

13 decommissioning could well exceed the original

construction cost. The costs to maintain and guard the

15 nuclear waste dumps for hundreds of years must be
- 16

charged up to production costs.

17
There are many hidden costs in nuclear

18 e3,e.ar,e paid by government subsidy. The long-term heal h
.18 damage from the various kinds of nuclear radiation

20 cannot be measured in dollars and cents.
21 The nuclear industry wants to use the

22 people as guinea pigs in their quest for more profits.

23 I believe a majority of the people within 50 miles of

,

. . .
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1

Stuyvesant do not know that a nuclear power plant is -

2
being considered. There is a lack of communication by

3
the government agencies with the people. Is it any

4
wonder that people distrust those in government that are

5
supposed to work for them?

6
All newspapers within a 50-mile area of

7
Stuyvesant should have carried reports on this meeting

8' here today.

8 I would like to be an intervenor in this
~

10 proceeding. This can be very -- this very well can be

11 the most damaging project ever proposed in the Hudson
12 Valley. Why should the Long Island Lighting Company be
13 permitted to build a power plant up here and then build
14 long transmission lines to carry the power to their
15 service area?

'

16 At this time I have a statement that I
17 would hand in to you. I would like to be an intervenor
18 in this proceeding. This is the first public hearing

.
19 that I have known about to discuss this proposal by the
*0 two governmental agencies. I feel that the United States
.

21 Government has failed to properly warn citizens of the

22 nuclear ; dangers . I request funds be made available to

23 all intervenors to cover legal and otner expenses. No

} ') $} \Ot
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1

interested person should be denied the right to be an
~

2
intervenor.

3

I am very much concerned about all people
4

within 50 miles of Stuyvesant, as this is the real

5
danger zone in case of a meltdown, and a much larger

6
area would be in danger depending on the wind speed and

7
direction.

' As town supervisor, the Town of Conesville

(Schoharie County), I request the Town to be admitted as

10
an intervenor. The town is 35 miles more or less from

11
Stuyvesant and in the danger zone. I request this as

12
the health of present and future residents will be

13
endangered if this proposed nuclear power plant is built .

14
The Town's water supply, farmland, the

15 people in their homes would be in danger and no doubt
' 16 destroyed by a nuclear meltdown at Stuyvesant.

17
I request permission to add on other

IO
reasons for intervention at a later date. I only

19
recently heard about this hearing and have not had a

20 chance to discuss the case with Town residents. In

21
future nuclear power plant hearings, all of us of local

22
government should be notified of the hearings, dates,

23 within the county -- within the villages , within 50 mile s

' ;05T,28
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1
of the proposed site. It is important that funds be

_

'

provided for all intervenors.

3
Thank you.

4
(Applause.)

'

5
JUDGE MATIAS: Peter Brennan, New York

City?

7
MR. BRENNAN: Thank you, gentlemen. My

I 8
name is Peter J. Brennan. I'm here as President of the'

9
New York State Building-& Construction Trades Council to -

10 voice support for construction of the new electric

11
generation station with Stuyvesant as the alternate site .

12
We support the building of this plant as

13 a nuclear-fueled one because that type of power plant
14 has proven the most economically and environmentally
15 acceptable for New York. Besides both providing

'

16 electricity without using one barrel of oil, the nuclear

17 plants in New York have been relied on to get us through
18 energy crises in recent years.

IS '
Here is a litany of the energy facts of

20 life: Energy supply and economic growth are directly

21 related. Heavy dependence on expensive and insecure

22 foreign oil causes lok economic growth and adds to the

23 burden of inflation that we all feel.

7 '' R $O
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1

New York State is more heavily dependent
2

on foreign oil than any other State in our nation. Cur
3

State is continuing in a long-term economic slump that
4

is at least partially related to its energy situation.

5
Since 1973 we've been warned many times

6
about our energy vu... rability and the dangers of

7
dependence on foreign countries. Since January we've

< 8' had one continuous warning: the Iran domestic troubles,

two OPEC price increases in less than four months, -

a
10

cap on Saudi Arabian oil production.

11

The body of our economy is being hit with
12

one punch af ter another and, like Rocky, we seem dizzy
13

from the shocks and only able to hold out until the fina l
14 round is over; but, as we all know, Rocky was an amateur
15

with only lots of guts and will power to get him through .

16
Our country, on the other hand, isn't

II
arateur. We have the most powerful, resourcefull econom r

18
in the world. We have the energy options available

18
domestically, and what we lack is the will to use them.

20
New York State is a leading example of

21
this impotence. With all our natural and human resources

U in this State, we have still sat back and accepted a
23 decade of economic decline, while other states less well

'N? 0,
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I endowed have had a growth rate in jobs and revenue
2

sometimes double and triple our own.

3
The solution is simple enough, and by now

4
we can all recite it by heart: Stop using more and more

3
foreign oil. Start using available domestic fuels as-

6
soon as possible. Take the practical steps at the State

7
and Federal levels to ensure an immediate movement

8
towards energy independence.

8
Let's be clear about our situation. -

10 Although the people in this hearing and all other New
11

Yorkers might disagree on lifestyles, let's realize

12 we've all been put up for energy ransom. We're all in

13 the same boat, whether we like it or not, and that boat

14 is held hostage by a small group of foreign oil tycoons,
15 and to a great extent we have been willing to sit by and
16 watch it happen when we could easily do something. We

17 can begin to break the OPEC hold on us and stop paying
18 ransom with hard-earned consumer dollars.
19 *This hearing is considering a power plant
20 project that is a good example of the solution. When it

21 comes to electric generation, we have coal and nuclear

22 power as domestic alternatives to foreign oil; and at

23 least for New York State, a nuclear plant is the better

}'] i
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I
choice because it best meets our environmental standards

2
and matches our economic facts of life.

3
Because of our geographic location and

4
transportation system, coal is the less attractive

5
alternative. At the start, we should say that buying

6 hydroelectric power from a foreign country is defiritely
7

not an acceptable solution to our energy problems. It

8
removes none of the insecurity of supply and cost thats

9 we now have within the 0PEC oil situation. It also

10 perpetuates the flow of consumer dollars out of our

11 State and national economy and creates few new jobs,
12 except for maybe if Quebec secedes, we'll have a new

13 ambassadorship up there and perhaps a new team to

14 ncgotiate when they jack up their prices.
15 I want to quickly review some of the

'

16 positive economic benefits of this proposed power plant.
17 On this plant alone we're looking at over 4000 jobs
18 among New York's construction trades in the peak

i

19 construction years. By 1985, four years into the projec t,

20 we estimate over 1,500 jobs will be created directly fro n

21 the construction alone with year-by-year increases

22 through the 1980s.

23 What about wages flowing into New York's

3 '/_ O
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1
economy, producing new commerce, tax revenue and so -

2
forth? This project will generate over $700 million of

0 wages for New York workers. That's S700 million of

4 private capital invested in the State economy, going to
5 over 4000 tax-paying, productive workers. The vast

6 majority of them live in New York and, consequently,
7 spend their earned wages in our State.

( 8
When I was preparing this testimony

9
_

yesterday, I saw the banner headline, " State Assembly
10 Approves $248 Million Tax Cut". The Assembly worked

11 for two years on that cut in order to stimulate our

12 economy and leave more dollars in the hands of individua..

13 citizens. That is commendable, yet here on this one

14 power plant project alone, we're talking about S700 mill:.on
15 additional in the 1980s'for New York State wage earners.

'

16 Now, these 4000-plus jobs and $700 million

17 in wages are ' immediate effects for construction tradesmen,

19 for their families, and for the many communities in the
.

19 State where they spend their incomes.

20 Let's consider the much broader energy
21 factor. The utilities are planning a 2500-megawatt
22 generating staticn capable of supplying the electrical

23 needs of 1,200,000 people. Now, that's 1,200,000 Ngw,

32,0 '
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1

Yorkers getting their energy without using one barrel of .

2
-

OPEC oil. We could use this new power just to provide

3
for energy growth in the 1990s, which there will

4
definitely be unless we have a massive economic collapse

S

before then; but we should also be looking to these new

6
plants to substitute for the oil-burning plants we now

7
use throughout the State.

B'
If we had heeded the warnings back in

9
1973 when the OPEC cartel first put the ransom price on -

10
us and we began then to build new coal and nuclear power

11 plants, if Government had then fostered a quick
12

transition away from OPEC oil, at least for vital

I3
electric generation, our State and our nation would be

I4
seeing new plants coming on the line in the next few

15
years; but we didn' t heed those warnings, of course, and

16
we are.new paying for our indifferences and our weakness

.

Let's not make the same mistake again

'8* and help che Arabs to maintain this " hostage situation"
I8 'for another decade.
20

This plant you' re considering today is

21
only one of several needed if we are to implement an

22
effective strategy of electric independence. It is only

23 ene step in one State, but it is, nonetheless, an

? )'

7 'd8 ' ' '
3
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1
important first step, and New York can serve as a -

2
bellwether of energy initiative. Granted, we won' t have

3
this plant built for some time, although even on that

4
score the Federal and State government can help shorten

the process; but there can be an immediate effect, too.

6
If the Arabs see Americans have the

collective will to move quickly to energy independence,

8 using our massive natural, econc.uic and political
8

resources, they will soon realize we've had our fill of
-

10
their ransom oil tactics and it's only a matter of time.

11
That realization might well force them to deal with us

12
on a level of mutual respect in trade relations. After

13 all, a nation that shows it has the will to use its

14
resources very well is a nation to reckon with in all

15 other areas, anc we should remenber that the oil-
'

16 producing countries need the finished products and
17

technical knowhow of the West as much as we have so far
la

ne eded their crude oil.

19 I

But all of these positive benefits of this

"4 power plant, jobs, wages, increased commerce, taxes,
21 energy independence, re'Les on government, the elected

22 officials as well as the appointed responsible regulators
23 to foster the productive abilities of the private sector,

3)[O
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1

both labor and business.
-

2
Any sincere observer realizes that the

3
same obstructions put in the way of nuclear power plants

4
will likewise be put there for ones using coal. If you

5
don't realize that, you have missed the real issue at

6
the core of the energy controversy.

7
'

These issues deal with the very structure

8
'

of our economic life and our personal freedoms, both as

individuals and as groups. On the use of domestic fuels

10
rests the second . chance we have to break the oil cartel' s

11
stranglehold on us and, certainly, there has been much

I disagreement among many concerned citizen groups in New
13 York and elsewhere about these issues.
14

As I note here people talking about

Upstate -Downs tate, I think selling power is the same as
'

16
selling milk and vegetables to the City of New York and

17
Long Island and anybody else -- it concerns all Americans,

"I
no matter where they live, as long as they're Americans

,

U3 in the United States, and while I'-m here as a

20 representative of organized workers in New York, some

21 almost three-quarters of a million, I believe at this

22 time of crisis, this second shot we have at energy

23 independence demands public-minded accommodation among
,

. . .

6
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1

many groups an agreement to use as soon as possible
_

2

available domestic energy resources as this proposed
3

plant will do.

4

I believe the reason why -- the recent
5

events as why Americans revere the John Wayne folk hero
6

or flock to a simple movie like Rocky is because those

7
characters portray the will and fortitude that really

8
exemplify American virtues, and only if we find those

virtues in ourselves once again can we resolve our

energy and economic problems and not have a division

11
amongst other people of America.

12

Gentlemen, I thank you for giving me
13

your time, and I'm sure we'll leave all of the technicals

14
and other things up to your decision. We certainly trus :

15
you as concerned citizens as well as ourselves. Thank

16
you.

17
(Applause.)

18
VOICE: Boo.

.
1

JUDGE MATIAS: Ladies and gentlemen, it's

20
past four o' clock. I've got a great many cards to go.

21
We have time commitments, and I'm afraid there will be

22
some of you who won' t get to be heard. If any of you

23
can come back this evening, I'll get.to you first.

A4
,

i -
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1

Is that a possibility? I have a card
~

2
from Stephen Koker of East Worcester. He said he's for

3
the project. Can you come back, Mr. Koker, K-o-k-e-r?

4
Is he here?

5
(No response.)

6
JUDGE MATIAS: I gather it's his wife,

7
Hilda Koker. She's for the project, she noted on her

8
card. Can she come back?

(No response.)

10
JUDGE MATIAS: I guess she's gone.

11
VanDerVeen in Lebanon, Chris VanDerVeen?

12
MR. VAN DER VEEN: Yes, I can come back.

13
JUDGE MATIAS: All right, I'll hear you

14 fi st, sir.

15
Peter Mirabile, Albany?

I
MR. MIRABILE: I cannot come back this

evening, sir.

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Could you make a statement
.

10 in about 30 seconds, sir? I hate to cut you down. It's

20 not fair. I know others have taken a great deal of

21 time, but when you get to the end of the day --

22 MR. MIRABILE: Less than a minute, sir.

23 JUDGE MATIAS: I beg your pardon?
7

4

''g
i

3'LO
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1
MR. MIRABILE: Less than one minute. -

2 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. Would you come

3 forward then? I appreciate the inequity of having to

4 ask you to shorten your statement, but if you could come

5 briefly to the point, maybe we could get in a few more

6 before we leave.

7 MR. MIRABILE: I'll cut it down and thank

'

8 you for letting me address this Commission. I'm Peter,

9 Mirabile, Business Manager of Laborers' Local 190. I
~

10 represent some 1400 members, of which 200 live in the

11 proposed site area.

12 For reasons that were stated before, we

13 are in favor of the project, whether it be nuclear or

14 coal, for the obvious reason of employment.

IS What I won't cut down, though, is on my

'

16 second reason that I'd like to comment on, and that's

l'7 as i resident here of Albany and this area. I'm here

18 prcmoting power, not nuclear, not fossil, not hydro, but

a

19 I'm promoting power for New York State. Not too many

20 years ago there was a certain group c? people who opposed

21 nuclear power, and yet they were in favor of all the

22 other alternatives. Now when the alternatives are

h 23 proposed, they' re against them. No matter what,p,roposals
328 ilo

I. . . _ . . . _ , . . , _ . . . . . - . , - -

.
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1

for power are presented, they're against them. They're -

2
against any form of power, it seems like, unless it's

3
20, 30 years down the road.

4
This group is like the Pied Piper of the

5
Power Coalition, leading the public around until we're

*
6

dizzy with pie-in-the-sky attitudes that some euphoria

7
is going to exist some 20, 30 years down the road.

'

Maybe -- maybe our children will see it,

O
but I doubt it very much. What we do need are decisions ~

10
now. We can't wait. We need intelligent choices where -

11
the greatest good for the greatest number are served.

12 If these choices are not made now, New York State can
13 become a wasteland and maybe our residents will become
14

an endangered species.

15
Thank you.

6
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, sir.

(Applause.)

JUDGE MATIAS: All right. Harry Allan.
,

,

e

can you come back this evening, Mr. Allan, Stuyvesant?

20
MR. ALLAN: Mr. Chairman, I can make a

21
ten-second statement.

22
JUDGE MATIAS: All right, fine.

23 MR. ALLAN: Mr. Chairman, I'm appearing

ii7
% ,' ) l I I
-
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1

personally and as counsel to Harold Krieger. Both of us -

2

,

live on Schoolhouse Road in Stuyvesant, New York and
3

this project would take a substantial portion of both of

4
our lands.

.
5

I would oppose the power project for many
6

of the reasons stated by other individuals who have

7
spoken and for many legal reasons. To distill my

'

s ta tement, it would be our intention to commence legal

proceedings in Federal and State courts at the appropria :e
10

time, at which point we will further detail our position ,

11
Thanks,.Mr. Chairman.

JUDGE MATIAS : Thank you, Mr. Allan.

I
(Applause.)

14
JUDGE MATIAS: Kathryn Dunham? Can you

15 come back this evening? Are you Miss Dunham?

16
MS. DUNHAM: I can't.

JUDGE MATIAS: You can?

MS. DUNHAM: I cannot.
8

IO
JUDGE MATIAS: You cannot? Can you be

E very brief, Madam?

21
MS. DUNHAM: Yes.

El JUDGE MATIAS: Again, I apologize.

23 MS. DUNHAM: My name is Kathrya Dunham.

,sn,
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1

For these reasons I oppose the construction of the -

2
proposed nuclear power plant at Stuyvesant.

3
First, a sound energy policy should not

4
be based on continuing excessive energy use and

5
predictions of energy needs based on excessive and

6
exploitative energy use but rather on conservative use

7
which takes into account a variety of energy sources

'

which will allow for the health and viability of our

environment now and for'as long as we can imagine.
-

10
Second, no methods have been demonstrated

11
for disposing of radioactive wastes safely.

12
Third, the potential for a nuclear

13
accident and dangers of radioactive waste which can

14
remain toxic to living things for 200,000 years are

15 hazards that should rule out continued efforts to
IO

construct nuclear power plants at Stuyvesant or at any

17 oder site.

IO
Fourth, alternate energy sources have not

.19 been udequately explored because of the national bias

20 toward atomic energy. We should not expose ourselves

21 and future generations to the da- ers inherent in nuclea c

U power.

; 23 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you,

'Qs ,

s2 , p, ,

s -
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1
(Applause.)

-

2 JUDGE MATIAS: Kevin McGrath? If you

3 would hold onto the applause, everyone, me.ybe we can go
4 through this. Kevin McGrath, can you come back this

5 evening, sir?

6 MR. MC GRATH: Yes, I can.

7 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. You will be

a second this evening, Mr. McGrath.t

9 Dorothy Lynn of Craryville? Is she here?
-

10 (No response. )

11 JUDGE MATIAS: I gather she is not.

12 John -- Watervliet is the address.

13 MR. MAZZACCA: Mazzacca.

14 JUDGE MATIAS: Mazzacca. Can you come.

15 back this evening, sir?

'

16 MR. MAZZACCA: No, sir, I can't.

17 JUDGE MATIAS: Can you be very brief?

18 MR. MAZZACCA: Yes, sir.

u
19 JUDGE MATIAS: All right.

20 MR. MAZZACCA: My name is John Mazzacca.

21 I am a member of Local 190, and I'm out of work, and I'm

ZZ for any power plant, whether it's nuclear, coal, water-

||h 23 powered, anything.

<90'"2::s
s
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1

I have three boys and they wanted to know ,

2
" Hey, Dad, when are you going to go to work?"

3
The last good job I had is this place right

4
here that we're all sitting in. I'm not working. I got

5
myself dirty outside. I'm raring to go to work. I've

6
got kids out in Stuyvesant, people that I know -- kids

7
that I call guys, you know, are saying, " Hey, John,

/ 8
i speak your piece," you know, and that's what I'm here

'
fo r. Go for it.

10
These guys here, they don't know. You

11
can go to the library and make a nuclear power bomb and

12
blow up the world, you know what I mean? I'm for it.

13
(Applause.)

14
JUDGE MATIAS : Thank you, sir.

15
Emily Michaud, Austerlitz?

13'

MS. MICHAUD: Can I speak from here?

I7
JUDGE MATIAS : We can't hear you. Can

18 you come back this evening, Madam?
.

19 MS. MICHAUD: No, I can't.

20 JUDGE MATIAS: Can you be very brief?

21 MS. MICRAUD: Yes.

22 JUDGE MATIAS: While you are approaching,

23 the woman sitting down at the front table, did you make.

'') \
.,o sG'
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1

out one of these cards, Madam? -

2
MR. REINIGER: There weren't any at the

3
door, and no one was there when I came cin.

4
JUDGE MATIAS: We'll get to you in a

5
moment.

6
Can you be brief?

MS. MICHAUD: My name is Emily Michaud.

8
I'm from Austerlitz, New York. My family and myself are

8
opposed to this proposal. We're against nuclear power.

10
We do not feel that any moral person can be for it.

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you, Madam.

12
Reverend Edward John Fiebke, is it,

13 Kinderhook?

14
REV. FIEBKE: Can I come back this

15 evening?

16
JUDGE MATIAS: Yes, sir, you will be

17 third, and the las _ statement, then, Madam, would ycu
MI

state your naua and address for the record, please?
i

MI MS. REINIGER: My name is Catherine

20 Reiniger. I live in Athens, New York. I am here

21 representing myself as a homeowner and as a resident of

22 G reene County. For the record, I mn not involved with

kh 23 any of the antinuclear groups here today..

>..
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1

However, I agree with most of the reasons
_

2
that they put forward for being against the nuclear plan -

3
in Stuyvesant. I would also like to point out that I am

4
equally or more against the plant that is proposed for

5
Athens, New York. When they talk about the plant for

6
Athens, New York they talk about jobs for people as

7
though those jobs really exist. There will be some few

' union jobs, but there are only perhaps 10, at most 20-
9

union members in Greene-County, so any jobs will not -

10
benefit any residents of Gree e County.

I further want to ,3 int out that they

12 will be burning Staten Island's garbage there in Athens,
l0

New York with giant lines which will deface the entire

14
environment there.

15
I think that Staten Island should keep it s

16
garbage and burn it on Staten Island.

17
Thank you very much.

IO
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

IO 'We will stand in recess now.
20

Mr. Lewis? Yes, sir?

21 MR. LEWIS: One matter. I wanted to

22
ensure that the reporter did put into the record of

M today's proceeding Mr. Mead's intervention papers

, r) 7
. n '( )
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I
because he did not have any copies of them, and I

-

2
believe the only way we will all be able to get them in

3
order to respond to them is if they are transcribed into

4
the record.

5
JUDGE MATIAS: Well, I saw the man had a

6
paper in his hand, and I saw it was passed to Mr. Grey,

7
and I assume that Chairman Wenner and myself will receiv e

8-'<
copies of that in due course.

MR. LEWId: The only thing I got was a

10
copy of his statement, of the statement he did make. I

11 did leave with the reporter a copy of his supplemental
12

intervention petition. Apparently there is only one copy.

13
of it.

14
Now, I could handle it as you wish. I

15
could either' leave it with the reporter and she could

(
16

transcribe it into the record, or I could take it and

17
have it circulated to everyone or whatever you prefer.

IO
JUDGE MATIAS: If you would be willing to

.
I8 do that, I would appreciate that.

E
MS. REINIGER: Could I add one brief

21
point, and that is when they talk about jobs, they forge :

22 that they bring in this plant for 80 people. What we're

@ 21 giving up is a site where there could be 10,000 jobs <)[1
._ }'h '
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I
with the right industrial development in Greene County -

2
and that's a lot more than will ever be brought in by

3
that plar t.

4
JUDGE MATIAS: All right. We will stand

5
in recesa ncw, and as I told any of you who have any

6
questions, the people sitting in the front row here and

7
the people off to my right will answer questions until

8'

( approximately five o' clock, and we will stand in recess

until seven. *
~

10
(Whereupon, a recess was taken from

11
4:18 p.m. to 7 o' clock p.m.)

12
.

13

14

15

'
16

17

18

'
19

20-

21

22

23

.m5
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1

EVENING SESSION -

2

JUDGE MATIAS: Could we come to order,
3

please?

4

If you will assume seats, we will begin.
5

This is the evening session of our second public statemen t-
G

hearing on an application by New York State Electric &
7

Gas and the Long Island Lighting Company to construct a
' 8\ nuclear facility in the Town of New Haven, Oswego County r

or, in the alternative, 'in the Tcwn of Stuyvesant, ~

10
Columbia County.

11

Now, this hearing is being heard jointly

12
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission through its Atomic

13

Safety & Licensing Board; and the New York State Siting
14

Board. I'm Thomas Matias. I'm an Administrative Law
15

Judge with the Department of Public Service. To my
A 16

right is Dr. Sidney Schwartz. Tog :ther we will represen :

the State Siting Board.

8
To my left are three representatives from

0 the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board of the NRC. To my

20 immediate left is Judge Seymour Wenner. To Judge Wenner' s

21
left is Dr. Walter Jordan, and to Dr. Jordan's left is

Dr. Oscar Paris. Judge Wenner is the Chairman of the

() 23
Board.

.,s
.
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1 I'm going to take some appearances at ~

2 this time of parties who have appeared. Who appears

3 for the Applicant?

4 MR. SPINDEL: For the. Applicant,

5 Mr. Chairman, the law firm of Huner, Magill, Lawrence &
6 Farrell, Norman W. --

7 JUDGE MATIAS : Do you want to use the

( 8 microphone?
_

9 MR. SPINdEL: It's not working.

10 JUDGE MATIAS : If you push the button all

II the way over --

12 MR. SPINDEL: It's on, but it does not

13 work.

14 JUDGE MATIAS: Use the witness'.
15 MR. SPINDEL: Judge Matias, for the

\
16 Applicant, New York State Electric & Gas Corporation, the

17 law firm of Huber, Magill, Lawrence & Farrell, Norman W.

18 Spindel, of Counsel.
.

19 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. Do you have

20 associates with you tonight? If you could just identify

21 them by having them raise their hands?

22 MR. SPINDEL: Yes, your Honor, some of the

23 Applicant's staff is here. They're up on the left.

Ol(
L. '< \
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1 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. They have _

'

2 raised their hands.

3 Who appears for the Staff of the Public

4 Service Commission?

5 MR. GREY: Your Honor, I'm Robert Grey,

6 Counsel to the Staff of the Public Service Commission.
7 With me this evening is Craig Indyke and there are

( 8 members of the Staff somewhere in the audience.

9 JUDGE MATIAS: Could they come forward -

10 and join you at Counsel table so that people can see

11 who they are?

12 Would the members of the PSC Staff come

13 forward, please, and occupy these front tables?

14 All right. Let me go to the NRC. Who is

15 representing the NRC Staff?

'
16 MR. LEWIS: Mr. Chairman, my name is

17 Stephen Lewis, Counsel for the NRC Staf f.

18 JUDGE MATIAS: And the Department of

19 Environmental Conservation? *

m) MR . DWO RK Yes, Judge Matias. I am

21 Carl G. Dworkin for the Department of Environmental

22 Conservation Staff. With me tonight -- perhaps he has

||h 23 not yet arrived -- is John Clanci, who is our project

. g".-
.
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1
ccordinator on this matter. -

2
JUDGE MATIAS: All right. These people

3
that are sitting at these front tables, plus the few

A

that are sitting in this first tier of seats up to my

5 right are in a position to answer questions for you, so
6 if you have any questions, please hold them.
7

We'll take a recess or maybe we can even
/

s 8 break a bit early so that you can approach these people
9 and present your questioha to them.

-

10
We're going to start in just a moment by

11 taking public statements. What we do in a public statement

@ 12 hearing is that we take you on a first come, first served

13 basis. Tonight there will be, with two exceptions --

14 number one, there were three people left over from this

15 af ternoon that we didn' t get an opportunity to hear and
16 I'll lead off with them. Number two is that I'm going to

17 give preference to those speakers who reside within ten

18 miles of the alternate site in the Town of Stuyvesant.
,

19 Our primary concern is to hear the people

33 that are most directly affected, so if you live within

21 ten miles, which is northern Columbic County, soutn-

22 Western Rensselaer County, southeastern Albany County,

(hh %) northeastern Greene County, you're the people that we

9 9.

,g |
-
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want to give priority to, so if you want to speak, at
~

- 2
the table at the rear of the room near the entrance

3
there are some gentlemen up there who have these white

4
cards.

5
If you fill out the white cards, they

6
will bring them to me and then we'll call you in the

7
order in which you filled out the cards.

8
'

' I'm going to begin now by taking statemen s
'

from those people who were lef t over from this afternoon
,

10
There are three speakers left over from this af ternoon.

11 Please, speakers, come forward and occupy this table
12

right before the bench. There is a microphone there and

IO you may sit down and make your statement.
14

The first speaker is Chris VanDerVeen of

15 New Lebanon, New York. Is he here?
'

16
MR. VAN DER VEEN: Yes. Good evening,

I7
gentlemen, ladies and gentlemen in the audience.

18 I've been a resident of New York State
,

10 for five years and I'm a swnmer resident of New Lebanon.

U New York, and I would like to express my concern about
21

several misconceptions that I heard earlier this evening ,

22 First of all, concerning questions of

23 national security and uranium supplies, currently we are

:os
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I promoting nuclear energy as a means of alleviating the -

2
, oil embargo and the oil cartel situation on an

3 international basis. It is my contention that by the

4 year 2000, possibly the year 2010 at the latest, we will

5 be at the hands of an international uranium cartel. The

6
uranium that is available for use in this country and

7 the uranium of the oceans is terribly difficult and

I 9 expensive to extract and the most easily available

9 uranium is in the hands'of the international cartels
~

10 which will be ferming -- they are not formed yet -- but

11 if we go nuclear, we are going to be in the same

12 situation that we are in now.

13 Secondly, there are several misconceptions

14 concerning jobs, that jobs will be provided for the

15 construction of nuclear power plants, not for their

'
18 operation.

17 The third misconception that I'd like to

18 speak on is concerning the fact that people claim nuclear
P

19 energy is cheap. The costs of Three Mile Island and the
%) accident there are currently being shared by con Ed, by

21 the New Jersey Central Light & Power Company and by

22 utility companies in Pennsylvania.

23 Con Ed has the highest rates of utiligies
s

'n i-,
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1

and electricity in this country, and they are currently _

2
going before the Public Service Commission asking for

3
.

rate increases to pay for the cost of Three Mile Island.

4
If they have to build another plant, they

5
will have to also pay for the cost of the construction

6
of another plant because, in my opinion, Three Mile

7
Island will not come back on line again.

!' 0
Several of the speakers earlier today,

8 we could' hear in their voice -- residents of the area -- -

10
a great deal of distrust and anger. I would like to

11
speak as to why there is distrust and anger in the voice s

12 of the people.

13
Firstly, concerning the problem of waste

14 disposal, we have heard since the beginning of the
15

nuclear industry that the solution to waste disposal
'

16 problems is around the corne.r It's my contention, and

17 I will try and tell you hew, that this problem cannot be

18 solved. The nuclear generating process makes or forms

19 '
elements that do not naturally appear on the planet.

20 These elements are highly toxic. ' ae

21 bodies of human beings and all oth 3r living creatures do

22 not have the ability to distingui.ch these dirty elements

23 from the clean ones. Everybody has heard about plutonium ,

. "(,9,
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I
that plutonium has a half life of 24,000 years. If you -

2

take ten.. half lives, which is the current method
3

physicists use for determining how long the waste
4

products will be around, we're talking about 250,000
5

years, roughly.

6-

I would like to go backward in time
7

instead cf forward.
,

People going forward have discussed

the fact that the government might not be here in 250,000I

9
years. I would like to'say that we might not be here. _

, From an anthropologist's point of view, we are called
11

homosapiens. Before us came the Neanderthal Man. Beforia
12

that, 250,000 years ago, was homo erectus, a different
13

species of man, and we are going to create a poison that
14

is going to be around on that kind of a time scale. I

15 think it's intolerable.
10

Also -- (applause) also, the--

17
physicists in this country that have promoted nuclear

IO
power are trying to violate ene of their own laws, the

10 i

laws of nature, or we might even say the laws of God.
20

The law is the second law of thermodynamics
21

and it's called entropy. I will try and state it briefl: r:
U

A system moves spontaneously toward equilibrium. A
23

system at equilibrium represents a compromise between
-7

5\ ~' j\
e

-
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1
_

two opposing tendencies. The opposing tendencies is the
2

storage of radioactive er dirty elements isolated from

3
the clean world. The compromise is that they will be

4
spread throughout the clean world.

5
You cannot violate the law. This is why

6
the waste disposal problem has not been solved yet. You

7
are trying to violate the laws of your own science.

f( 8\ (Applause. )
_

Tnis information is not new. It should

10
be sufficient alone to deny permits for the construction

11
of new plants, and indeed, to go one step further and

12
withdraw the licenses previously granted because each

13
year they produce these poisons as you have seen to

14
continue licensing and siting nuclear power plants.

15
I'm going to go on with other reasons for

'
16

stopping them. Regarding safety, many people discuss
17 that coal mines collapse, that cars and airplanes have
UI accidents, and this is true but there is no comparison.

I
MI In regard to safety, we have to measure two basic ideas:
20 the intensity of the accident as well as the frequency.
21

Everybody says they're safe and therefore

| the frequency is next to zero. You cannot claim it is
22

23 The intensity of an accident is overwhelming.zero.

.

'\ h
-
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1 '

Three Mile Island, the ferry reactor and many others tha :

2
we have heard about, due to the disclosures made to ti.e

8
Union of Concerned Scientists after they evoked the

4 Freedom of Information Act, disclosed that Three Mile

5 Island is not the only near catastrophe.

6
I find it kind of humorous to note that

7 we can call coal and auto and airplane accidents

[ 8 " accidents" but we call'a nuclear accident an " incident" ,

_

8 not an " accident". Is it planned if it's not an acciden ;?

In I must ask these questions of myself.

11 (Applause.)

12 Regarding the claims that no one has ever

13 been injured, I will just go to Three Mile Island,

14 although there are other instances. In genetic counseling

15 that gynecologists and other doctors have to give their
16 patients, their pregnant women, we are now hearing that
17 due to the law that says they must counsel their patients
18 about genetics, many of the doctors in the Pennsylvania

i

19 area are urging their patients to have abortions. That,

20 indeed, is a very severe problem.

21 I think it should be looked into. If the

22 women choose not to have abortions, I hear that the

23 doctors are asking them to sign releases stating that
*Q.
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1 _

they have been at least advised and, therefore, the

2
doctors cannot be sued for malpractice. If the doctors

3
are urging this, how can we go about building another

4
one? It's incomprehensible.

5
(Applause.)

6
Regarding insurance, if the professional

7

.

insurers of this country will not insure nuclear power
'

8
,s plants, they are the professionals. Why should people

. -

g

who are not professionals, the American people through
10

the Price-Anderson Act, do so?

11
I would like to state some statistics, or

12
some figures -- they aren ' t statistics yet, but they wil l

13
be -- that the Sandi Laboratories have released in the

14
generic environmental assessment on the transportation

15
of radioactive materials. This is not an accident at a

\
16

reactor. It does not involve all of the material in the
I7 core of a reactor, but only that which is being shipped.
18

If there is a release of one p'ercent of a
,

IO shipment of the spent fuel rods, this Sandi Laboratory
^4

report states that it will cost 2.6 billion, with a B as

21
ir. boy, dollars to clean up in an urban area. The Price -

22
Anderson Act insures us to 560 million, with an M as in

23
Mary, dollars, most of which is not available until 20

.'o.
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years later when all of the medical claims have come in,
2

and I was only talking about property damage.
3 '

In 1957 the Brookhaven Report, called

'
WASH-740, stated that for a reactor that is in the 100-

to 200-megawatt range, that an accident with the nearest

6
city being 30 miles away would cost $7 billion to clean

up in terms of property damage alone. That's 1957
' 8'

dollars.
_.

8
I tend to believe that the Atomic Energy

10
.

Commission in its novice days in 1957 was a little more

11 open and candid than we have been in the last 20 years.
12

_ They also state that with a reactor in this 100- to 200-

13
megawatt size in terms of an accident, that it would cos :

14 3400 lives as well as 43,000 injuries, and they call
15 nuclear power safe.

'
16

A few questions that I have, if it's

17 possible, rather than waiting for private meetings, I'd
18 like to see if they ceuld be addressed now. D,es the

,

18 Environmental Impact Statement for the proposed plant
20 include figures that have been accepted by the Nuclear
21 Regulatory Commission, the figures of Dr. Chauncey Kepford,
22 a radiation chemist, that state that through the process

@
23 of mining and enriching the uranium, the mill tailings

.

.
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that are created, the uranium mill tailings, constantly ~

2
release radon gas?

3
- Radon gas, which is radioactive, has a

4
half life of 4 1/2 billion years. For each annual fuel

5
cycle for each annual fuel requirement for each individual

8
reactor, this radon gas alone over the millenium of '

7
4 1/2 billion years, possibly times ten half lives, is

( - 8'( going to cause the death of one million human beings.

It takes a long time,but it's a lot of people.

10
Is this included in the report? Is there

11

an outside agency, and not the licensee, monitoring the
12

emissions from the plant?

13

We were in a scandalous situation in
14

Three Mile Island. Have we learned anything? In case

15
of an accident, have the people been educated as to what

'
16

to do to minimize their radiological exposure? Have

17
evacuation plans not just been written out on paper, but

18
indeed been practiced to see if they are possible?

e
0

I don't believe that in the case, let's

say, of New York City and Indian Point that you can
21

evacuate the area. I have heard in reference to the

Salem power plant in southern New Jersey that af ter six -
23 months of considering . evacuation plans, they tabled them

,

-.

*,S )
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1 ~

When you get down to the Jersey Shore, you can't even
2 travel during the summer. Cars are standing still and

3 that's only with tourism. What about the residents?

4
The Three Mile Island incident has also

5
demonstrated that the dispersal of the radioactive toxin s

6 released by the plant did not match the NRC's prediction
7 as to where and how the radioactive materials would be

I' 8 dispersed into the environment.
_

9 Dr. Chauncey Kepford, with his instruments,

10 traveled throughout the area. When he got to the plant

11 he was registering background radiation. As he drove

12 farther and farther away, he was able to detect more and

13 more radiation.

14 It's not in a straight line. There were

15 pockets. One pocket was in the wrong direction, was
s

16 against the prevailing winds, and it was to the north-

17 west, not toward the east. Thirty miles away from the

18 plant they registered 50 times background radiation.
.

19 This is appalling that we have no idea where it would go,
20 I wonder if there's been an energy audit

21 of the nuclear generating cycle, and an economic audit

22 that would include the mining and enriching of the fuel?
"

23 Of course, the transporting of it with all the costs of

'-
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protecting it from terrorists -- by the way, a terrorist
~

2
needn't steel plutonium to make a bo.-b, All they have

3
to do is open a page in the Sandi Report -- or, excuse

4
me, in the WASH-740 Report, the Brookhaven Report --

S

cnd they stated that a release in the power plant vould

6
have an effect 150 kilometers from the location. That's

7
90 miles.

'( I find it kind of appalling that tne

8 '

meetings are concerning only the close, ten-mile radius.

10
Do we first evacuate five miles, then ten and then do we

11
go to fifty, to ninety, one hundred and fifty?

12
7,m sorry for that sidetrack and let me

I3 get back to the audit. We have the mining, the enriching,

14 the transporting of the fuel, the cost and the energy
15

consumed in making the building with all the steel

16'

involved, the cost of decommissioning the building which
17

is so of ten not included in our utility rates.

IO
We have the cost of fighting entropy for

i

18 the next 250,000 years, which is going to be overwhelming .

M
The building, of course, of nonexisting sites of

21 disposal, I'd like to address that in one second. I

22 would also like to add that the costs in terms of both ,

23 energy and dollars for medical work done to people

90
~

-
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1 injured by radiation exposure should be added on when
2 you estimate the cost of generating nuclear power, the
3

cost to all these women for all the abortions, and the

4
costs to all these people who have traveled around who

5 feared for their lives and don' t want to go back to
6 their homes.

7
President Carter has urged the American

i 8 people in terms of inflation to vote with their dollars.
_

9 People can't choose to buy their electricity, whether it
to be nuclear electricity or coal or any other form. They

11 have no choice. They buy the electricity on the line.

12 We cannot do what the President asks in this current
13 situation.

14 From what I hear the American people are
15 starting to say, "We a.re going to vote with our dollars . "

'

16 Some people are starting to talk already of withholding
17 a percentage of their utility bills that correlates to

18 how much power is generated by their nuclear power
,

19 plants within their system. This will cause a major
i

20 problem.

21 (Applause.)

22 Not only is the money tied up for many,
23 many years. We're talking about the most capital

,::s \h\
i -
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1

intensive business that has tied money up for 30 or 40
2

years.

3
- Then you have decommissioning to consider ,

4
too. The money is not available for researching other

5
means, whether it be harnessing tidal power, using solar

6
or wind energy. This money is tied up. If the American

people start to withhold their money, then that money is
( 8

tied up and we have even less resources to use.

8
_

I would like to say that the task before

10
you is a very difficult one. Always, when we have to

11 make a choice, we have a choice for something that is
12 either beneficial or detrimental to the well-being of

life on this planet. For instance, the construction

I4 people who consider that there would be a lot of jobs
15 made by it, had an example of this complex and they
16

talked about the quality of life.

17
I would like to address that: In this

18
very room, if you look up in the cubbyholes in the

,

I8 ceiling, we see 1400 light bulbs burning to light this
20 That is not a responsible use of energy.room.

21 (Applause.)

22 If we talk about improving the quality of
f]h 23 life, we must forget some notions that we were taught,

;d2,,o
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the notions that " Bigger is necessarily better". It is
~

2
not. (Applause. ) Albert Einstein, I think, died an

3
unhappy man. He made a statement that, "To the village

4
square must go the information about nuclear energy and

5
from there must be heard the voice of the American

6
people."

(Applaus e. )

The American people are starting to accep :
_

responsibility. They have not in the past. In the past

10
they lef t the responsibility to the powers that were

II
supposed to know.O

~
12

I would like to redefine responsibility

13 for a moment and break it down to its component parts:
I4

the ability to respond, and I ask and beg and my heart

15
opens to you to please respond to what has been going on

'

16 on this planet.

17 Thank you very much.

18 (Applause.)
e

19 JUDGE MATIAS: Kevin McGrath from Albany?

20 He was also here this af ternoon and didn' t get an

21 opportunity to speak. Kevin McGrath?

22 MR. MC GRATH: Over here.

23 Good evening. My name is Kevin McGrath.
7.

') k U
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1

I'm a student at Albany High School. I feel that I'm
~

2
. qualified to make this statement because all this past

3
year I've been debating at school on this very topic,

4
the topic of energy.

5
The issue before us, that of whether to

6
allow the construction of a nuclear power plant only 12

7
miles from this s ery hall, is one of pressing importance ,

'( not only to this locality but also to the State as a

whole. ~

10
It is a matter which must be acted upon

11
reasonably and responsibly. In order to make such

12
decisions it is imperative that the overall facts are

13
clear.

I4
I would lip.e to sweep away the cobwebs of

fallacy that have been so def tly spun by those who refuse

16
'

to accept the truth.

17
The area selected as an alternate site.

18
for the new power plant is a mere 12 miles from downtown

i
O

Albany. As a result, many have opposed the facility on

20 the grounds that it will become another Three Mile

21
Island. It cannot be denied that accidents such as the

22
one at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania are inexcusable. When

23 considering the awesome power of the atom, the TMI

328 i44
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1
incident was the worst mishap in the history of -

2
commercial nuclear power.

3
- Nevertheless, it must be remembered that

'
no loss of life was involved and that the public was

5
never exposed to overly significant doses of radiation.

6
As a matter of fact, the highest amount recorded was

7
roughly equal to two trans-Atlantic flights in a 747 jet .

8 When comparing the virtually spotless

9 public health record of' nuclear power to the 21,000
~

10 annual coal-related deaths in the United States alone,

11 nuclear energy seems far more reasonable. Furthermore,

12 it must be pointed out that this safety record is bound

13 to continue.

14 The accident at Three Mile Island ha;

15 focused the attention fo the government and the general
'

16 public on nuclear reactor safety. We can be sure that

17 action will be taken to ensure the greatest margin of

18 safety in response to the public outcry. This action
P

19 will undoubtedly force more atringent enforcement of the

20
regulations on the nuclear industry, a further safeguard {

21 against the already remote likelihood of a major

22 accident.

23 Clearly, the truth stands out regarding

c.-m
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1
nuclear energy. No member of the American public has -

23 ever been illed, injured or exposed to excessive amounts

3
of ra'~ .cion as a result of nuclcar power production.

4 Tnis fact is absolute, and there_is no moral or

5 intellectual justification for becoming so obsessed by
6 the hypothetical hazard of nuclear energy that one
7

refuses to deal in facts.

( 8 Nuclear power opponents have historically
8 concentrated their argunients on nuclear power's impact

-

10 on our biological makeup. " Good heavens," they cry, "we

11 must impose a moratorium on nuclear plants immediately."
12

Unfortunately, while they base their

13 opposition on purely conjectural unverified arguments
14 concerning our physical environment, they totally ignore
15 our equally important economic environment. New York

16 State's economy is extremely vulnerable to high energy
17 costs and unstable fuel supply. In fact, 62 percent of

,. 18 our electrical production is oil-fired, and the bulk of

I
19 that oil is imported at exorbitant prices from the

20 unstable Middle Eastern nations.
21 While other states have gone ahead with

22 building more nuclear power stations in order to relieve

23 their dependence, New York State has preferred to keep

I [{*79 1
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1 its head in the sand regarding nuclear energy for #

2 baseless environmental concerns and a reliance on dubioua
3

projections that energy demand is leveling off. We,

4 however, must not assume that decreasing energy demand
5

will be our savior.

6
If our economic conditions start to

7 improve, and I believe that they will, then we are not
'

8 going to have enough electricity to fuel that growi.sg.

9
_

economy. The fact is that nuclear power is no, safely

10 and economically producing a large percentage of
11 electricity in states such as Connecticut and Illinois

12 and that is drawing businesses and jobs away from New
13 York State.

14 In viewing the state of our economy,

15 nuclear power in general and the Stuyvesant facility in
16 particular is not an option but a crucial necessity.
17 The blame for delaying our energy independence does not

18 rest with business, scientists or the organized workers
E

19 who carefully build our plants according to rigorous

20 professional standards. The blame rests -- the blame
21 rests with irresponsible regulators and a small but

22 influential antinuclear lobby who have a knack of

e
23 getting their opinions broadcast nationwide and whose

) }i} \0
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1

aim is to transform America into their own e:ctreme
~

2
idealogical image.

3
.

In spite of the interests and beliefs

*
of most citizens, we desperately need the energy from

5
nuclear power and if we are to contribute to our own

independence --

VOICES: Boo.
8s

JUDGE MATIAS: Please, let the young man

8
_

make a statement. You don't have to agree with him,

10
just let him have his say. Please let the young man

11
continue.

12
MR. MC GRATH: If we are to contribute

13
to our own indepedence and prosperity, we must approve

14
of the construction of the Stuyvesant nuclear power

15 plant.

16
Thank you.

17 (Applause. )

18
JUDGE MATIAS: It has taken almost 35

e

19 minutes to hear two speakers. Nov, I want you all to be

20 able to make full s D tements, but I would like to hear
21 all of you. I have approximately 60 cards from people
22 who would like to be heard, so if each of you could move
23 along, we would appreciate it. If we keep at this pace,

,a,

k
_
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1 .

we will not even come close tc finishing with everyone. -

2
All right. The last person who was here

3
this afternoon was the Reverend Edward John Fiebke,

4
from Kinderhook, New York.

5
VOICE: He had to go to another meeting

6
and he'll be back soon. Thank you.

JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

Richard Dunham from Malden Bridge, New
0 ~

York? '

MR. DUNHAM: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I'm Richard L. Dunham, a resident of

12
Columbia County at Box 64, Malden Bridge, New York. I

13
appear at this hearing as a resident of Columbia County.

14
I support the application of New York State Electric &

15 Gas and Long Island Lighting Company to build an
16 additional 2500 megawatts of genr. rating capacity in New
17

York State.

18
In 197 5 the U . S . Federal Power Commission

.
18 issued a report enti". led " Factors Affecting the Electric
20 Power Supply, 1980-85". In that report, the Commission

21
Staf f detailed the very real dangers that the electric

22 utility industry f aces in performing their public
23 service function to provide, in the 1980s, the kind of

,~n \49
J."
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hich quality electric service to which consumers are -

2 antitled to and have come to expect.
3

~

The situation has not improved since that

4
time. The Electric Reliability Councils have, within the

5 last year, confirmed and re?tated the threats to adequate

6
and reliable service. Many other international and

7 domestic events have increased the risks of an inac6equate
'

8 service.

8
_

As president of the Empire State Chamber

10
of Commerce, I will restate the position of this statewide

11 Chamber that additional electric generating capacity is
12 vital to the economic interests of the business and
13

individuals in this State.

14 We are convinced that, one, a definite

15 relationship exists between energy consumption and
'

16 economic growth. Since we believe most strongly that th
17 health and well-being of the citizens of this State

18 depend on economic growth, we urge that State actions
e

19 such as this case be premised on an expanding energy
20 demand.

21 To do otherwise would mean both a general
22 decline in the standard of living of the citi:: ens of

23 this State, and its denial to those portions of New

m M l.._,e._,_....,_
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1

York's population that have not yet been able to achieve
2

a satisfactory standard of living. A growth economy for

New. York State is in the self-interest of the members of,

4

the business community, and in our opinion of all the
5

citizens of this State.

6

The United States and New York State
7

energy require nents wiD. incraase despite the fact that

8
less energy per unit of economic activity will be

required in the future.'
~

10

Number three, we consider that the energy
11

problem is, in essence, a national and, in fact, an
12

international problem. Recognizing this fact, New York

13

State should nevertheless act in its self-interest to
I4

undertake such actions as would assure New York State
15

consumers the most favorable costs of energy, reliable
- 16 service and availability of electricity.

The trend in New York State is toward
I8 importing the finished or usable energy product from
IO .

neighboring states or Canada. We pay a premium for these

3
imports from our neighboring states which adds to the

21
cost of doing business in New York State when compared

U with competition. We increase.our vulnerability to
h M supply interruption if we become overly d; pendent on

328 i51
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1 ~another country.

2
Canada, for example, has attached pay-

3
back conditions for additional natural gas exports and

4
also some electricity purchases after 1980.

5
Consumers of all kinds in New York State

6
need assurance of availability for long periods of time

7 on a cash-competitive basis. Basically, we must have

8
i( sufficient generating capacities within this State.

From this background ass'umption that additional electric
_

8

10 generating capacity is needed in this State, I would like

11 to comment on this application for construction of

12 electric generating plants in Columbia County.
13 It is a natural wish of anybody living

14 anywhere to horn that any change in this rapidly
15 changing world can pass them by. Few of us want a jetpo t,

-

16 a railroad, a gas station, a cupermarl:et or whatever in

17 our back yard.

18 We would prefer to export to some other
8

19 locale what we perceive to be unpleasant or unsightly
20 construction. In the complex and interdependent society

21 that we live in today, we obviously cannot expect to

22 maintain our way of life in an insular and isolated

9 23 environment, while at the same time expecting to share

-e
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1

in the way of life or standard of living that a highly ~

2

productive modern economy provides by commerce, industry ,

3
manufacturing, mining, transportation or electric

4
generating plants.

5
The choice of the Stuyvesant site or the

6
New Haven site will, of coures, be ultimately determined

7
by on-the-record regulatory processes on the safety,

'( environmental, economic and technical factors as

'

required by State and Federal lawc.

10
I recognize that it is extraordinarily

II

difficult to measure the relative costs and benefits of
12

a new cr additional industry to a locality. The loss

13
of land to a different purpose does, of ourse, represen t

a cost to dhe community. On the other ht ..u, an increase

15 in taxable propeuty values of large construction
' -

16
represents a net monetary benefit to the community.

I7 This economic benefit is so, provided that the additiona l
I8

government services necessitated by the new plant do not
I

19
cost more than the property tax inccme from the property.

20
In regard to the type of plant, nuclear

21 generation or coal fuel, it would be my personal
22 preference that a nuclear generating plant be. constructed;
23 provided, of course, that the Nuclear Regulatory

.

i Ik k.o
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1
Cc. mission is satisfied as to the safety. -

2
New York State Electric & Gas and Long

3
Island Lighting Company in the application indicate a

4 clear preference for the construction of nuclear power
5

plants. The second option discussed in the application

6
is for coal.

7
As a result of the Three Mile Island

'

8 problem, the public in general, at least as interpreted,

8 by the media, has generally been skeptical about the ~

10
safety and the basic reliability of nuclear power

11 generation.

12
I would not want to minimize, in any way,

13 the very important issues raised by the loss of coolant

14 at Three Mile Island. It was a stark reminder that

15 nuclear reactors are extremely couplicated, demanding,
'

16 unforgiving and potentially dangerous devices that have

17 to be treated with great care and respect. It has

18 demonstrated that seemingly modest deficiencies in

,

19 equipment and operation can cause very costly accidents.
20 However, there is another side of the

21 Three Mile Island story that has not been properly

22 communicated to the public. Three Mile Island demonstraned

23 that the ultraconservative design of U.S. commercial

yze 154
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I
reactors with redundant safety systems and multiple

2

barriers between the reactor core and the environment
3

have protected the public even in the face of human

4
, errors.

. 5
Mathematical models, component testing

*

6
and reduced scale experiments were important and they

7
gave us confidence in the design of our plants, but this

8
unfortunate full-scale test of a nuclear. plant's safety

' _

9
system has, for the first time, given us practical

10
proof of the ability of a plant to be shut down safely

under the most extreme circumstances.,

12
Those who oppose the cons truction of

13
nuclear plants do not, in my opinion, discuss

"
adequately the alternatives. It is not responsible to,

G
15-

oppose a project or technology without, at the same time
,

16
considering the effects of such opposition. It seems to

17
me that there are essentially three options or

alternatives: one, accepting a reduced level of energy
,

10 growth with a concommitant reduction or lowering of
20

standards of living, and a denial of the opportunity for

21 those segments of our cociety which have not yet achieve i
22

an acceptable standard of living from doing so.

@ 23 Number two, reliance on the sof t or

~5 9 8 $bb
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renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, biomass
~

2
and the others thst have been suggested. The most

optimistic estimates are that these sources will not

4
amount to more than ten percent of our total energy

5
production in the year 2000. The U.S. Department of

6
Energy estimates, for example, only 4.6 percent of our

7
tota _ energy demand will be supplied from these sources.

[ 8 I hope, of course, that both of those

0
_

estimates are wrong.

10
Third, the coal option. In this case,

11 and generally throughout the nation, if we propose to
12 rely on coal resources, we must recognize also the
13 special environmental problems assoicated with coal,
I4 including the problem of increasing carbon dioxide in
15 the earth's atmosphere, as well as the visual pollution
16 of coal piles and residue,

17
Coal, likewise, poses significant safety

18 problems, including miners and accidents in transpcrtation
,

19 systems. The costs of electrical energy generation by
20 burning coal are also higher in the Northeast and New

21 York than for nuclear.

22 In summary, I am convinced that New York

@ 23 State must construct additional electric generating
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1

capacity as an integral part of our economy.
~

2
It is in the long-term interests of all

3
the' citizens of Columbia County, as part of a larger

4
community in New York State, that we not oppose

5
cons.truction in Columbia County, if the State Siting

6
Board, based on the record, decides that the Stuyvesant

7
site'is_ preferable to New Haven.

8'

JUDGE MATIAS: Robert O. Richardson from

Old Chatham, New York?

10
MR. RICHARDSON: Gentlemen, I'm Robert

11
Richardson. I live in Old Chatham.

12
I have come to oppose the siting of the

13
nuclear plant in Stuyvesant. Those who have spoken in

14
favor of such a plant this evening so far have mentioned

15 both economic arguments, and the argument that Three
16

Mile Island was in fact a blessing because it will

'I7
assure the general population that those people whose

I8
duty it is to oversee the safety regulations in the

i

18
construction and operation of such plants will take note .

I suggest that that latter position is a

21
triumph of hope over experience. I will not propose or

22
I will not introduce any technical evidence. I simply

23 want to say that my experience has been that the Nuclear
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1

Regulatory Cotmaission has been woefully irresponsible in
2 setting safety standards and enforcing them, and I wish
3

to say as well that those people who seem to be in

4 charge, both on tne Federal and State level, seem more
5 interested in containing the political problems, in
6 managing the images, rather than addressing themselves
7 to the extraordinary dangers posed by such plants.
8

I am here in defense of my family, my

8
_

friends, my neighbors against the very real dangers of
10 radiation sickness and genetic damage which will be
11 immeasureable.

12
Thank you.

13 (Applause. )

14
JUDGE MATIAS: Janice Eldred, from

15 Castleton, New York?

! 16 MS. ELDRED: Good evening. My name is

17 Janice Eldred. I'm a senior at Maple Hill High School
18 and I live in Schodack, which is ten miles away from the

.

19 proposed Stuyvesant plant.

20
After having had the opportunity to

21 observe the New York State Assembly over the past few
22 months, it has beea my impression that the Legislators

@ 23 would like to believe that New York State is ahead of

328 158
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the states in every respect. In light of that, I woald -

2
like to make a strong suggestion that New York State

3
flaun*. its pride and lead the way in declaring a

4
moratorium on the building and operating of nuclear

5
plants -- (applause) -- imagine, New Y6rk could receive

6
national public acclaim for being the first in

7
acknowledging the truths about nuclear power: that

( 8
nuclear power is expensive, that nuclear power is

8
unnecessary, that nuclear wastes are virtually

10
indestroyable and that radiation from nuclear plants can

II
kill us.O

12
New York State could, in fact, in turning

13
away from nuclear as an energy source, it could be taking

I' the first step toward saving our planet from disaster.
15

However, if New York continues to plod along with the
16'

other states that are using the nuclear route, it can
17 by no means consider itself any better than the rest of
18

them by continuing in the building and operating of
.

18 plants such as the one proposed for Stuyvesant, New York
20 and New York State should rather feel disgraced,for it
21 is knowingly threatening the lives of every one of its
22 inhabitants every single day.
23

The public is not stupid. It does not

328 i59
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enjoy having its security tampered with and, therefore,

if the New York State legislators do not care to work in

3
the public's best interests, they will find themselves

4
i'n a new job at next election time.

5
(Applause.)

6
In concluding, I would just like to add

7
if there is a hell and justice is to be won, I am sure

8 that there is a place waiting for every nuclear advocate
_

9 whose sadistic objectives are heading us toward nuclear
10 holocausts.

11
Thank you.

12 (Applause. )

13
JUDGE MATIAS: Kathleen Donnelly, Nassau?

14
MS. DONNELLY: Good evening. My name is

15 Kathleen Donnelly and I'm 18 years old and I'm also a
'

16 senior at Maple Hill High School. I live within a ten-

17 mile radius of the proposed Stuyvesant nuclear plant.
18 ^

I'm opposed to the construction of this
,

19 plant or any other plant, for that matter. There are

20 many reasons for my opposition, the greatest being the
21 many unanswered questions and problems of waste disposal
22 and all those having to do with nuclear power.
23 The issue of waste disposal has not yet

328 160
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1

been intelligently dealt with. Where is the waste put? -

2
Is it transported carefully enough so that the containments

3
don't reach our breating air? ls the waste stored so

4
that there's no r isk of leakage?

5
T'aese and many other questions still

6
remain to be answered. Before any more nuclear plants

7
are built, the public deserves to get answers to these

questions. How safe is a nuclear plant? What really
'

8 happenedin Harrisburg,Pe'nnsylvania at the Three Mile
10

Island nuclear plant?

11

I'm sure that we don' tknow the whole

story and we probably never will. Stricter rules must

13 be put on these nuclear plants to ensure the well-being
14

of the people living in the surrounding area. Not only

15
are stricter rules and regulations necessary on the

16
already operating nuclear plants, but plans should be

I stopped on the construction of any more nuclear plants
18

until more safety standards can be met.
.

IO The accident in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
20 threatened the lives of people there. I don't want the

21 lives of my family and friends to be threatened by an
22 unsure proposition. We have questions and we want

23 'answers.

328 161
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We deserve to know what it's all about. ~

2
If there is nothing to hide, then why not be less

3
secretive and let us in on what's going on?

4
Thank you.

5
(Applause)

6
JUDGE MATIAS: Leland Sharp, Kinderhook?

7
MR. SEARP: My name is Leland Sharp.

I 8 I'm a resident of the Town o f Kinderhook.
9 I'm here'to express my opposition to the

-

10 constructicn of a nuclear power facility in Stuyvesant.
11 I have no new and earth-shaking arguments to propose
12 here tonight. Indeed, I'm sure that none of the

13 arguments voice ~ d here today on either side of the
14 question are new to any of you gentlemen. However, I'd

15
like to take an opportunity to mention three factors

'

16 that are uppermost in my mind. They are need, cost and

17 safety.

18 First, on the need issue, I think that a
P

19 review of the information prepared for and by New York
20 State Electric & Gas for the 149-b need hearings reveals
21 that for the past several years this Company has been
22 producing significantly in excess of the demand, indeed

23 in excess of any reasonable reserve.

378 i62
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1

In addition, I think the data and -

2
assumptions for the projections that they have come up

3
with ars unrealistic and self-serving. Therefo re , I

4
feel that there is no need for a plant at Stuyvesant,

5
at New Haven or, indeed, anywhere in New York State.

6
(Applause.)

7
In terms of the cost, I think that

8 history has shown that nuclear power plants have not
0 ~

lived up to their expectations, largely because of the
10 so-called hidden costs involved, but they're not really
11

hidden.

'2'
They involve the cost of research and

13 design, normally footed by taxpayers; the increasing
I4

costs of fuel, which are not inexhaustible; the historical

15 inefficiency of the plants, which have virtually never
I6 operated anywhere near their designed capacity; the
17

costs of waste disposal; and, of course, the costs of

10 decommissioning the plants, and these are not hypothetical
i10

arguments. These are chickens that are coming home to
20

roost.

21
If we look at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania

22 we can see the consumers being asked to pay to clean up
23 the mess that the Company made. If we look in West

3/b
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1 Valley, New York we see the taxpayers being asked to pay
2

to clean up the waste disposal problem.

3 -

If we look down the Hudson River at

4
Indian Point, we again see the consumer being asked to

5
come up with millions and millions of dollars to

6
decommission one of their plants.

7
Finally, safety. Obviously, what we see

( 8 here today is controversy, and most of the controversy
8

_

relates to the safety, it would seem. Interestingly,

10 each side is able to muster a sizable number of expert

11 witnesses. Perhaps one way to make a decision in this

12 case would be to construct a gigantic scale or balance,

13 put all the Ph.D.s and doctors and Nobel Laureates on

14 one side who oppose and put all the Ph.D.s and Nobel

15 Laureates and professors on the other side who favor
'

16 nuclear power plants, and which ever side is heavier will

17 win.

18 I suspect that this is not a particularly
,

19 viable solution. However, what the controversy boils

"4 down to in my mind is uncertainty. While I appreciate

21 the scientific principle that knowledge and certainty

M can be gained through experimentation, I'm here to

@ 23 express to you that for me and for many of us in
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1

Columbia Coun''.y nd the surrounding areas, we will not -

2

willingly be the guinea pigs in any sociotechnical
3

facility.

4
(Applause.)

5
JUDGE MATIAS: Robert. Clark from Valatie?

6
MR. CLARK: Mr. Chairman, my name is

7
Robert Clark from V&latie, New York.

I
I'm a structural engineer with

approximately 20 years ' ' experience in a va . 8.ety of
~

0
industries; construction, aircraft, aerc.' .ce, as well

!!
as power generation. I am certainly not an antitechnologist

-
12

in training as well as in spirit.

13
It is apparent to me, however, that

14
mankind has learned that the unbridled expansion of the

15
powerful forces we have conceived and developed is not

\ 16 prudent, does not result in a better quality of life.
I7

Nuclear power is one of those forces.

IE
Scrap the concept of building a nuclear

I9 pland or any power plant in the Hudson Valley. The

20
Valley is a national treasure and the plant would be a

21
visual national disaster.

22
(Applause.)

| 23
We must not let it be another' example of

-

ib)- es n
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man's foolish uses of his creative talent. ~

2
Thank you.

3
'

(Applause.)

'
JUDGE MATIAS: Annabar Jensis from

5
Coxsackie? Ma'am, is the first name Annabar?

6
MS. JENSIS: Yes, it is.

7
JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

8
MS. JENSIS: I have a statement here that

8 I'm reading on behalf of Mayor Guy A. Rider of the

10 Village of Coxsackis relative to a resolution passed at
11

the Coxsackie Village Board meeting Monday evening.
12 (Reading) Resolved that the Village of

13 Coxsackie, New York opposes nuclear power plants at
"

Stuyvesant -- (applause) -- whereas New York State

15 Electric & Gas has proposed to locate two nuclear power
16 plants in New Haven, with Stuyvesant as the alternat-
17 site; and whereas the Village of Coxsackie, Greene
18

County, New York is located just five miles from'the
P

18 reactor site at Stuyvesant; and whereas the rest of

20
Greene County would lie within the ten-mile and 50-mile

21 emergency planning zones connected with the Stuyvesant
22 site; and whereas the Village of Coxsackie wishes to go
23 on record as being opposed to the development of nuclear

pg ', b 6
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power because such facilities are a serious threat to

2
our environment, now therefore be it resolved that the

3
Village of Coxsackie, New York is opposed to the siting

4
of this nuclear facility at Stuyvesant; and ce it

5
further resolved that the Village of Coxsackie become an

6
intervenor in Case 80008 before the New York State Board

on Electric Generation Siting and the Environment in
8<

order to monitor these proceedings and protect the
8

_

interests of the N lage of Coxsackie citizens.

10
This resolution was passed unanimously.

g (Applause. )
I

JUDGE MATIAS: Nils Backlund?

MR. BACKLUND: My name is Nils Backlund.

14
I am Supervisor for the Town of New Baltimore.

15
I do not have a prepared statement. I'm

16
not an expert on nuclear power. I'm just what I would

17
consider a grass roots American who has the unique

18 position of being a businessman in New York State and
,

19
also involved in local politics.

20
I think that in my term of office, which

21 is the past eight years, I've been exposed to a little
22

bit of each. Number one, I have some basic questions and
@ 23 I do not expect answers here, t, t they're the same

}'] b
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I questions that you folks have been asked before. ~

2
What do we do with the waste? What do we,

3 do with the hidden radiation that these plants put out?
4 In my job as the Town Supervisor, whenever I go to do
3

any kind of a project to improve our quality of life, I

6 must consult with the Conservation Department. I must

7 comply with the Coastal Zone Management. We must comply

| 8 with the Fresh Water Wetlands Act. We must comply with
' _

8 any number of new State regulations beu rr we can dos

10 anything to inprove our own ccmmunity.
11

We need, very desperately, a public sewer

12 Gfstem. It ha.9 .aken us eight years to get through the
13 bureaucratic red tape so that we can correct a health

14 problem that har been around for the last 100 years to
15 the point that we could_ not do a thing with our ground

'

16 until we had a very expensive archaeological study made
17 to make sure that we did not disturb any Indian artifacts ,
18 and I am very much in favor of this.

i

19 I think it's important, but I cannot

20 understand how we have to go through this routine to do

21 a job that we're elected to do, and the people involved

22 with these nuclear power plants don' t seem to have to go
S 23 through these same things, and I'll reiterate that

[)2O
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statement that I know there's plenty of things that you _

2
have to go through as far as rules and regulations, but

3
there are many answers that have not been given to the

4
people.

5
This country is faced with a. fuel

6
shortage, supposedly. This country is faced with a lot

7
of problems that people want answers to, and for the life

8<

c.' me I cannot understand at this point in time how we

can keep toying with the feelings and moods of the
10

people that make up these United States.

11

I attended a meeting in Greene County
12

the other night because the Greene County people have
13

been involved with the proposed nuclear power plant on
14 the other end of the County. They thought they had put
15

it to rest. Now, all of a sudden, they find out that
' 16

they may still hava. a coal-fired plant coming back to
I7 the County located in Athens again.
18

This plant was approved for the Arthur
e

Kill site in Staten Island- My question is: Does our

20
esteemed Governor and 'a - Lw'_r of New York City have the

21
power to just get tcgether and decide that"' ''

22
they do not want this c lant in New York and they woulde

23 rather bring it up here where there's less population?

69-,o
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The life span of a nuclear power plant is -

2
30 years. What do we do af ter that, build another power

3
plant? A gentleman mentioned earlier: How do we do

4

away with the plant? How do we decommission the plant?
5

I don't think anyone has a good answer, good solid
6

answers, that these people are looking for.
7

Someone mentioned -- I'm getting in a few
8

licks here as a small-town politician and also as a/

businessman in New York ' State -- someone mentioned the
10

only reason that business is not in New York State is

11

because of economics. Well, I've got news for that young
12

gen tleman. The reason that we are having a probl.em in
13

New York State is because of the damn high taxes.
14

(Applause.)

15

In closing, I would like to leave you
16

with this thought: What is money? Can it buy health?
17

Thank you.

18
(Applausc.),.

gg '

I'm sorry, I forgot the most important

20
thing that I came to this table to say, and that is that

21
the Town of New Baltimore is violently opposed to any

22
nuclear construction of any power plants.

) 23
(Applause.)

i7-,)
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JUDGE MATIAS: John Scheriff, Niverville? -

2

MR. SCHERIFF: My name is John Scheriff.
3

I am the Supervisor from the Town of Kinderhook and I am

4

also employed by a utility company in Columbia County
5

for 27 years.

6

You know, most people here tonight are
7

talking about nuclear power. Yes, it's very true that's
t 8
ti why we're hear, but one reason I am here is: What is the

impact of all of this h5re going to do to my town?
~

10

I am -- we are living right next to the

11
township of Stuyvesant. First of all, our road

12
situation would become very, very hazardous. The State

13
allows us only a certain amount of money in which to

14
repair the roads, and I honestly feel that if something

15
like this here went through, it would really be very

16
detrimental both to Stuyvesant, Kinderhook and all our

17
adjacent towns.

18
The Columbia County Board of Supervisors

0 has gone on record -- there's 23 supervisors in our
20

county -- of opposing this here nuclear power plant.
21

(Applause.)

22
The Town Board, the Town of Kinderhook,

23 unanimously went on record opposing this nuclear power

l')Q
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1

pl ant. (Applause . ) I can honestly say that probably -

2
95 to 98 percent of the residents of the Town of

3

Kinderhook oppose this nuclear power plant. (Applause)
4

Gentlemen, all I ask of you -- maybe
5

tomorrow I might not be employed by a utility any more
6

for speaking out this way -- I'd rather die starving tha n
7

die by nuclear waste -- (applause)
,

( 8

Gentlemen, all I ask now in concluding is,

please don't let the power company rape our Hudson
10

Valley. Let us keep it as it is.

11

Thank you.

12
(Applause.)

13

JUDGE MATIAS: Claire Scheriff?
14

MS. SCHERIFF: My name is Claire Scheriff .

15

I live in Niverville in the north part of Columbia Count'r

16

and it's adjacent to the Town of Stuyvesant.
17

I am not a wild-eyed radical. I have
18

heard the people who want the plant describe anybody

opposed to the plant as wild-eyed radicals. I'm not.

20
I am 50 years old. I am the mother of nine children and

21
I am the grandmother of six.

22
(Applause)

My forebearers came to this country over

, , e)
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350 years ago on both sides of my family. Others met
_

2
them here and they also were forebearers of mine. They

3
gave us a beautiful country. I, in turn, would like 350

4
years from now to know that we gave some kind of a

5
decent society and a decent country to our children, our

6
grandchildren and our greatgrandchildren.

7
(Applause)

UI Have we weighed the genetic mutations,
_

the widespread carcinomas, the leukemia and all of this

10
type of thing? It's not the instant death that bothers

11
anybody, I'm sure. We've always known, those of us who

12
lived through World War II, even though this country was

13
unscathed and untouched, we always said, Well, if it hits

14
us, it hits us, but this is horrible. It's slow, it's

15
long-lasting and it's not anything that you would want to

16
'

wish on anycae else.

I7
_ Is this to be a trade-off? Everybody's

18
worried about jobs right now. Are we to trade the jobs

.
18

of today for the health and well-being of future

E generations? It 's not worth it -- (applause) -- and as

21
far as it being an asser to the tax situation in the

U
County, it's often been said that if we had a nuclear

23
power plant that it would pay a large share of school

,-,n
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taxes and land taxes, et cetera. ~

2
After so many years, those things are

3
useless and then what was once an asset becomes a

4 horrible liability, and this again we are saddling our
0

future generations with. It's not worth it.

6
Thank you.

7
(Applause. )

(( 0
JUDGE MATIAS: Kent Reynolds from

9 " _

Kinderhook?

10
MR. REYNOLDS: Gentlemen, my name is Ken

11
Reynolds. I'm 19 years old. I've been a citizen of

12 Kinderhook, New York for more than half of my life. I'd

13 like to have a whole lot more life to be a citizen of
14 Kinderhook.

15
In looking around tonight, it looks like

16 you've been pretty bored with all the statistics and

17 all the numbers, all the pros and cons that you've heard ,

18 You've heard them all before.
e

19 It seems to me that the question now is

20 whether or not the NRC and the New York State Legislature
21 will move to accept the wishes of the residents of

22 Columbia County. It.is a question of rights. -

23 Whether this country needs nuclear power,

v'in 174
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whether the nuclear reactors will be safe in 10 to 12 -

2
years, whether the nuclear plants will pay for themselve s

0
at any time in the future, or whe'ther the solution of the

4
problems of nuclear waste are right around the co.- ar or

5
not, they are not'important. What is important is the

6
fact that the people of Columbia County do not want a

7
nuclear power plant in their county now.

1' (
8

(Applause . )
0

'
_

Another thing,it setas to me as I look

0
around tonight that the people from Columbia County and

11
the people from Stuyvesant don't want the plant anywhere

12
else. I would hope you don't want it anywhere else

13
either.

14
(Applaus e. )

15
For the protection and the safety of the

16 citizens of Columbia County and for the protection of
17 the rights of the citizens of Columbia County, I implore
18 you to please hear those of us who say, " Hell, no, we

.
19

won't glow."

20
Thank you very much.

21 (Applause . )

22
JUDGE MATIAS- Mabel Lee Requa from

fh 23 Schodack Landing? -

,ib328 i
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MS. REQGA: Mr. Chairman,I'm Mabel Lee
~

2
Requa. I live on the proposed Stuyvesant site.

3
This area is unusually beautiful.

4
Obviously the State should preserve i?s lovelier areas

5
for homes, for the quality of life it provides for its

6
people. It would be a desecration to make a power

7
corridor out of this area and rob the people of the land

( 8
they dearly love.

0
_

There are no advantages a power plant
10 here could bring that could possibly outweigh the losses .

II Nuclear energy is not cheap. Considering the hidden

12 costs paid by us as taxpayers for burying old plants,
13 repairing defective plants, handling almost forever
14 radioactive waste, and for accidents due to human error
15 such as at Tiaee Mile Island and many others.

,

16
Last but not least, the health hazard due

17
to radiation. Who pays for the long, slow result of

I0
that? There is still the threat of core meltdown. Some

.
I9

day it will happen.

20 Who pays for all the consequences of that'
21 All of this f alls more heavily on our young people and
22 our children. Why should we persist in this unnecessary
23 evil 7
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Nuclear technology is the wrong direction -

,

2
to take for future energy needs. There's a lot of money

3
invested in it, but because of that must we continue

4

headlong down the wrong road into the future even though
5

the signs point to disaster? Isn't it only sensible to
6

turn to a better road?

7
There are other ways. SolEr power is

8'

$ already working in some parts of our country. If the

heavy investment in nuclear were shifted to solar, many
10

more jobs would be created in that field and we could

11
have much more rapid solar development.

12
(Applause)

13

Also, consider other alternative energy
14

sources for development. I was impressed by the

arguments of Amory Lovins in his writings on "Sof t Paths

to Energy". Let us save our earth and our future for
17

better living.

ul
I urge you to den - this application.,.

i

U3
(Applause.)

20
JUDGE MATIAS: Lillian Jockheck, Schodack

21
Landing?

22
MS. JOCKHECK: Gentlemen, my name is,

23 Lillian Jockheck and I live at the Stuyvesant site in
,-

~

l
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Columbia County. I am 65 years old and I have known this
- 2

place since my childhood. Its beauty, its historical

3 significance, its productive farms and orchards, clean
4 air and uncontaminated soil. It is an area that brings

5
to mind the words of the psalmist, "The Earth is the

6
Lord's".

7
Trust in public officials has been at a

| 8
low ebb in recent years. Many citizens doubt that

8 those in authority have 'the welf are of the people at
_

10
heart. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission in particular

11 has been suspect because,in so many instances, safety
12

regulations F re tightened only after the exertion of

13 outside pressure.

14 Just because some of the most vocal
15 critics of nuclear power wear blue jeans and long hair,

,

18 the rising tide of public opinion should not be

17 discounted. As the daughter of a lawyer who became a
18

, Christian minister, I have always had a profound regard
i

19 for the laws of my country and the laws of God.

20 I walk blocks in downtown Albany to avoid
21 parking illegally and yet in this issue, which concerns

22
not present comfort but conditions for future survival,

23 I have the greatest sympathy for those who,
328after,_,8

-
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1
,

exhausting every legal means of opposition, in desperati on
2

they resort to civil disobedience.
3

(Applause. )
4

Through the accounts of accidents in
5

existing nuclear plants, the phrase " human error" runs
S

like a refrain. The fundamental error would be to build
7

another nuclear plant.
8'

'( I call on you to deny this app]' ation.
9

_

Thank you.
10

(Applause)
11

JUDGE MATIAS: Anne DeFiglio, Castleton?
12

MS. DE FIGLIO: Gentlemen,for nearly 30
13

years I had lived a happy and contented life in. the quie :
14

hamlet of Schodack Landing, which is one mile from the
15

proposed location for New York State Electric & Gas'
16'

nuclear plant.

17

My grandparents and greatgrandparents
18

were also raised within a ten-mile radius of this
19 *

location. I lived until July of 1976 under the delusion
20

that I could marry a hometown boy and raise our children
21

in the sa.ne quiet, casual surroundings that we and our
22

ancestors had enjoyed.

Ch
Since July of 1976 1 have be,en fillpd. : M. ith,o; ,. o ,,
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resentment and fear. I resent the high and mighty
2

officials of New York State Electric & Gas who sat in
3

their corporate board room and threw a dart which

4
happened to land in the Town of Stuyvesant, and because

5
this area fit their qualifications, they moved in.

6
I fear nuclear power, but not nearly as

7
much as I fear you -- (applause) -- nameless, faceless

'
8'

men who were never elected to office, men who do not hav e
' e

9
to answer to the public in this free America, and yet

10
men who have more control over the rest of my life than

II
I myself have.

12
(Applause.)

IU
I burn wood to help heat my home. I

"
recycle paper, glass and metal. I hang my clo'hes on thec

15
line to dry. I drive a car that gets over 30 miles to a

gallon of. gas. I conserve.

I do not want New York State Electric &
18

Gas in my back yard. I feel that my rural family and
,

IU those like us have a right to return to the peaceful
20 lives that we led before July of 1976.
21

I would also like to make reference to a
22

statement made by a gentleman earlier this eveni ~

O 23 regarding the disadvantages to the poor witho anu{lgar

_
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1

future. I trust that that man is also as concerned with -

2
the poor people who cannot afford to leave the area of

3
Three Mile Island.

4
(Applause.)

5
JUDGE MATIAS: Tom Bourne, Stuyvesant?

6
MR. BOURNE: I live in Stuyvesant, about

,

7
three miles from the site of the proposed power plant.

( 8
My reason for being here tonight is to

8
register my opposition to building this plant in

-

10
S tuyvesant, in New Haven or anywhere else in the world.

.

II
(Applause. )

12
I never want my family nor anyone else

13
to have to undergo an ordeal like that suffered last

14
March by people living near Three Mile Island. We have

15 energy problems, as everyone ought to know by now. It

18 seems to me that the nuclear option is a totally
17 inappropriate solution. Nuclear plants are d.ingerous

I8 and we now know better than ever they are very susceptib Le
I8 to damage.

20 Whatever the cause: poor design, improper
21 maintenance, malfunction of parts, human error, sloppy
22 construction, inadequate inspection, even sabotage.

(h 23 There's no difference in the end. The potential is ther a

378 (B1
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I for unimaginable catastrophe at the worst, and economic -

2
disaster at the least.

Nuclear plants are dependent on just one

4
more fuel in limited supply, uranium, the major reserves

5
of which are outside of this country. Nuclear plants

6 have waste problems that have the potential of dwarfing
7 all the chemical waste problems that we now realize are

/
8

threatening the quality of life on every hand.

9
Nuclear pl.nts are enormously capital-

-

10 intensive and drain money away from every other kind of
11 worthwhile, potentially permanent solution to our energy
12 troubles.

/
la Since every indication we have, including
14 the New York Power Pool's own long-range forecast, shows
15

no urgent need for new generating capacity in the next

16
'

few years, why would the $4 billion not be far better

spent developing some of these solutions instead of

18 wasting it on nuclear plant construction?

I

19 There are so many drawbacks to the nucleap
20 option that the destruction of the quality of life in a

21 tiny, rural backwater like Stuyvesant shrinks in

22 comparison, but this would happen, too, and this I

h 23 protest also.

y ')<r
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1

We're asked to trade permanent low-level -

2
radiation, on-site spent fuel storage and the ever

3
present danger cf a major or minor disaster for some

4
real estate tax relief, a few years of construction boom ,

5
and little else.

6
It's not anywhere near being worth the

7
bargain.

8'

'
Thank you.

9
-

(Applausd. )

10
JUDGE MATIAS: Pat Bowers, Castleton?

11

MS. BOWERS: I'm Pat Bowers. On Wednesday ,

2 March 28th, my family and I lived in Carlisle,
13

Pennsylv.ania within the area of the Three Mile Island

I4
nuclear plant. On Friday, March the 30th, we hastily

15
moved from Carlisle af ter three of the most frightening

16
days of our entire lives.

17
No one can imagine the fear of facing not

18
seen, not smelled radiation. No one can imagine the

I8 desperation of clinging to neighbors to say " Goodbye",
20 and wondering if you will ever see them alive again.
21

As the fear increases you realize that no one's telling

U you the truth. No one can imagine the feeling each

( )~ 23 time I looked at my three little children and wondered

. , . x r n

( )
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I
how those three dels have affected their future.

~

I
I,e3s than one week af ter we settled in

3
our new home in South Schodank, we learned that the

4 tower with the red lights that beams through our house
5 windows indicated the purpose of another proposed site
6

of a nuclear plant.

7
I ata begging: Don't radiate my children.

8.

Don' t f ace us with a nightmare of nuclear power. I hope

9
_

and pray that no one will ever have to hear the word

10 " meltdown". Once was enough.

11 Thank you.

12 (Applause.)

13 JUDGE MATIAS: Sandra Pinkowski,

14 Stuyvesant?

15 MS. PINKCWSKI: My name is Sandra Pinkowski.

16 I'm a resident of Stuyvesa.nt, New York. At presant the

17 nuclear industry has no icng-term solution to the

18 problem of radioactive was te. They" cannot achieve the
i

19 near-perfect containment of these wastes that will be

20 necessary to prctect future generations.

21 This alone makes me fear for the future
22 of my children and of all children. For this reason, and

@
23 for all the other unknowns in the nuclear industry, I

b 2.O ibk
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1

would like to go on record as opposed to a nuclear -

2
generating facility in Stuyvesant or anywhere else in the

3
world.

4
Thank you.

3
(Applause.)

6
JUDGE MATIAS: Theodore Guthridge,

Schodack Landing?

MR. GUTHRIDGE: I am Theodore Guthridge,
O ~

a resident of the propos'ed site in Stuyvesant, Columbia
10

i County.

11
None of us should be here today. We are

12
here to -- (applause) -- we are here due to an error in

13 judgment on the part of NYSEG and LILCO. On that fatefu.

I4
July morning in 1976 when NYSEG descended upon us, my

15 f amily entered into one of the most trying periods we
16 have ever faced.
I7

I am not sure of the number of NYSEG
18 teams in the area, but they knocked on every door of

9

19 every l'.ndowner at exactly nine o' clock on a lovely July
3 morning with Gestapo-like precision.

21 We were, of course, not aware of this

D until later. They wanted us to sign legal documents

(h 23 giving them permission to do environmental studies. It

z7g ', B 5
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obviously was the old divide-and-cor.quer routine. They
2

did not want us to communicate among the residents.
3

They did not want any resistance whatsoever. It was
4

implied that it would be to our benefit if we cooperated .

5

I have asked myself many times since: Hov
6

could this happen in this country. No public
7

announcement was made. No meetings with local
,t 8

governments were scheduled. It was all a big secret

until that July morning. I also know that the Public
10

Service Commission was a party to the secret.
11

I abhor this acticn and I would not have
12

believed it could happen,but I witnessed it. There have
13

been many issues involved in this project that I do not
14

feel have been properly considered. NYSEG and LILCO
15

have exhibited the outdated concept that " bigger is
i

Ib
better", that progress means expansion regardless of

17

human or environmental considerations.
18

.

I would like to comment on two areas:
i

19
first, the nuclear option; and, second, the environment

20
of the proposed site.

21
There are many things about nuclear power

22
you led us to believe that are simply not true. You said

n
that the waste problem would be solved. This, '

_ J /_ . as noi L U,
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1

been demonstrated. You said that nuclear reactors are -

2
safe. This we know is not true. Three Mile Island,

3
Brown's Ferry, Turkey Point, Millstone and many others

4
have had serious incidents. There were 95 unscheduled

5
shutdowns of reactors in 1977 alone, according to the

6
Nuclear Safety Journal, published by the NRC, each one a

7
warning of their fallibility.

( How many more wannings do you need before

you reconsider the nuclear option?
~

(Applaus e. ) ~

11
You said that nuclear power would be so

12
cheap that it would hardly be worth metering. It has

13
hecome one of the most expensive energy sources we have.

14
The second part of my statement deals widi

15
the site. Apparently some of the same factors that make

IS
Co?.umbia County attractive to its residents make it

17
attractive to the utilities. This conflict should not

18
exist. The concept of placin~ power plants with their

18 s

miles of power lines in remote areas is in violation of

20 common sense.

21
These areas are extremely fragile and

22
must be protected, not destroyed. If power plants are

23 not safe to build in a populated area, then they are not.

i90 i07
s ,. v iv .
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I safe anywhere, and pose -- (applause) -- and they do -

2 pose more of an environmental threat in those remote

3
areas.

4
The rural nature of Columbia County,

5 considered by many to be the most beautiful in the

6
State, will be permanently altered by such a massive

7 project as proposed. The Stuyvesant site is unusual in

8 its variety and abundance of flora and fauna. The

9 misture of fields and forests,along with the varied -

10 terrain, provide such a diversity of habitat that it

11 mus t be considered ur..tque.

12 I am personally very familiar with the

13 site and know of no other that can compare. The

14 environmental study done by NYSEG leads one to believe

15 that the site receives a great deal of noise from the'

16 New York State Thruway. This is no' so. The loudest

17 noises are the birds singing and the insects humming.
18 This site simply is not suited for any type of industria L

19 development.
i

'

20 Columbia County has a long history based

21 upon its agricultural heritage. Many historical buildings

22 are located in the vicinity. Houghtaling Island in the

h 23 Hudson River adjacent to the site is destined to become

'w u .BU
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I
a State park. This is not che kind of place to put a ~

2

monstrous power plant with its attendant power lines,
3

railroad , spurs, access roads and docking facilities.
4

If need be, which is highly questionable,
5

I am sure there are sites available of an industrial
6

nature elsewhere where development of a coal option
7

would not further encroach upon nature. NYSEG and LILCO

should be severely criticized by their stockholders, by'

'
the NRC, by the PSC and 'by the Siting Board for selectio. 1

10
of this site.

11

This site must not be considered suitable
12

for this plant or any other Etat may be proposed in the
13

future.

14
I have this to say to NYSEG and LILCO:

15
With the very unsure future of nuclear power, with the

16
environmental considerations,with the lack of load

17 growth, with the Sterling plant being reconsidered, with
ul

the Cementon plant in limbo, and with your Jamesport
t

U3
plant being considered, I ask you to withdraw this

20
application.

21
(Applause.)

ZZ
And should the companies involved fail to

23 withdraw, then I ask the PSC and the NRC to reject the
' ~

328 iB9
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1
applica cion. ~

2
Thank you.

3
(Applause)

4
JUDGE MATIAS: We're going to take a

5
short recess at this time.

6 (A recess was taken from 835 p.m. to

7 8:45 p.m.)

8-~

JUDGE MATIAS: All right, are we ready

9 to proceed? Would you'please take your seats so we
_

10 can proceed?

11
The name that I called out earlier, the

12 gentleman has now arrived and I'll ask him to come

13 forward at this time.
14 Reverend Edward John Fiebke?
13 REV. FIEBKE: I'm Father Edward John
16 Fiebke from St. Paul's Church in Kinderhook. The

17 question of using or not using nuclear energy as a source
18 of power is a moral as well as a political or economic

t
19 issue.

20 We need to ask ourselves: Does the end
21 justify the means when we consider the risks and the

22 unresolved problems of nuclear energy? The answer is

(h 23 an unequivocal "no".

328 i90
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1

Sabotage by one demented person, the -

2

,
blackmail tactics of one political terrorist, one melt-

3
down, the pollution of our environment from nuclear

4
*

wastes for. a time period greater than the known history
5

of man, the risk of human well-being and life from any
6

or all of the above is sufficient reason to halt the use
7

of nuclear energy, and at this point > terminate all

'( plans for future development of its use.
L

The polit'ical and economic arguments for
10

nuclear energy will sound empty and hollow in the
11

judgment of history if any of the above things e';er
12

happen.

13
Adolph Hitler used political and economic

14
reasons to justify killing six million Jews. Few today

15
would say his ends justified the measures that he took.

16
Yet, in a rather blind or short-sighted way,we are

I7
justifying the known and unknown risks of using nuclear

'

18
energy by our questionable ec6nomic and political needs.

.I8
We even do this in the face of a very

0 limited supply of nuclear fuel in this country. The
21

long-range risks involved in the short-term fulfillment

22
of questionable immediate needs makes the morality of

23 using nuclear energy an untenable position.
.

__ K ') Q 401
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1

I strongly urge you to prohibit any
'

2
further development of any nuclear power plants and to

3
close down those already in operation as quickly as

4
possible.

5
Thank you very much.

6
JUDGE MATIAS: The reading on this card

7
is a little difficult. David P. Glasel from the Town of
Ghent?

O
MR. GLASbL: My name is David Glasel. I'm

10
an attorney and I'm a resident of Ghent.

11
I am not,like many of the speakers here

l'* tonight, an expert in nuclear power;neither have I been
13 involved in any organized efforts to oppose nuclear
I4 power.

15
However, I don't think you need to be an

'

HI expert to be able to conclude that the idea of licensing
17 any further nuclear plants amounts to shear madness.
18 It would seem to be apparent from a quick examination

.
MI of what happened at Three Mile Island. Af ter the

20 incident occurred, the utility that was charged with
21 the responsibility fer maintaining that plant didn't
22 know what happened, didn't know why it happened, didn't
23 know how to deal with it,didn't know how to correct it

4 cc,
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and didn' t know how to prevent it from occurring again ~

2

in the future.

3

Similarly, the Nuclear Regulatory
4

Commission didn't know what happened, didn 't know why
5

it happened, didn't know bow to correct it and still
6

doesn't know how to prevent it frem happening again in
7

the future.

8

(Applause. )
9 -.

MR. GLASEL: Then there's the matter of
10

nuclear waste, and we keep hearing about the solution
11

that it's just around the corner, and th ily reminds

me of the many, many times that we heard about the light
13

at the end of the tunnel during the long years of the
14

Vietnam War.
15

Finally, I'd like to observe that you
16

chose to hold this hearing here in Albany rather than
17

in Columbia County -- (applause) -- you have thereby had

the opportunity ta listen to some of the more vigorous.

.19

and dedicated and committed and interested residents,
20

but you have also deprived yourselves of really
21

experiencing the full breadth and depth and strength of
22

the opposition that exists to this application and we
(hP 23

urge you to reconsider.

(} 7
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1

(Applause.) -

2
J0DGE MATIAO: Mr. Glasel, we tried tc

3
obtain a place in Columbia County and were unable to do

4
so. That was our first preference.

5
Walter Smith, Stuyvesant?

6
(Continued on next page. )

7

8

9 . -

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

'
19

20

21

22

23

_.
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1 MR. SMITH: Good evening. My name is
.

2 Walter Smith and I live in Stuyvesant, New York.

3 I'm Chairman of the Zoning Board of Appeal s

4 in<the Town of Stuyvesant. I'm apnearing tonight at the

5 request of our town supervisor, Robert LaBray, as the

e official representative of the Town Board to read a

7 resolution from the Town of Stuyvesant.

8 It reads as follows: Resolution demanding
s

g moratorium on proposed nuclear power plants and high
_

10 voltage transmission lines in the Town of'Stuyvesant.

11 Whereas the proposed nuclear generating

12 plants and the 765 kV transmission lines would present

13 dangerous health and safety risks for the residents of

the Town of Stuyvesant; and whereas these proposed14
i

facilities would cause economic hardships to farmers
15

and derefore de MeMood of our communhy; and
16-

whereas these proposed facilities resuit in the loss ofg

many acres of prime farmland in the Town of Stuyvestne..;
18

and whereas the proposed facilities wonld cause
9 ,

irreparable and irreversible harm to the historic

and scenic beauty to the Town of Stuyvestant; and

whereas the disposal and transportation of radioactive

wastes in a safe and feasible manner have not been

oc
b .0

'
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1 provided for, now therefore be it resolved that the
.

2 Town of Stuyvesant. requests the Governor of the State

3 of New York, the State Legislature and the Public

4 Service Commission as well as the New York State

5 Department of Environmental Conservation and the Federal

6 Environmental Protection Agency to order a halt to all
,

7 site investigations, site hearings, and proposed

8 construction of facilities until all related problems,
,

g associated with these facilities and/or transmisrion -

to lines are resolved to the satisfaction of the sciqntific

11 community and to the satisfaction of the residents and

12 taxpayers of the Town of Stuyvesant, and be it further

13 resolved that certified copies of this resolution be

14 forwarded to the aforementioned public officers,

15 departmenes and commissioners.

16 Thank you.,

17 (Applause)

gg JUDGE MATIAS: Anne Curtin, Valatie?

gg MR. NICKOLITCH: Your Honor, do you think '

20 it would be helpful if you cannounced some other names

that follow? It would probably expedite matters?21

22 JUDGE MATIAS: Susan Guthridge, Laurie

(f) 23 McCarroll, Jody Amodeo from Castleton, Kyle Shuhart?

-

e
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1 These will be the next names that I'll be calling.
_

2 If you want to kind of move down to the front, it will

3 perhaps save a little time. Yes, ma'am?

4 MS. CURTIN: I'm Anne Curtin from Valatie,

5 and gentlemen; to those of you who know me, what I'm

6 going to say, I think you will find very difficult to

7 believe.

8 I find'it very difficult tonight to find

g the appropriate words to speak to you, not for lack of
. -

10 emotion or deeply felt sentiment, but because of anger

11 at the idiocy of the proposal to site a nuclear plant

12 at Stuyvesant, just 12 miles from our State capital.

13 Anger at the system that permits utilities

14 to officially propose to build at Stu'Jvesant while one

15 pr posed co-owner doubts that the propoaed facility is

even needed.
16

17 Anger at a system that permits a nuclear

18 application to proceed when the New York State Siting

Board cannot decide if Stuyvesant's predecessor at
19 ,

Jamesport is needed. Anger at the flagrant abuse ofg

ratepayers' dollars, wasted on an application whose need
21

by its proposed owners is undetermined.

Anger at the outrageous expenditures of

' t ,I 77') O '
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1 time and money which must be spent in our own defense:

2 anger at a proposal which ignores the historical value

3 of an area which could be called a " pincushion" for the

4 National Register of Historic Places.

5 The archaeological significance of

6 Indian artifacts on the site has been ignored. In fact,

7 the artifacts discovered by the proposed co-owners in

8 their investigations are so important that they have,

1

9 been submitted to the National Register for evaluation.
_

to Anger at the loss of our scenic and rural

11 beauty. Anger that the Harrisburg incident -- pardon me,

12 that after the Harrisburg incident, Stuyvesant is still

13 threatened with being the " Albany incident".

14 Anger that the Stuyvesant hearing has

15 not been held in Stuyvesant. Anger at the arrogance of

16 utilities.. who propose to threaten the lives of my

g7 children, my family and my neighbors.

gg I ask you to today hear my anger and to

19 prevent it from becoming bitterness. I am opposed to ,

20 the siting of the Stuyvesant-New Haven plant anywhere.

21 Thank you.

22 (Applause)

JUDGE MATIAS: Susan Guthridge, Stuyvesant?{g 23

'b(T 'i O '
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l MS. GUTHRIDGE: I am Susan Gurthridge and
_

2 I'm 15 years old.

3 I'm a student at Ichabod Crane High School

4 and I have debated nuclear power in my science class.

5 I am also a resident of the Town of Stuyvesant.

6 I live on the site of the proposed plant

7 on land that has been in my family since 1790. My

8 great, great grandfather built his irreplacable Victoria

g home here in 1902 due to the area's unique beauty. The

10 forested and agricultural land is rich in wildlife and

gg has no industrial development.

12 To follow this with a huge power plant

complex would be ruinous to the character of the site
13

and the adjoi ing Columbia County. Nuclear power is the34

most expensive means of generating electricity, most

16 expensive due to its tying up of huge sums of money

better invested in renewable energy sources, mostg

expensive enfironmentally with its frequent release of

radiation, its grave danger of catastrophes and unsolvedg ,

disposal of radioactive wastes.

Nuclear power leaves an intolerable legacy

to this and future generations. All over the world,

thousands of informed people are speaking out against

-,,o | |'
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1 the nuclear society.

2 It is immoral to construct a dangerous
_

3 plant that only lasts for 30 to 40 years and then remain s

4 radioactive to be guarded for centuries, or decommissioned,

5 a problem that has not bee solved.

6 It is immoral to produce the most lethal

7 human garbage and leave it ?or my generation and others

a to come. We have already plutonium and other radioactive

e poisons with our futile attempts at storage, yet we
. -

10 continue to manufacture these wastes.

11 To site a nuclear or coal plant at

12 Stuyvesant with its fantastic view of the Catskill

g3 Mountains is environmentally unacceptable. There are

14 many safe acceptable sources of energy that can be

15 developed.

( 16 I do not accept nuclear power.

17 (Applause)

18 MS. GUTHRIDGE: I will accept and deal

gg with'any unlikely shortage of electricity in the future.
,

20 I therefore request the Siting Board to reject the

21 NYSEG-LILCO application. Thank you.

22 (Applause)

JUDGE MATIAS: Laurie McCarroll, Castleton'
23

-,g ,nDh. Lv
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1 MS. MC CARROLL: My name is Laurie McCarrol l
.

2 and I oppose nuclear energy. Thank you.

3 (Applause)

4 JUDGE MATIAS: Jody Amodeo, Castleton?

5 (No response)

6 JUDGE MATIAS: Kyle Shuhart?

7 (No response)

3 JUDGE MATIAS: I gather that he's not here
,

g either.
, _

ggj Don Guarino, Castleton?

11 MR. GUARINO: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

12 My name l's Don Guarino. My family and I live in

13 Castleton-on-Hudson. We are strongly opposed to the

g4 construction of a power plant in Stuyvesant. We oppose

15 the plant because it will destroy the beauty of the

16 area that we live in.

37 We oppose the plant because it will

gg contaminate the air, the land and the Hudson River. If

the plant be nuclear, we oppose its towers and itsgg

censtant threat; but for larger reasons, we oppose this20

21 31 ant because this country squanders its energy, we waste

22 ener9Y in everY phase of our lives,

Before building new plants, we must learng g

,p ,n13ca cu
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1 conservation, we must learn how to use the energy we

_

2 have wisely and efficiently.

3 (Applause)

4 MR. GUARINO: We must relearn how to

5 co-exist with other living things on this earth rather

6 than constantly subjecting our environment to dangerousl r

7 disruptive insults.

8 Until we learn to do these things, we cannot,
.

g built more power plants Thank you. -g

10 (Applause)

11 JUDGE MATIAS: Ron Shuhart, Castleton?

12 (No response)

13 JUDGE MATIAS: Richard L. Walker, Castleton ?

14 MR. WALKER: Good evening, gentlemen. My

name is Richard L. Walker. I live in Castleton-on-Hudso 1,15

(

16 On behalf of my parents who are retired,

g7 and myself, we ask that the siting of the plant at

18 Stuyvesant be withdrawn and rejected completely,

ad infinitum. < 'gg

We pp se it because of the problems20

n erning nuclear waste which no one has been able to
21

figure ut; because we still have to exist with the
2

[g effects of the Harrisburg incident; because, as the

,g,L, - ,
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1 gentleman before me remarked, we must learn to conserve.
_

2 In passing, if it seems that it is

3 necessary that such a plant be -built, I suggest it be

4 built in the metropolitan areas that seem to need it,

5 such as in Central Park, and that New York State Electric

6 & Gas -- (applause) -- and that liew York State Electric

7 & Gas and other utilities who would foist these thinas

8 upon us assume the problem of storing the waste in the,

9 basement of their building. Thank you. -

10 (Applause)

11 JUDGE MATIAS: The next card looks like

12 Kennie Fountain, Nassau. Did I spell it correctly?

13 MR. FOUNTAIN: Rennie, R-e-n-n-i-e.

14 JUDGE MATIAS.: Rennie? Let me call a

15 few more names: Tito Grenci will be next; Sarah Guthridge

- 16 after that; Frank Amodeo will be after that; and

17 Paul Keegan will be the next one.

18 If you could start coming down so you

19 could assume the witness chair immediately after I call '

20 your name, it will save us a little time.

21 Proceed, sir.

22 MR. FOUNTAIN: 'm Rennie Fountain, of

(h 23 Nassau, tiew York, and from what I know of nuclear power,
,

328 20b
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1 the dangers of it, the wastes and the lack of need for
.

2 it, because this country wastes too much energy in my

3 opinion and in the opinions of the people I know, I

4 ob ect strongly to it.

5 Thank you.

6 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank you.

7 (Applause)

JUDGr MATIAS: Tito Grenci, Valatie?8

MR. GRENCI: My name is Tito Crenci andg
_

I'm a councilman in the Town of Kinderhook.10

11 I w uld like to give you some insight

into the kind of a person I am in order to help you to12

evaluate the feelings of the many people I represent and
13

the great number of people locally and nationally who
14

are f similar background and sentiments.
15

I am a retired New York State trooper,
16

a hurld War II veteran of the :T. S. Marines, a churchgoi ng

family man, married to a schoolteccher for 24 years,g

against the drug movement, very much in favor of law andg ,

order, a firm believer in American inge.,uity with

respect to conquering the problems of energy, and m eing

man's environment. compatible with the delicate laws and

balance of nature. I have a strong love of ,Gq$ and
23 b'Y') L
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I country and a belief that integrity is a vital asset.
_

2 During my local campaign for the position

3 of town councilman, I had on several~ occasions the

4 opportunity to express my feelings and thoughts relative

5 to nuclear energy. I let it be known emphaticallte that

6 I was against nuclear energy in its present stage of

development and technology..,

I further advised tN voters in town not8
,

g to vote for me if they felt otherwise. I would like to
_

10 add that I had received the lar. gest number of votes of

11
all the candidates running, except for the town clerk

who was the incumbent and who was virtually uncontested.
12

This, in itself, is indicative of the
13

general feeling of my constituents. The Town Board

unanimously voted in favor of a resolution against

nuclear energy and the 765 kV lines. The evidence,

pro and con, is so incredible and contradictory that for

anyone to want to establish nuclear generating plants

is totally foolhardy.
,

I, and my constituents, and the Kinderhook

Town Board, respectfully request a moratorium on all

nuclear construction be immediately implemented and

sources of energy for the immediate replacement of the

w-
L. Ui
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1 present operating nuclear generating plants be underaken .

.

2 (Applause)

3 MR. GRENCI: Nationally, there is a

4 question of governmental and industrial credibility. The
'

5 people do not believe there's a fuel shortage. They feel

6 government and certain industries are trying to rip us

7 off and monopolize all energy sources,

a This can be substantiated by facts. What

g I see here is a great threat to the American way of life _

10 with respect to faith in government and the free

11 enterprise system.

12 (Applause)

13 MR. GRENCI: The American people are generous

14 and tolerant, but we are not fools. (Applause)

g; it is further requested that your office

p; heed the voice of the people and help reertablish faith

g7 in government and the great American industrial might,

pg I further question the patriotic positica

gg of many of our incastrial and political leaders when

20 they put the dirty dollar ahead of the good of America

21 and the American people. (Applause)

22 It is again respectfully requested that

(|| y ur e ec are a mura r um na construction of23

, , e0 '06'
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1 of nuclear generating plants until such time that science
.

2 and technology can guarantee, beyond a reasonable doubt,
.

3 the safety of such a source of energy.
#

4 Thank you, and may the wisdom of Solomon

5 be with you in your deliberations and decisions.

6 (Applause)

7 JUDGE MATIAS: Sarah Guthridge, Schodack

8 Landing?
,

g MS. GUTHRIDGE: I am Sarah Requa Guthridge.
_

10 I must preface .my statement with a concern that came

11 up during this afternoon's hearing. Not all members of

12 construction unions support nuclear power.

13 People looking for jobs in the construction

14 sector must consider what they build. Generations of

15 pe ple will suffer from building nuclear power plants.

16 Hopefully the builders of concentration camps are

g7 currently unemployed. (Applause)

gg I must look to conservation oriented

industries and safe, renewable energy for your jobs, and19 e

20 also I might add that the Columbia-Greene Community

College was available for this hearing. (Applause)g

JUDGE MATIAS: Miss Guthridge, everyone22

had offered to us that facility except the-

23 ng7
) db1
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1 Greene-Columbia Community Collage.
_

2 MS. GUTHRIDGE: I could argue this all

3 night. Concerned Citizens for Safe Energy looked into

4 that, and they were told, assured that the whole college

5 was available to you.

6 JUDGE MATIAS: That's not what they told

7 us, ma'am.

8 MS. GUTHRIDGE: All right, I'll continue,

g with my statement.
_,

to I live on site, Town of Stuyvesant,

11 Columbia County. First, I'd like to address nuclear

12 power. Nuclear power plants are technological monsters

13 whose potential disasters are vast. Three Mile Island

14 is just the latest in a number of serious accidents.

15 I w nder what magnitude accident you need

16 to stop pushing nuclear power? (Applause)

17 With more than 40 percent overpeak

gg generating capacity in New York State, we have time to

develop safe, renewable energy.gg .

20 The concerns over nuclear power are many.

3 The dire necessity to contain and safeguard radioactive

g waste for thoucands of years; the relationship between

radiation, disease and genetic defects; the dangers ofg

s / b,
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I human error, accidents, sabotage, blackmail, and theft
.

2 throughout the nuclear fuel cycle; and the proliferation

3 of nuclear weapons.

4 In regard to nucl' ear waste, a recent

5 United States General Accounting Office study cited the

6 lack of demonstrated technologies for the safe disposal

7 of existing high level radioactive waste. To continue

8 piling up wastes and to license new nuclear plants is
7

9 more than senseless.
. -

10 In regard to cost, the true cost of

11 nuclear power has never been revealed to the public

12 due to huge government subsidies. The government, we

'' taxpayers, pay the industry's insurance through the

14 Price-Anderson Act as the private sector will not cover

15 nuclear damage.

16 The government, we taxpayers, carry thes

17 cost of vaste disposal, still unsolved. As with the

18 oil cartel, there is also a uranium cartel. The domestic

19 supplies of uranium are quite limited and the industry ,

20 has promised to supply uranium to foreign buyers of

21 our nuclear reactors, reactors which are not selling

22 well here at home.

gg Nuclear power plants, or any other, should
@

'0''9
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1 not be sited anywhere if they cannot be sited proximate

_

2 to large population areas. Siting power plants in majo r

3 urban industrial areas where the most power is used

4 wohld cancel the need for miles of 765 kV lines ruining

5 the countryside. (Applause)

6 If there are serious environmental risks,

7 how can population density of one size and not another

8 be used to justify site selection? This is immoral.
!

g (Applause)
. -

10 Second, and lastly, I address the

Stuyvesant site. I live on-site in a beautiful area of11

Columbia County, a county which has, town after town
12

by referendum, overwhelmingly turned down proposed13

p wer plants.
14

The rural, agricultural, historical
15

integrity of Columbia County must be preserved.g

I live on land that has been in my familyg7

for generations. It is my past, present and future.gg

My environment is irreplacable. The fields, woods andg

nearby Hudson River are uniquely rich in wildlife.,

Love and stewardship of this land rewards us with
3

crops, domestic animals, deer, osprey, the site of

the Golden Eagle and the Catskill ' Mountains, income,

h oi f' ' '}
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g refreshment and beauty. To build a power plant, nuclear

2 or coal at Stuyvesant is totally unacceptable.
.

3 New York State Electric & Gas and Long

Island Lighting Company should be severely criticised
4

f r wasting their investors' time and money on a site
5

that is obviously nonindustrial and unspoiled.
6

Knowing.this as landowners, we.have never
7

given permissi n r access to New York State Electric &
8

!

Gas. The stress that they have created in our liver cang
_

never be compensated,g

I ask the NRC, the PSC and the Sitingu
Board to deny this application and that Stuyvesant not

be considered a power plant site in the suture. Thank

you. (Applause)

JUDGE MATIAS: Frank Amodeo, Castleton?

MR. AMODEA: My name is Frank Amodeo. I'm

a high school senior at Maple Hill High School.

Maple Hill High School is located within

d ten-mile radius of the Stuyvesant plant. Ten years
,

ago, the graduating class of 1969 faced a war, it was

a war against Vietnam against why we were there, and

ironically, ten years after, the class of 1979 is also

fighting a war and this is a war against industrialism.

,g
MO '
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1
It's a war against industrialism and the

-

2 industrialists who advocate nuclear power, and I am

3 really sick and tired of hearing your reasons'for pumpin 3

so much money into something that is so limited.
4

5 In 30 years -- and correct me if I'm wrong

6 -- m st nuclear power plants become inactive and must

be taken off line. Is that true?7

(Pause)8

MR. AMODEO: Is it true?g
_

( ause) (Applause)
10

MR. AMODEO: I guess not.g3

JUDGE MATIAS: Well, that's the assumed
12

life, but it could go somewhat over that.g

MR. AMODEO: OK, it's the assumed life,

then, and it must be then taken --

JUDGE MATIAS: It varies with many things.

You can't say 30 years and that's it.

MR. AMODEO: Yes, approximately 30 years,

then. At any rate, in Stuyvesant, New York, in 30 years
,

2nd I still imagine I would be still living then,--

I'll only be approximately 50 -- say that's when it's

going to be shut down, then there's going to be a

cemetery of 500 foot cooling towers right in an area

0 23
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1 where I have. camped all my life.
.

2 I think it's preposterous. I would just

3 like to say- that back in the sixties, we had people

that we could listen to on albums. I'm not saying any. 4

5 r ck and roll, Bob Dillon, who's a protest writer for

6 the Vietnam War -- and I useu a quote for my senior

7 quote in my yearbook and I think it's very applicable

g to nuclear power and the industrialists who advocate it

g and I'd like each.one of you individual gentlemen up
_,

10 there to listen very carefully: "You that never done

11 nothing but build to destroy, you play with my world

like it's your little toy". Thank you.12

IA9E 3"8"I1
13

JUDGE MATIAS: Paul Keegan from Castleton?g4

: y name s Paul Keegan. I'm15
.

a senior at Maple Hi'l High School,
16

I would just like to say that the thoughtg

of Karen Silkwood. Harrisburg, and Brown's Ferry, and
8

all the lies and deceit by the nuc'. ear power industry,g .

that I am totally opposed to the building of a nuclear

power plant in Stuyvesant.

(Applause)

JUDGE MATIAS: Warren Applegate, Valatie?

7oi
3
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1 MR. APPLEGATE: My name is Warren Applegat a.
_

2 I live in the Town of Ghent, Columbia County. My home

3 is seven miles from the proposed Stuyvesant plant.

4 As the father of two small children wno

5 will be affected by the operation of a nuclear power

6 plant, I am concerned about the safety of the safety of

7 these plants. I work in Castleton in Rensselaer County

a and the high school in which I teach is four miles from

e the proposed plant.
. -

10 As a teacher of many young people, who

11 will be affected by the operation of a nuclear power

12 plant, I am concerned about the safety of these plants.

13 Most of my colleagues at the school share my apprehensio n.

14 The school district in which I live, the Ichabod Crane

15 district, has e_;tertained virtually no discussion of the

16 nuclear industry. The buildings in that district are

17 located miles further away from the proposed plant than

ig is the cchool building where I teach.

ig The Ichabod Crane School District stands ^
,

g) to make a great deal of money from taxes on the

21 proposed plant. As a matter of fact, almost everyone

22 at these hearings who testifies in favor of the plant

23 stands to make a good deal of money. (Applause)

@
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1 My school taxes will probably decrease
.

2 if the plant is constructed, but somehow I think I will

3 lose out in the long run, we all will.

4 Students at the school where I have been

5 teaching for 14 years are angry, confused, frustrated,

6 very definitely disturbed at the prospect of nuclear

7 construction.

8 About the only comparable psychological

9 state that I can recall which parallels their attitudes
. -

to would be the increasingly skeptical reactions of

11 graduating seniors during each succeeding year of the

12 war in Vietnam.

13 I am an English teacher and my elective

14 course in mass communications meets at noon each day.

15 On the noon of Friday, March 30th, I had heard a rumor

16 about evacuation plans around Harrisburg, and I took as

17 portable radio to class, ostensibly to fit into the

18 news gathering unit we were considering.
,

gg A group of kids scoured the building
,

20 in something like three minutes flat and returned from

the media center with two TVs and from other classrooms21

three more radios.g

We listened and watched simultaneous

-
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1 broadcasts. I had planned on a quick, in-class essay

.

2 "How Do Various Networks and Media Cover the Same Story" ?

3 Electric hardware off, paper out, pens out, then silence .

4 It was unnatural silence for kids. Gentlemen, the

5 presence in that room v_s fear, pure fear.

6 This nation was terrified; not by the

7 media, as you would prefer to have us believe, or as

, 8 you believe yourselves, but by the failure of the safe

a technology we had been promised.
. -

to No DC-10 engine landing on a runway or

11 Skylab dropping who knows where will ever have the effect

12 of those days of terror. I'll never forget the reactions

13 of those young adults on that day.

14 These kids don't relate to World War II --

15 where were you when Pearl Harbor came over the radio --

16 not even what to me was yesterdays' history -- where

17 were you when you heard about JFK -- but I know they

18 will always know where they were the day we almost blew

gg the vnole show.
.

20 We will never put aside political and

21 ecor.omic issues in the nuclear debate because that's

22 all that keeps the lie afloat. But if you were to ask

23 the people what the real issue in their minds is, you

v'o,- n
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1 would find out that the bottom line reads "public

2 morality".
~

.

3 The people have a right to be heard. We

4 are growing tired of a President who appoints an.

5 investigatory commission to investigate a nuclear accident,

6 but who insists that he will ignore that commission's

7 findings. (Applause)

8 We are tired of a Secretary of Energy

g who finds near disaster " disturbing". (Applause)
_

10 We are tired of a Governor who snorts

11 about no more nuclear plants in this State, but refuses

12 legislation to prohibit them; who quietly tells the

13 powerful voting blocks downstate that he will keep the

new plants upstate. (Applause)g

15 We have been more than patient, and even

when this farce of a hearing is concluded, most of us
16

17 will be patting ourselves on the back for " working

within the system", but we do sense this is a farce and
18

we're tired, frustrated, getting angry, and damn it,gg

you are driving us to civil disobedience.,

(Applause)gg

JUDGE aTIAS: Helen O.'ield, Stockport?

MS. OFIELD: Yes, right here. My name is

q
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1 Helen Ofield. I and my husband and children are
.

2 , residents of Stockport in Columbia County. Stockport is

5 nine miles from Stuyvesant.

4 I was asked to speak on behalf of the

Town Board of Stockport by the Town supervisor, Ur.5

6 Jerome Anthony. I am also speaking on behalf of myself

7 and my family.

8 The Town Board passed a resolution on,

i

g April 19, 1979 regarding this issue on the selection of
_

to Stuyvesant as the alternate site. I won't read the

11 entire resolution in the interest of time, but I will

12 quote the key points:

13 Whereas nuclear energy has not proven to

14 be safe, and whereas the nuclear waste p ablem has not

15 been solved, be it resolved that the Town of Stockport

16 opposes the construction of nuclear plants, and be it
.

g7 further resolved that the Town encourage the development

18 of alternate sources of energy.

gg Whereas the Upper Hudson River Valley
,

20 has been a focus for new power plant construction and

21 for 765 kilovolt transmission lires posing serious

3 threats to the health, safety and property of its

residents.g

'

578 2iB
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1 The Town of Stockport: one, opposes any
.

~

2 attempts to build nuclear power plants in the Hudson

3 Valley; two, opposes the actions of the Power Authority

4 and public utilities to develop a power corridor in

5 Columbia and Dutchess Counties; three, urges support

6 for energy conservation and the development of alternate

7 technologies, both of which could reduce the need for

g new electrical generating facilities; four, restrict
t.

g the transportation of spent nuclear fuel through our
_

10 community; five, establish a hydropower task force in

11 Stockport to develop our own resources, especially the

12 dams in the town that have been used for electrical

13 generation in the past and can be harnessed for tha,

14
ptfpose again.

15 The results may seem like a small measure

k f energy savings; yet, an accumulation of many small16

centralized projects will have a substantial effectp

toward solving our national problem.g

Finally, we, in Stockport, are deeply3g ,

20 e n erned that public safety is being disregarded for

profits. Nuclear energy planning does not appear to beg

adequate in the event of a major accident and the waste
2

4 disposal problem will remain an issue for generations.

q,
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1 Thus, we oppose nuclear technology and
.

2 urge all speed i'n the development of alternate sources.

3 Thank you.

4 (Applause)

5 JUDGE MATIAS: Raymond Larrivee, Ghent?

6 (No response)

7 JUDGE MATIAS: Rev, Sylvester Van Oort,

8 Schodack Landing?,

g MR. LARRIVEE: My name is Ray Larrivee

go and I'm a resident of Ghent, New York.

11 As a citizen, I oppose the use of nuclear

12 power. I strongly feel that the nuclear issue is a

13 moral issue because we are dealing with the health and

14 safety and welfare of future generations.

15 As a farmer in Columbia County, I would

16 like to be able to produce quality feed for my cattle

17 and produce good milk for the public and I would hope

gg that farmers 500 years from now can do the same.

gg Technology today has advanced to the point
,

20 where it can unleash tremendous forces which can be

21 for the good of mankind or for the destruction of

22 mankind, and for the life of the earth as a whole I'd

23 like to go on record that I oppose any kind of an energy

,,n
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I which does not foster a better life for mankind or the
,

.

2 life of the world as a whole.

3 (Appluase)

4 REV'. VAN OORT: I'm Rev. Sylvester

5 Van Oort from the Muitzeskill Reformed Church located

6 twc miles from the proposed site and also n.inister of

7 the Stuyvesant Reformed Church.

8 It seems like history,has a way of

(
g repeating itself and I would just like to call your

_

10 a-tention to this. I remember so well, it was only a

11 few years ago, when that terrible word of " waste" came

12 forward from the Vietnam War and it sometimes still

13 comes back to me, the words of Lt. Calley, " Waste them".

14 Now, some years later, here that word

15 comes again, " waste", and I just want to spend a minute

.( 16 to think about that word because I drive past the

g7 proposed site and there's a tower there with a light

18 on it and there aren't many people around it, but I have

gg the feeling that what we're really saying in a way to
,

g those few people who live around there is "well, it's !

21 too bad, other people need their air conditioning, we'll

waste these people".g

I'have the feeling that this is, you know,
()) 23

,o1
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1 essentially what we're doing because there aren't many
.

2 there. I don't say people are saying that terrible

3 word, but in a sense that's ahat we're doing and I

4 think we're doing it with future generations.

5 We're saying "Let them live with these

6 terrible radioation problems that are going to be with

7 us for generations and thousands of years", How do you

a keeo these rods in these nuclear power plants and all of,

9 the waste, the by-products of nuclear energy? We say
_

10 Let them deal with it"."

11 In a sense, we're saying " Waste them".

12 We waste our time, we should be talking about how we're

13 going to develop solar energy and wind power. Here we

14 're wasting our time on something that's not going.

15 to work anyway. (Applause)

16 And lastly, I say that I think we're

17 waating our money. I think it's going to be a waste

is of money.

gg As I look ahead, I can't see where this i

23 is ever going to work out in the long run, and it's our

21 money that is being spent and we're even going to waste

that. I 'think that pronuclear people maybe don't use22

(h these wcrds, but it is a word that is constantly reused
23

,,o
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1 over and over again, " waste, waste, waste" and history

2 does repeat itself.

3 (Applause)

4 JUDGE MATIAS: Osgood Eaton, Old Chatham;

5 then Donald Gaylord, Kinderhook. Is Osgood Eaton here?

6 MR. EATON: Here. I'm Osgood Heaton, Old

7 Chatham.

8 The overwhelming majority of witnesses

9 here tonight appear to he totally opposed to nuclear -

10 power and they have spoken eloquently on that point.

11 I just have two questions: is it true

12 that plutonium takes 250,000 years to lose its killing

13 power? Is it also true that the U. S. Government

14 estimates tha' there will be one billion cubic feet of

15 nuclear wasta in the United States by the year 2000?

16 If your answer is in the affirmative,

17 you're absolutely immoral if you license any further

18 nuclear plants.

gg (Applause) *

20 MR. GAYLORD: My name is Donald Gaylord.

21 I go to Ichabod Crane HIgh School and I've been accepted

22 in an admissions program at St. Rose College this fall.

({h I'd like to say that speaking on be, half of23

52B "'
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1 myself and most of the students in Ichabod Crane, to
.

2 put it mildly, they object to nuclear power. It's very

3 dangerous, in our opinion.

We've talked it over in quite a few
4

classes and there doesn't seem to be any reason for it.
5

I wculd like to say my father is a chemical engineer
6

and he's talked to me about things, stuff like
7

radioactive isotopes that go from a solid stace to a
8

! l gaseous state and spread themselves all over thingsg

and go back to solid dust.
10

A six-story building is buried in New-
11

Mexico because of this problem. They didn't knew what
gg

else to do with the building and it's things such asg,

this that kind of fright- me. I really don't know why.
14

(Laughter)
15

I can't figure ut what else to say here
16

to you. I hope that you will reject the application for
37

the sake of me and for the sake of the students that
3g

.

with me in school and for the sake of future..

9 i
.

9 .4eratio ns . Thank you.g

(AEE """ )1
21

JUDGE MATIAS: John Pando, East Chatham;

and Justin Curry, Stuyvesant?
g

n ' ) [',
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1 MR. PANDO: My name is John Pando from -

.

2 East Chatham, New York.

3 Unlike many of the previous witnesses,

4 I am obviously the older generation. I'm 59 years old,

5 a father of eight children, six grandchildren, and

6 very definitely like one of my predecessors, law

7 enforcement oriented, but I am extremely concerned

8 about the final outcome of this particular hearing and
.

g the effects that it will,have upon myself, my family, _

10 my friends, my fellow citizens.

11 The results -- or I should say the main

@
12 thrust for pushing of the erection of this plant as

13 well as every other nuclear reactor is economic. It is

14 a notion -- (applause) -- and this is exactly the same

g3 as the idea that propels and motivates Russia, is that

16 productivity, materialism is what makes life click and

g7 I submit that that is not what I believe in and this is

18 not what most of the American people believe in.

gg The welfare -- (applause) -- the welfare *

20 and the strength of this country do not depend upon

21 the national product. It depends upon the character of

22 the people and the character of the people -- (applause)

() 23 and the character of the people -- will be proved by--

,,5
,,,n a u
hi-
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1- their ability to cope with the problems which the
-

2 reduction in energy will bring about. I myself have fu1].

3 confidence that we can far better deal with that

4 problem to the welfare of ourselves and future generatiorts

5 than we will ever be able to deal with the results of

6 the pro ;feration of nuclear power and nuclear wasce.

7 Tuaah y;'s.

8 Opplause),

,

g t2. CURRY: My name is Justin Curry. I'm

to 17 years old. I live within three miles of the proposed

11 plant site.

12 Near Niagara Falls, there is an area

13 called " Love Canal". Here, they buried approximately

14 20 years ago chemical wastes which, at the time, they

15 stated would not reappear on the surface of this earth,

16 and yet now people are being evacuated because these,

17 chemicals have resurfaced.

pg My question is: are the atomic and nuclear

pg wastes which are being buried now going to resurface in

the future? If they are, are we going to have to evacuateg

21 the areas of burial?

g During World War II, and now, there is

a place called " Bikini Atoll". There is a tribe of
()) 23

,
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1 natives on this Atoll, and during World War II there
_

2 were tests of atomic bombs.

3 When the Army tried to relocate this tribe

4 and their descendants 30 years after these bombings

5 stopped, the Army declared the area uninhabitable.

6 Yet, the Government asks us, the American

7 people, to turn to nuclear power when we cannot even

8 handle bombing sites used 30 years ago.

g A final statement: doctors and scientists
_,

tell us that tl.e results of a nuclear accident cannot be10

11
definitely determined. However the answer to this

questi n and this statement is: buried in the annals of12

13 Ameri an. history, Madam Curie, one of the first people ~

g ever to work with radioactive materials, died of

radiation poisoning. Thank you.15

16 (Applause)

JUDGE MATIAS: David Sult, Schodack Landing?g

Then we will have Joseph Cutro of Kinderhook.g

MR. BULT: My name is David Bult. I'mgg e

entering a statement from my wife. She didn't appear

here because the hearing was not held in Columbia County ,

She is opposed to the siting of the plant at Stuyvesant.a,

[qg I live on the site. I am a hay and grain

"' I,
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1 farmer. I also work in a paper mill and I am a union
_

2 member. I feel that holding this public statement

3 hearing in Albany County instead of Columbia County is

4 unfair to the people who will be most directly affected

5 by this plant. An adequate site is available at the

6 Columhia-Greene College campus. By holding this hearing

7 in Albany, the utilities and their associates who will

g build the plant have an advantage over the people,

i

g living in the communities surrounding the site.
_

10 Because I am unfortunate enough to live

11 on the plant site, I have been directly affected by

fh NYSEG's activities such as helicopters, test borings,12

13 towers wit.h flashing lights, people doing studies in

14 the fields, painting marks on the roads, and the little

15 range ribbons everywhere for the past three years.

16 This has been a constant reminder of the

g7 possibility of my home being taken away from me entirely

gg against my will. This is my only opportunity to make

gg a public statement in opposition, despite the fact that
,

20 hearings will continue for years.

21 My statement is that I am opposed to the

22 building of this plant here or anywhere.

23 NYSEG has delayed the completion date of())

32B 228
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1 this plant twice due to a decrease in the projected
2 demand for electricity in its service area. For this

3
reason, I feel that all further hearings should be

4
cancelled until the need for the plant can be more

5 accurately predicted.

6 Much has been said that we need cheap
7 nuclear power to replace expensive foreign oil. Because

8 of the recent events at Three Mile Island, nuclear plert7 s

9 will likely become more-expensive. This makes me very -

10 doubtful about the economy of nuclear power. NYSEG's

11 generating capacity comes from coal-burning plants and
12 therefore our dependence on imported oil will not be a
13 factor in this case.

14 Many environmental studies have been done

15 by the Applicant and these will be reviewed by many
16 governmental agencies in the months ahead. However,

17 these cold statistics cannot describe the effect of the
18 plant on rural life in general.

I
1 I cannot express in words what it is like

20 to watch a hawk soar or a duck landing on a pond, to

21 see deer grazing in an open meadow, or squirrels stealing

22 a meal from the corn crib.

(h 23 To reach a decision that a huge generating

.
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1 station could be compatible with this environment or any
.

2 other rural site is, in my opinion, unthinkable.

3 To put this plant in an agricultural area

4 would be like me trying to grow corn and wheat in

5 Central Park. Thank you.

6 (Applause)

7 JUDGE MATIAS: Joseph Cutro, Kinderhook?

3 MR. CUTRO: Mr. Chairman, members of the

g panel, my name is Joseph A. Cutro. I am a resident of
_

ga Kinderhook, New York. I understand that the Town of

11 Kinderhook was named by Henry Hudson back in 1609 when

12 he saw two young children along the shoreline and

13 gave the name to the town of Kinderhook.

14 I also note from my history that Martin

15 Van Buren was the eighth president of the United States

16 and was born and died in Kinderhook, New York. There

g7 is still there the Van Allen House in its original

18 state, Lindenwald in its original state which is now

gg being restored by the United States Government and we ,

y r.ote that from 1609 to 1979, 370 years has passed and

21 this area still remains almost the same, and intact.

22 It gives the culture of its originators

and subsequent residents. There's something generic) 23

,)g'
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1 about Henry Hudson, Martin Van Buren, the Van Allens,
_

2 and I suppose even the legendary Rip Van Winkle.

3 Gentlemen, they are all of the class of

4 mammals and I ask you ts consider that for a moment,

5 that whether your point of view is one which evolves

6 from the Darwinian theory of evolution or whether or not

7 your point of view is theological, and that man is a

8 divine being.
f

9 Whether op not your point of view is _

10 Darwinian or theological, you are all made up

11 biologically as a finite human being who has a limited

12 life span.

13 Independent of whether your view is

14 Darwinian or theological, there is one thing that all

15 of us cannot withstand as a mammal and a finite human

16 being and that is radiation. It will kill everyones

17 in this room if unleased, so the thing is that generally

18 it isn't a question of economics, it isn't a question

gg of politics, it's a question of whether or not we're i

20 going to survive.

21 Now, I have heard many points of view in

22 this room and there are plenty of expert witnesses.

([)~ 23 I happen to be an attorney by profession and I've heard

,-\
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1 expert witness sometimes defined as a man who has a

2 briefcase and travels over 100 miles.
_

3 (Laughter)

4 As an expert witness, he is a man, a

5 mammal who is biologically finite and lives and dies in

6 one life span. As a finite being, he can reason and

7 tell us that nuclear power is either safe or unsafe.

3 From the finite side of the truth,
1

g gentlemen, if that expert witness is incorrect in his
. -

to expert opinion, we all leave the planet because man's

11 biological position as a mammal will not withstand

12 radiation. If he is correct in his expert opinion,

13 we all stay on the planet, but cince he cannot guarantee

14 my stay, I am opposed to nuclear power.

15 It seems to me that any scientific

q 16 endeavor which involves the possible destruction of the

g7 planet.and all of us mammals on it, in my opinion that

gg raises a constitutional question as to its legality.

gg As a lawyer, I have confidence that our Constitution
,

20 Will preserve and protect our planet from those who

21 w uld destroy it without submitting the question for

22 considerauion and decision to the highest tribunal in

23 the land, and I further submit that if that question
og

>,
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1 is dere: mined against the issue, then, gentlemen, I

2 submit to you that the moral law is the law after all

3 and that decision would be incorrect.

4 (Applause)

5 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. We'll recess

6 for five minutes.

7 (A recess was taken from 10:00 p.m. to

8 10:10 p.m.)
,

,

9 JUDGE MATIAS: All right, may we come to
.

10 order, please?

11 William H. See?

12 MR. SEE: Gentlemen, I am William H. See,

13 a resident of the Town of Stuyvesant.

14 I am speaking as a private citizen, but

15 I wish also the record to show that I am a consumer

. 16 representative from Columbia County on the Board of

17 Directors of the Health Systems Agency of Northeastern

gg New York, which is, as you know, a governmental agency

gg created by Congress in 1974, as well as a member of
,

20 the Board of Directors of the American Lung Association.

To me and my wife, grandparents of three,
21

the location of a nu lear power plant three miles from
22

our home may be academic b; the time it is scheduled
O - _

"
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I to come on line. However, as parents and grandparents,
.

2 if we are civilized and intelligent, we carry the

3 responsibility of bequeating, to those who come after

4 us, a world of safety and beauty.

5 You, as members of agencies that are

6 charged with making profound decisions, should share

7 with us, as grandparents, concern about the deadly

8 by-products of nuclear power.

s The e ation of one-in-four, and seven-to-

10 ten, which spelled out is one-in-four deaths from

11 cancer and seven-out-of-ten cancers being caused today

12 by environmental factors, that alone should make you

13 pause in contemplation of the awful burden of deciding

14 to expand and accelerate the dealing cut of death

15 sentences to the same people who ostensibly are

- 16 prospering by increasing electrical power.

17 You should join those of us opposed to

gg nuclear power by your decisions against nuclear power

gg anywhere by recommending safe energy sources, sources *

which re all around us waiting for the ingenuity of20

21 man to capture.

22 Since I wish this statement to be brief,

(fh I will forego repeating a dozen or more reasons for23

a l l)
-_
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1 rejecting nuclear power. However, there is one

2 additional concern of mine wbich is parochial, and that
.

3 is the ravaging of the Hudson Valley.

4 Stuyvesant, along with othe ojected

5 power plants, nuclear or fossil fueled, could become

6 another link in a chain of engineering madness. America,

7 with its thirst for power, cannot be allowed to mindless Ly

a destroy its natural beauty.,

i

g The wealth of a nation lies not alone in

to man's ability to subdue nature, but alst, in man's abilit r

11 to know when to submit to nature. Places of peaceful

12 contemplation are equal in importance to power plants.

13 We, as elder citizens; and you, as

14 selected leaders in our society, must e;k the age old

15 question: what has a man profited if he shall gain the

16 whole world and lose his own soul?

17 (3pplause)

18 JUDGE MATIAS: Donald Gaylord, Kinderhook?

gg Are you Donald Gaylord?
P

20 MR. GAYLORD: Yes. Good evening, I am

21 Donald Gaylord.

22 7 am a chemical engineer and a professiona l

23
engineer licensed in the State of New York. I live in

! ~[
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1 the Town of Kinderhook, Village of Kinderhook, and
_

2 because of the proposed power plant, I have investigated

3 the nuclear generation facilities and the nuclear power -

4 plants to a certain extent.

5 I firmly believe that as a result of my

8 research and my studies, that we do not have the

7 technology and really do not have the capability of

8 developing the technology to make nuclear power safe.
.

9 I think that there is a great problem with both the
.

10 power plants, the problem with instrumentation and

11 technology of operating the power plants, and with the

12 waste products. I also firmly believe that government

13 officials and the officials of the power companies

14 know and realize this and I think that -- this is my

15 own opinion -- the only reason that we are having this

16 hearing here tonight, and it's still proposed is because

17 these officials, who are in very influential positions,

18 are people who are paid not to make mistakes refuse to

19 admit that they made mistakes.several years ago.
,

20 I think that if they looked at it objectively

21 and were to start over again, they would never proposs

22 these plants.

23 In respect to the Three Mile Island

_ n 7 "<
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I disaster, and I really think that it was a disaster --
_

2 there's been a lot (< statements that it is attributed

to human error. I think the only human error in the

4 plant was a result c2 the engineers who designed it and

5 the executives that approved it.

6 (Applause)

7 JUDGE MATIAS: Nancy Gagnui? Is she here?

8 (No response)

g MS. CURTIN: She went home, your Honor, an 1

10 left a statement.

11 JUDGE MATIAS: All right, thank you.

12 Sylvia Watson, Valatie?

13 MS. CURTIN: The same for her, your Honor.

14 JUDGE MATIAS: Richard Black, Chatham, New

15 York? Then after that, L. E. Marshall.

16 MR. 5 LOCK; My name is Richard Block.,

g7 I've been sitting here for awhile listening to the

gg people. I tried to write a prepared statement and I

can't use it..gg .

20 Just listening to all of this is making

21 me pretty sick. First of all, I would just like to say

22 a couple of things, some personal feelings.

(hh 23 I find it very hard to believe that you

o (7, l b,', cs
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I couldn't find a sif.e in Columbia County for the hearings ,

.

2 It seems to me that would have been a much easier task

3 than finding a site for a nuclear power plant. (Applat se_

4 I like it around here. I've travled all

5 over the country looking for places to live, just

6 enjoying what I found, and every time I come back here.

7 Please don't screw it up for me. The

a reason I came back is because it's nice around here.,

9 I don't want to live in the shadow of
.

10 nuclear cooling towers. I have a couple of other things ,

.

11 Part of the problem is a waste of energy. Why do we need

12 nuc.'. ear power plants? If we could cut down on energy

13 use, we wouldn't need them.

14 Just a few minutes ago, I looked around,

15 pulled out my calculator and I made a couple of quick

16 additions and multiplications and I figured out that

17 there are approximately 3,000 100 light bulbs on in

gg this room at the very moment. Do we need all of them?

gg You know a couple of well placed lamps would prob $bly
,

:: help us all see fine.

21 It's frightening. What frightens me is

22 that it's not a movie, it's not some kind of fiction.

23 It's real and it's happening to me, to me personally.

3;.8 '
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1 I would just like to say that I would like
.

2 you all to prove to me that you're not sitting there

3 on your pedestal above me as a formality, that you are

4 listening to what I am saying and what everybody else

5 is saying.

6 Listen, please. Don't let this happen here

7 or anyplace else.

8 (Applause),

9 JUDGE MATIAi: L. E. Marshall, Selkirk?

'

10 (No response)

11 JUDGE MATIAS: I gather he must have left.

12 Robert Marshall, Selkirk?

13 (No response)

14 JUDGE MATIAS: Is he here, Robert .

15 Marshall, Selkirk?

16 (No response)

17 JUDGE MATIAS: ChLrlotte Roberts of
.

18 Coeymans?

19 (No response)
i

20 JUDGE MATIAS: She's not here either.

21 Margaret Waldmann, East Chatham?

22 (No response)

23 JUDGE MATIAS: Charles Waldmann, East

_. 98 39
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1 Chathnm? -

.

2 A VOICE: He left a statement.

3 JUDGE MATIAS: He left also.

4 Steven Roth, Castleton?

5 MR. ROTH: Here.

8 JUDGE MATIAS: All right. And after that,

7 James Purdy, Kinderhook.

8 MR. ROTE: My name is ' aven Roth, R-o-t-h-

,

9 I am a resident of the Town of Schodack near Castleton,

10 New York.

11 I am here to speak the words of my mother

12 who could not sttend this neeting. I speak for her,

13 myself, my family and many other American citizens

14 dedicated to helping to preserve and create a better

15 world.

16 She speaks to the truth. The letter

17 states: Gentlemen, I cannot be at this hearing because

tg I am confined at home with illness. However, this does

19 not deter me from being an interested United States e

20 citizen and how much unhealthy radi ation my f amily, my

21 future grandchildren and I myself am forced, or there

22 is an attempt to force me to be exposed to.

(j) 23 The mere fact that these nuclear plants
.

320
.
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have such a short life expectancy is enough for a person.

_

2 to realize that nuclear was never a reasonable or

3 economic answer to enery. We have to then believe,

4 therefcre, that nuclear power was instituted because of

5 political reasons and other than for the general

6 population's interest.

7 When I was in high school in 1946 and

8 '47, solar was discussed as being a suitable answer to
,

\

g future energy needs. Water power has never fully been
.

10 utilized. People are being penalized for conservation

11 of energy by power companies increasing their rates

12 because not enough energy is being sold.

13 No answer has yet been fo'.;nd to the

14 disposal of nuclear waste. What has been dumped and

15 what will continue to be dumped has leached into the

16 earth no matter how our so-called experts have felt it

g7 was confined. Each or.e o f you. on these commissions

la must look at nuclear as individuals.

19 Despite your positions or capacities, are
,

g you prepared with suitable explanations for your own

21 children and their children concerning genetic defects,

g cancer, et cetera? That may occur in your own family

rees. Will you be prepared to tell t. hem that nuclear
[g 23

y ,',
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1 radiation is a possible cause?

2 This should be of prime consideration on -

3 your minds when you decide on the proposed Stuyvesant

4 nuclear plant. Hoping you face this decision with

5 a true conscience. Sincerely, Mary Ann Roth.

6 Thank you.

7 (Applause)

8 JUDGE MATIAS: James Purdy? Is he here?

9 (No response)

JUDGE MATiAS: I gather not.10

11 Bruce Rosr.nzweig, Old Chatham?

12 (No response)

13 JUDGE MATIAS: Harold Hansen, North

14 Chatham?

15 (No esponse)

16 JUDGE MATIAS: Charles Harris, 5 aodack

17 Landing?

18 (No response)

JUDGE MATIAS: Jeannine Harris, Schodackgg
u

20 Landing?

(No resnonse)21

JUDGE MATIAS: Christine Krackeler,
22

Stuyvesant?
23
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1 MS. KRACKELER: I am speaking this

2 evening for myself and also on behalf of my husband

3 and our three children.

4 We are opposed to the application by New

5 York State Electric & Gas Corporation and Long Island

6 Lighting company to build and operate a nuclear power

7 plant; whether such a plant is sited in Stuyvesant

8 where we live and have lived for ten years, or in New
(

g Haven.
.

10 Our reasons are these: first and most

11 important, the public health and safety could well be

12 jeopardized since there are very real possibilities

13 of human, technical and design errors connected with the

14 atomic power facilities.

15 Furthermore, the waste disposal problem

16 has, to this point, defied a solution.

g7 Second, che economics involved in this

18 pr posal do not make it a reasonable one. The actual

gg costs in time, resources and dollars will be tremendous
,

and the utilities' ability to pay is already in doubt.ej

21 Finally, we earnestly question whether

the applicant will be able to demonstrate the need for22

this proposed plant. It is our contention that if sw() 23

7n
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1 York State is truly serious about assuring safe and

2 adequate power for its people, it could do so with a

3 concerted effort to educate, and if necessary compel

4 its citizens to conserve energy.

5 Additionally, the State should take the

6 lead in the research and development of alternate energy

7 sources, especially hydroelectric power. If it is

8 essential- -- and I stress all those words -- if it

9 is essential that new generating facilities be built

10 to fill in until th'ese alternate sources are on line,

11 so to speak, then such a project should be non-nuclear

12 fueled and undertaken on a huge scale.

13 Small is beautiful and decentralization

14 is desirable. A few small plants, for example, four

15 500-megawatt plants dispersed throughout the State

16 would be more reasonable, acceptable and economical,

l'7 in our view, than a couple of 2400 megawatt monsters

18 cited in the power corridor or a nuclear park in either

13 the Hudson Valley or along the shores of Lake Ontario.
,

g) We love New York. We would like it to

21 remain lovely and livable for ourselves, for our

22 children and for our children's children. Thank you.

23 (Applause)
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1 JUDGE MATIAS: Shirley Dunn, Schodack
_

2 Landing?

3 MS. DUNN: What I have to say seems rather

4 unimportant in one sense because it does not deal with

5 the human, the moral, or the health inplications of this

6 proposed installation.

7 My name is Shirley Dunn and I'm President

g of the Historical Society of Esquatak, which is the
.-

g historical society for Schodack, the Town of Schodack

10 and the Town of Nassau.

11 In one sense, I am very happy to be here

12 testifying because I know that, by law, you are required

13 to consider historic resources in weighing the arguments

14 for a plant as well as human resources. We feel that

15 the siting of either a fossil or a nuclear plant at

16 Stuyvesant would definitely be detrimental to the,

g7 historic resources that we have identified or have not

gg yet identified in Schodack.

gg I would like to talk about three particular .

items. The first item is the unidentified resources.20

21 The Indian tribe that was indigenous to Schodack was

the Mohican tribe, and that tribe extended into Columbia3

County. We have had a great lack of archaeology on theg gW -i1 'db
)b
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I east side of the river. The sites occupied by the
_

2 Mohicans have not been identified.

3 - However, we do have deed references to

4 where they were located and this tribe extended from

5 the south part of Schodack into Columbia County, and

6 some of the potential archaeological sites for contact

7 period are definitely within the range of the proposed

8 site.
,.

9 They have.not been identified and would
.

10 presumably be destroyed by any such wide-scale

11 construction as is contemplated.

12 In addition, on the border between

13 Schodack and Columbia County, there are early Dutch

14 sites that are known only in a general sense and have

15 not been located and pinpointed, and some of those also

16 fall within che proposed installation.

l'y Now, on the Schodack side, I'd like to

18 talk about the sites that have been identified and also

ig about the islands. Muitzeskill is a hamlet just north
,

20 of the Columbia County border. It was the first rural

21 hamlet placed on the National Register by nomination

22 of New York State. It constitutes a rather unique

23 nomination. It has narrow, winding roads, open fields,

3JzB 246
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1 and a few houses, and it represents a small building
.

2 community that existed there during the 1800s. One

3 of the prime factors of this nomination was the 18th

4 century aura enhanced by the narrow, winding roads.

5 It does seem to be a very great likelihood that any

6 large amount of traffic would destroy that 18th century

7 ambience which is preserved in this National Register,

8 National Register of historic places designation.

9 The second site which is very, very
.

10 close to this proposed installation is *.he National

11 Register district. known as the Schodack Landing Nationa l

12 Register district. Schodack Landing Ic an extremely

13 early community. It's been mentioned that the Upper

14 Hudson has very special origin. It was Dutch, not

15 English, and it is a special contribution to the history

16 of the United States.
,

g7 Schodack Landing is a very early

18 community. That particular area was bought in 1663 and

gg there were houses in a small community there well
,

before 1700. Now there is a community of abcut 80 housesg

21 there have been designated as a National Register of

22 historic places site.

..
23 Once again, this location,wouldfun,doubtedly

;9)D ge
Ju
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1 be damaged by any large-scale traffic, a change in the

2 economic situation, and in fact, these towers, if you
~

3 use the nuclear construction would be visible and would

4 destroy the aesthetic environment.

5 The third point that I'd like to make is

6 that the islands opposite Columbia County and Schodack

7 Landing have been designated as a New York State park.

8 The islands include what is known as the Upper Schodack
,

9 Island, what's now called Lower Schodack Island, two

10 or three small islands End a lower island that runs

11 into Columbia County called Hotaling's Island.

12 As a result of various factors, mainly

13 spill dredged from the river, all of these small islands

14 are now joined into one long island which has been

15 acquired by New York State to be used as a park, a

16 marine park. This is located adjacent to the National

17 Register district, which is Schodack Landing. It

la constitutes a really good satisfactory combination of

gg preservation and public use.
.

20 I feel that any large-scale development

21 in the Stuyvesant area would certainly destroy that

n happy situation. In addition, I personally wonder what

23 combination of public 2se of those islands in the marine

h "4
1/LB
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1 setting could be combined safely with a nuclear power

2 situation?
~

3 In conclusion, I would like to say that

4 there seems to be no doubt that such a large

5 installation would have a very serious detrimental

6 impact on the seven years' of effort that have gone

7 into setting aside the historic sites in Lower Schodack

8 and on the potential archaeological sites.
,

9 Thank you very much.

10 (Applause)

11 JUDGE MATIAS: Thank vou. Colleen Bickman,

12 Castleton?

13 MS. BICKMAN: My name is Colleen Bickman.

14 I live in the Village of Castleton.

15 My first remarks do not mean to digress,

16 but I wish to state that I lived in Sante Fe, New

17 Mexico, at the foot of Los Alamos back in the forties

18 as a young child. I witnessed the test explosions or

gg the triggering mechanism of the ato. tic bombs that were
i

20 then used at Hiroshima.

21 My father knew about the atomic bomb even

g though he was a layperson before it was exploded.

g From this knowledge, I have kind of believed all my life

n : i)s~> m
}LU
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I that the people who created nuclear energy, who
.

2 regulate and control it, have never been in total control

3 of this awesome, menacing form of power, which I needn't

4 remind people was created in the time of war.

5 My husband works for HMO -- and this will

6 tie in because in Albuquerque, a recent HMO (Health

7 Maintenance Operation) has gone bankrupt. It went

8 bankrupt because they were not able to calculate into

g their expenses the treatment for the number of cancer
.

10 patients that have turned up in the New Mexico area.

11 It has left a very ill taste, very ill

12 feeling in my head. Throughout the history of nuclear

13 power, wiuh Nevada testing and Utah, it is becoming very

14 clear that wherever nuclear energy is unleased, cancer

15 and death occur.

16 For this reason, and for the environmental

17 reasons, for the beauty of our area, I am very much

13 opposed, as are ny children and my future unborn

19 children, to the idea of having nuclear power generating
,

20 facility in this area.

21 Thank you.

22 (Applause)

-

23 JUDGE MATIAS: Elaine Frankonis, Castleton '

n 7, tj.- ,,n cJ
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1 MS. FRANKONIS: My name is Elaine

2 Frankonis. I live in Castleton with my two children
~

3 and I have done so for the past 15 years or so.

4 The older I get, the lazier I get, and

5 probably if it were up to me, I would have been home

6 writing a letter to you gentlemen, but my children

7 insisted that I come and they even helped me to put this

a together between the supper dishes and getting dressed,

g to go out.

10 I work at RPI, Rensselaer Polytechnic

11 Institute as a writer. Now, this fact doesn't make

h 12 me any expert on technolcgy, but it does mean that I have

13 a little more knowleage than mcst people about the

14 argument- t-pporting nuclear research and nuclear power.

gr I know that progresd can't take place

16 without taking risks. Inventions wouldn't be invented,1

17 cures for diseases wouldn't be found, new frontiers

18 wouldn't be' discovered unless people took risks.

gg But it seems that until now, until nuclear
,

20 technology the risks that were necessary affected only

21 one or two people, or at most maybe a couple of

22 hundred. The risks involved if something goes wrong

g with nuclear technology is another ball game. It is no,,

h oy1
f ~-
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I longer a matter of one or two or 200 or 2,000 human

2 lives.
_

3 Even if a crisis like Three Mile Island

4 itself never occurs again, there's still the risk of

5 a constant low level lethal radiation from both the

6 power plants and the waste products as well. I'm going

7 to read you a couple of facts that my children put

8 together for me from some magazine articles.
,
,

g Recent court cases suggest that exposure

10 to radiation is even more ha::ardous than previously

11 thought. In contrast to earlier assurances, recent

12 medical reports double the normal rate of leukemia among

13 Utah residents who were under 15 end living downwind

I

14 from the atmospheric tests conducted 20 years ago in

Nevada.
15

Number two, the nation's first 12 censedgg

17
nuclear reactor opened in California in 1957, was closed

six years later because it was obsolete. Now, that's
18

just not cost-effective to begin with, but moreover itgg

will remain radioactive for another 30 years.g

The Harrisburg plant is infinitely more
21

contaminated.3

Three, the nation's radioactive garbage is

Q8 , U ,'-
c.
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1 now estimated to be 600,000 tons. Now, we have no

2 permanent, safe storage, so this is a11 stored
_

3 temporarily. It is highly . toxic for 600 years and

,, radioactive for 300,000 years. If there is no other

5 safe means of disposal discovered, one-third of the

6 nation's plants will exhaust their storage facilities

7 by 1990. That's not very long off. The level of radio-

8 activity resulting from nuclear power plants posed risks
,

g to life on 6.his planet that not only would take -- that

10 take risks that only an idiot would take.

11 It will affect not just one person, not

yj just one community, not just one country; radioactivity

13 will affect life on this planet as it pollutes the soil,

the crops, the animals, our whole chain of life, I don'tg4

want to take that risk.
15

16 For the sake of my children and their

37 children and the generationc who will need this planet

to live on five centuries from now when the radioactivegg

gg wastes we hvae buried today will still be going strong;

please, gentlemen, no more nuclear plants, not ing

Stuyvesant, not anyplace.3

(Applause)

JUDGE MATIAS: Christi Vadnais? Then,

e.

')' '|f L. d U
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1 after her, Angela Curco, Kinderhook.
_

MS. VADNAIS: Hello, I'm Chris Vadnais

3 from Brookview, and I'd like to speak on behalf of my

4 family in saying that we all oppose the building of

5 the nuclear power plant at Stuyvesant or anywhere else.

6 7.m e student at Buffalo State College,

7 and the City of Buffalo is 35 miles north of the

8 . West Valley nuclear storage facilit'r for waste storage,
,

9 and that's one that has leaked.
,

10 In doing some research for a term paper,

11 I came across the fact that radirtion from West Valley

12 has escaped into the water supply of t housands of

13 people, including myself, most of the area. I don't

14 know how much radiation I myself have consumed, but I've

15 had enough and I don't want any more.

16 I think West Valley is a perfect example

17 of the end product of this so-called " perfect technology '.

18 The successful containment or even storage of high

19 level wastes is still a confirmed mystery. Perhaps

20 there isn't an answer to it, but we don't know.

21 To build massive reactors today assuming

22 that we will find answers tomorrow is irresponsible,

23 leaving it to the next generation, which is,mine.

3'f B c'
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1 If we continue to propogate nuclear power

2 and create high level wastes without solutions, threats -

3 posed by uncontrollable nuclear waste may soon exceed

4 even those of the bomb. Thank you.

5 (Applause)

6 JUDGE MATIAS: Angela Cutro?

7 MS. CURTRO: My name is Angelo Cutro.

g Your Honor, I would like to defer to my son, John Cutro.
,

g JUDGE MATIAS: All right.

10 MS. CUTROI Thank you.

11 MR. CUTRO: My name is John Cutro and I'm

12 an experimental physicist. I worked on superconducting

13 materials and devices that will be used in directed

14 weapons systems by the United States Air Fo.tce.

15 Since that activity, I've been involved in

16 public education a.nd non-vital direct action on both the

17 arms race and also the nuclear power issue.

gg The reasons why I'm here today are

gg because I object to.the site of Stuyvesant as a place
.

for nuclear power plant, or anywhere else.g

21 I also object to the hearings being here

in Albany because they're not where the people are.,,

After the detonation of the nuclear device over Hiroshim a,23& ..

{;!.0 yL'
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1 it was suggested that all peace talks be held there on

2 the site. However, they decided that they wouldn't ~

.

3 hold the peace talks there because it would make the

4 negotiators uncomfortable. I think we need a little

5 bit more discomfort when we're discussing this kind of

6 issue. (Applause)

7 My first objection to nuclear power is

8 the issue of safety,
i

g A fundamental law of human experience that

to most people forget abeu't when they're talking about

11 nuclear power is Murphy's law: nothing is as easy as it

12 looks, and if something can go wrong, it will at the

13 worst possible time.

14 If you don't believe that law, think about

15 Carter and Scheslinger pushing nuclear energy and

16 along comes Three Mile Island at the worst possible time ,

17 It's otzen been said that the limits of

ig technology are only the laws of physics. As a physicist ,

gg I submit that's not the case. I submit the limits of
a

20 technologj are not the laws of physics, but the

21 interaction of those laws with human fallibility, and

22 with this society, not just technical questions,

23 institutional questions also.

PAR $CNT REPORTING SERVICE. lNC.
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1 The Wash-1400 study, popularly known as

2 the Rasmussen report, has been internally criticized -

3 by the NRC. It didn't take into account a lot of things :

4 earthquakes, fires, sacotage, human accident initiation

5 plus improper use of the fault / tree / event-tree analysis.

6 Trying to estimate the probability of a nuclear accident

7 using fault-tree / event-tree analysis is preposterous.

8 If you know all of the performance data, you can perhaps
'

s do it. ".f you have to start guessing and you start

10 fillinc in those blanks'with reasonable estimates that

11 are cased on bias, what you wind up with is a

12 misrepresentation of reality.

13 The second objection is on the was 1.c .;u e ,

14 the government on appeal here, non-reversible consequencet

15 to deal with. In terms of the storage of spent fuel,

16 that's something a lot of people don't realize, there's

17 a lot more reactivity and a lot more radioactive material

18 in the spent fuel pools than there are in the reactor.

gg If there's a loss of coolant accident in one of these
e

g3 pools, the fuel can melt, it can contaminate a sizeable

21 portion of land, more than if the nuclear power plant

gg melted down.

g3 In terms of being able to store. hese

h }'[8 L. 3 '
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1 materials for a long period of time, let's first figure
.

2 out how we'ra going to store water for a quarter of a

3 million years. No one's yet even been able to

demonstrate that we can store water for that long a time4

5 If a private citizen exposed the public
!

6 to the kind of contamination that the public has been

7 exposed to from nuclear power plants, they'd be locked up.

8 Why haven't the utilities been locked up? (Applause),

g Let's start to consider about applying
to the Nuremberg principles here. All you persons up there

11 are individually responsible for your actions. Don't

12 forget it, we won't let you. (Applause)

13 Next objection, in terms of low level

14 ionizing radiation; all the vegetation and humans,

15 . animals on this earth have evolved around the nature

16 that surrounds us.

17 We've also' evolved around the natural
gg background radiation. When we start changing that, we're

gg dealing with things we don't understand.
,

m In terms of the data base, I've read an

21 awful lot of reports on the effects of low level

22 radiation. One thing that can be said is that all of

23 this data -- the data base i s very poor. Medical records

'EO- ,/ 8$ ''
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1 are only kept for seven years. Death certificates often

2 don'.t reflect the true cmise of death, and in the case -

3 of a worker in the nuclear industry, if they contract

4 a cancer five . years later or thirty years later; weJ1,

5 that's too bad because the statute of limitations on

6 workpersons' compensation runs out after two years.

7 In terms of the data base, I have a

8 question. Why isn't the Department of Health keeping

9 the records now? Why aren't we taking a better data

10 base now. We're not. I submit that the reason is

11 because they don't want to know.

12 In terms of the effects of low level

13 ionizing radiation, you often hear these quotes about

14 millirems, et cetera. Well, what do those measurements

15 represent? They represent a figureon a digital meter

16 or a figure on a dial. Is this microphone an ear?

17 No, it isn't. It responds like an ear, but it isn't.

18 The final analysis has to come from the effects on

gg human beings, and we're not keeping the records.

.

2G I also object to nuclear power on the issue

21 of nuclear weapons proliferation. We have over 3800

22 pounds of fissionable material, uranium 235 and

23 plutonium 239 in what used to be called "MUF", material

O
cOm
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1 unaccounced for. Well, they changed tha'.: term. They
.

2 don't call it that any more. They call it " Inventory

. 3 Discrepancy". Where is this stuff, do you know?

4 I also ebject on the basis of civil

5 liberties. The surveillance of anti-nuclear power

6 opponents is something that we won't tolerate. It's

7 an infringement on our constitutional rights to privecy.

8 (Applause)
\

g I also object to nuclear pover on the

10 basis of unreal cost-benefit analyses that have been

11 done. Comparative studies in government -- that are run

12 by govenment and industry only consider the normal

13 operation of a nuclear power plant. They don't account,

14 for decommissioning, they don't account for the entire

15 fuel cycle, for guarding the waste or for the cost of

accidents such as TMI. 'they a.' so don ' t account for16

|
17 what happened in a meltdown. Tzey don't out that into

the cost. This is pretty mucli reflected by the Price-18

Anderson Act.g ,

3 I.have a question for the representative

for the New York State Electric & Gas. If there is a21

meltdown and if there is S17 billion worth of damage,22

can you please tell me how much the people can expectg

- ,3 7 fT
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1 to receive on the dollar in property damage?

2 MR. SPINDLER: I can't answer that.
~

3 MR. CUTRO: You can't answer that. I can

4 answer it. the limit is $560 million, correct? All right.

5 Now, at S17 billion damage, you take those two numbers

6 and divide them, and you come up with one-third of a

7 cent. That's a very easy question to answe .

8 Now, that one-third of a cent, you don't

a get that if you're dead. In terms of evacuation plans,

'

10 I guess there have been some studies done. I've accessed

11 the Officers Disaster Preparedness documents.

12 They tell me a lot of things about phone

13 numbers and vague ideas of plans, but if you really

14 want to evaluate the evacuation plans, you get up

15 tonight at two o' clock 7 the morning and call a bus

16 company and say "I need you to evacuate a whole

17 population" and you find out what reality is in terms

18 of evacuation plans. As human beings, we should not

1g have to make these decisions.
E

20 The thing that really bothers me the most

21 about nuclear power is that it's very difficult to

22 evaluate any of these cost-benefit relationships when

23 we're lied to in a statement on March 28th issued by

328 :o1
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1 Walter M. Creitz, the President of Metropolitan Edison.

2 He said that the levels of radiation near
~

3 the site boundaries were several millirems per hour and

4 then he said that wasn't true, but tilat wasn't what

5 bothered me. What bothered me is that he said that

6 normal background radiation is less than a millirem per

7 hour, indicating that it's only a couple, you know, just

8 a few millirems more.

9 I forgot to tell you that less than a

10 millirem per hour, it's 1/100th of that is normal

11 background radiation. That's a very misleading

12 statement, that's deception, it's not quality information.

13 He also said all safety and backup systems

14 performai according to design. Any engineer knows that

15 when ycu design a machine or a device, you don't design

16 it so that it destroys itself if a credible event occurs ,,

17 that's also a lie. He also said that the plant had

18 reached an orderly cold shutdown condition on March

gg 28th. It is still not depressurized, it's still not
,

20 at ambient temperature and that's a lie. Why?

21 In terms o. alternatives, people will

23 ask "Well, what are you going to put in its place?"

g 23 Very often, I will get defensive and say "Well,.you

,. > , ,
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1 get solar, biomass, geothermal, wind," and I go into'

2 the whole technical wrap about what we have, but that's -

3 not really the point anymore.

4 The point is that it's not up to

5 individual private citizens to fund safe, cheap, clean

6 and renewable energy resources out of their own pockets .

7 It's up to the society to do it as a whole. That's

8 your responsibility, gentlemen, not to subsidize the
,

g profits of private utilities. You can't meter the

10 sun and wind, that's thb problem. (Applause)

11
The nuclear power didn't get us out of

12 the Stone Age, and if we do go back to the Stone Age,

13
it will be because of nuclear power and nuclear weapons,

14 not because ae got rid of nuclear power. (Applause)

15
I urge you, New York State Electric &

16
Gas, to withitraw the application. If that doesn't

-

work, I urge you to deny it. If that doesn't work,g7

gg we're going .o shut them down with ou.r Dodies. (Applause)

Nuclear power and weapons, no, thanks.
19

.

IA99l"" "I20

JUDGE MATIAS: We have completed all the
21

cards that I had for those wishing to speak who
22

reside within the ten-mile radius.g

' 'i p G 7
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1 It is past 11 o' clock and we'll recess

2 now. I apclogize to those who live outside the ten-
-

3 mile radius who wished to be heard tonight and couldn't

4 be. We just simply couldn't accommodate everyone.

5 I thank you all for attending.

6 (Whereupon, the hearing in the above-

7 entitled matter was adjourned at 11:05 p.m.)
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5 JAMES G. BRADT, Safety & Training Director 715
Eastern New York Construction Employers-

6

MARK RUCKER, Representative 718
7 Saratoga Safe Environment Council

8 REZSIN ADAMS, Member 722'

Safe Energy Coalition of New York State
9

EMERSON MEAD, Supervisor 728
10 Town of Conesville, County of Schoharie

11 PETER J. BRENNAN, President, New York State 732
Building & Construction Trades Council

12

PETER C. MIRABILE, Business Manager 742
13 Laborers' Local 190

14 HARRY ALLAN, Personally and aJ Counsel to 743
Harold Krieger, Town of Stuyvesant

15

KATHRYN DUNHAM, Resident 744
16 Old Chatham, New York

17- JOHN MAZZACCA, Member 746
Laborers' Local 190

18

EMILY MICHAUD, Resident 747
19 Austerlitz, New York *

20 CATHERINE REINIGER, Resident 748
Athens, New York

21

22

h

-,,n i1 3
J /. V
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6/14/75. Case NO. 80008 895
.- -

Evening Session

2 SPEAKERS PAGE

O CHRIS VAN DER VEEN, Summer Resident 756
New Lebanon, New York

4

KEVIN MC GRATH, Student 769
5 Albany High School

RICHARD L. DUNHAM, Resident, Columbia County 775
President, Empire State Chamber of Commerce

7

ROBERT O. RICHARDSON , Resident 783: 8
Old Chatham, New York

9 -

JANICE ELDRED, Senior 784
10 Maple Hill High School

11 KATHLEEN DONNELLY, Senior 786
Maple Hill High School

12

LELAND SHARP, Resident 788
13 Town of Kinderhook

14 ROBERT W. CLARK Resident, Structural Engineer 791
Valatie, New Yvrk

15

ANNABAR JENSIS, Resident, on behalf of 792
'

16 Mayor Guy A. Rider, Village of Coxsackie

17 NILS BACKLUND, Supervisor 793
Town of New Baltimore

18

JOHN J. SCHERIFF, Supervisor 797
,

19 Town of Kinderhook

20 CLAIRE SCHERIFF, Resident 798
Niverville, New York

21

KENT REYNOLDS, Resident 800
M Kinderhook, New York

23 MABEL LEE REQUA, Pesident 802~

Schodack Landing, New York

7>O 'h9
| !. _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ . . _ .

.
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6/14/79 Case No. 80008 896
,. -'

Evening Session (Cont ' d . )
_

2
SPEAKERS PAGE

3
-

LILLIAN JOCKHECK, Resident 803
Schodack Landing, New York

4

A E FIGLIO, Resident 8055
Castleton, New York

TOM BOURNE, Resident 807
Stuyvesant, New York

7

PAT BOWERS, Resident 809, g
South Schodack, New York

SANDRA PINKOWSKI, Resident 810
Stuyvesant, New York

10

11
THEODORE GUTHRIDGE, Resident 811
Schodack Landing, New York

12
Rev. Edward John Fiebke, Pastor 816
St. Paul's Church, Kinderhook13

14 DAVID P. GLASEL ,'_ Attorney 818
Ghent, New York

15
WALTER SMITH, Chairman, Zoning Board of 821

16 Appeals, Town of Stuyvesant

g7 ANNE CURTIN, Resident 823,

Valatie, New York

18
SUSAN GUTHRIDGE, Student 825

gg Icharod Crane High School
,

20 LAURIE MC CARROLL, Resident 827
Castleton, New York

21
DONALD GUARINO, Resident 827

22 Castleton-on-Hudson, New York

23 RICHARD L. WALKER, Resident 828O Castleton-on-Hudson, New York

q"/q,,8,34 L v
__
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E /14/79 Case No. 80008 897
.

, a

1 Evenina Session (Cont'd.)

2 SPEAKERS PAGE

3 RENNIE FOUNTAIN, Resident 829
Nassau, New York

4

TITO GRENCI, Councilman 830
5 Town of Kinderhook

6 SARAH GUTHRIDGE, Resident 833
Town of Stuyvesant

7

FRANK AMODEO, Senior 837
s Maple Hill High School

.

9 PAUL KEEGAN, Senior 839
Maple Hill High School '

10

WARREN APPLEGATE, Resident 840
11 Towa of Ghent, Columbia County

12 HELEN OFIELD, on behalf of Jerome Anthony, 843
Town Supervisor, Town of Stockport

13

RAYMOND LARRIVEE, Resident 846
14 Ghent, New York

15 REV. SYLVESTER VAN OORT, Minister, Muitzeskill 847
Reformed-Church and Stuyvesant Reformed Church

t 16

OSGOOD EATON, Resident 849
17 Old Chatham, New York

18 DONALD GAYLCRD, JR., Senior G49
Ichabod Crane High School

19 .

JOHN PANDO, Resident 851
20 East Chatham, New York

21 JUSTIN CURRY, Resident 852
Town of Stuyvesant

22

DAVID BULT, Resident 853
8 23 Schodack Landing, New York
V n7j-

}'[O di*s
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Case No. 80008 898
. ,_ , _ _

, Of L'k/ 12
.

1 Evenina Session (Cont'd.)

2 SPEAKERS PAGE
~

3 JOSEPH CUTRO, Resident 856
Town of Kinderhook

4
WILLIAM H. SEE, Resident 859

5 Town of Stuyvesant

6 DONALD GAYLORD, Chemical Engineer 861
Town of Kinderhook

7
RICHARD BLOCK, Resident 863

8 Chatham, New York,

\'
STEVEN ROTH, Resident 866s
Town of Schodack ,

10

CHRISTINE KRACKELER, Resident 869
11 Stuyvesant, New York

12 SHIRLEY DUNN, President, Historical Society of 871
Esquatak, Town of Schodack & Nassau

13

COLLEEN BICKMAN, Resident 875
14 Village of Castleton

15 ELAINE FRANKONIS, Resident 877
Castleton, New York

a 16

CHRISTINE VADNAIS, Student, Buffalo State 880
17 College

18 JOHN CUTRO, Experimental Physicist 881
Kinderhook, New York

^

19
.

2o

21

22

g 328 27223
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